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What other features would you include at the 21st Street Gateway? 

I do not think that is a good location for the parking, visitor center, and MOCA as it feels very busy and crowded 

with the traffic on both sides and it is difficult to get to for vehicles and pedestrians.....sculpture and pergola are 

great......the other uses should be put in the area around the Sports Center and become part of that campus.  

A dog park

Better use of green space

Promote beach activities.  Promote history, nature options.

Visitor Center demand is low. Think about a better year round use.

Something that is more celebratory and resort oriented, large enough to easily be seen by motorists.  A 

stormwater pond may be necessary, but an overlook deck??? Seriously??

Leave it alone open space

It would be nice to see the Gateway Sculpture (#6) not so large as indicated/projected in the image. Something 

more natural that can function as wildlife habitat would be much better.

Surfboard art sculptures on south and north perimeters as shown in previous studies

Nice landscaping and more welcoming look/environment

More natural plantings and natural habitat for native species in park and surrounding areas.

The MOCA extension is fine. Please NO VISITOR CENTER, KEEP IT ALL SIMPLE AND GREEN!

Smaller visitor center, just bathrooms, one attendant, and brochures. Give the space to MOCA for classes and an 

expansion to put art on display right at the gateway

A changing locally produced center piece.   Maybe by month, maybe by season but something changing 

periodically that a Virginia beach local produced.

Full scale replica of alight house with an observation deck in the median. Tall enough to see the ocean. 

Easy disability access.

Replace visitor center completely with modern architectural marvel- incorporate a parking structure with it and 

provide a pedestrian bridge from conv ctr to moca
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How about a beautified retention pond to help mitigate flooding in adjacent problem areas? 

Skate park

Something to address flooding near this area

Visitor center not used often. I would consider an alternative use here

Enough parking for the middle of the beach, ride share bikes, public transportation from the parking structure 

large walking and biking paths

Just wish some ideas were addressed at making current residents feel welcome at the beach

No changes

The oceanfront speaks for itself.  I see no reason for or benefit from a "welcome area".

I would prefer for the space to be used for needs of the community over the beauty of art. Although I love art 

and want our area to be welcoming, I feel this rendering has a lot of wasted potential.

Planned U-Turn Lanes to reverse traffic when Oceanfront is at capacity

Free or discounted parking for Virginia beach 

TV like Billboard capable of scrolling special and emergency announcements....one for coming and one for those 

leaving . 

Bathrooms

STOP pouring concrete at OUR beach and remember that YOU SERVE US. STOP raising our taxes for all this 

garbage development.

No e, I really don't like any of it.  I don't want my tax dollars used for this project, especially on ugly "art."

Parking is insufficient and needs to be innovative to include automatic systems (elevators for cars) to multiple 

parking levels.

More traditional art: some of the murals in The Vibe are just artistically poor.

Our city's iconic dolphin swimming with Neptune!

I think the sculpture should be 1 story high, nothing too grandiose but something that reflects the ocean and 

Moca. A focus on celebrating our wonderful ocean and not something that detracts from the natural beauty 

when arrive.
You can put tables and chairs, more landscaping and  A pavilion for shade where the sculpture was supposed to 

go

None

Water features....beah vernacular....marine animal art
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It is difficult to give feedback on proposed plan as the picture doesn't really give any details.  If this includes the 

lighted surfboards that were talked about I say "Please no" to that.  I would keep the park area and have a nice 

visitors center with tourist information.  I would not spend money on the public art and pergola
 Nice Public Bathroom for humans and small area for pets to exercise and go to bathroom and dodo bag 

dispensors.

Trees

Stormwater retention pond

Just better landscaping but I don't feel lots of money needs to be added for benches etc as it's too far from 

ocean where people will not go to hang out way back there.

I wouldn't spend much money on benches etc as too far from beach where folks don't hang out that far back 

Natural art that grows and can endure the climate. Perhaps VB designed in seasonal hearty flowers.

Light and water features. Heating element for cold days  mister for hot days. 

Light and water features. Heating element for cold days mister for hot days. sitting areas. 

Be on your guard..as people shoot each other like the wild west

Food truck options with Health Inspector ratings.

Be on your guard, from shootings

Ensure it is ADA compliant

I think the stormwater pond is going to be nasty when not full.

I think the proposal is too much and very tacky.  I would love to expand MOCA, but as a connected extension to 

the current MOCA campus.  The gateway pergola would require maintenance that would be a substantial 

ongoing expense that would periodically impede 264 traffic flow.  I would support a visitors center with direct 

access from 264 East, a tasteful sculpture like the one on Laskin Road, and the park with its natural features.

Anything which will promote the Aquarium. It's a fantastic place. 

Wasted space - it will not be a draw so no need for it.

bus stop / terminal

drinking fountains in the park

More places to sit down and rest. Watch the water and enjoy it.

Restrooms and refreshments 
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Atlantic Ocean , Chesapeake Bay Estuary incorporated into art

Also please get the scooters out of our neighborhoods thank you Julie gerst

The Arch is not tall enough to compliment the Convention Center 'Sail' tower and it appears to have no 'theme'! 

King Neptune dominates the boardwalk and is rather imposing, this arch is rather 'ho-hum' and would simply 

catch the wind in a hurricane! Seriously. New York City or somewhere I saw recently, had a animated wave 

sculpture spread out high above a city park. If Virginia Beach wants to compete with the likes of Myrtle Beach 

and Miami, then it must have astounding attractions! Big ones! For this 21st street arch, something capable of 

catching morning sunrise light and reflecting it up, down, sideways or somewhere for another amazing effect 

Farmers markets

Handicap asessibity- to get around - difficult for those that cannot walk those distances 

lawn and trees.  Concentrate on the city's infrastructure and public servants like police and fire.  I am sick and 

tired of my tax dollars going to the oceanfront and the rest of the city falling apart.
Keep it well landscaped but mid-sized at most. Who wants to have nice decking overlooking a storm retention 

pond between 2 busy sections of noisy/busy interstate??? I am not certain what is wrong with what is there 

now. We spend TONS of time on the Boardwalk and at the Oceanfront ---- lived there this year in the summer on 

40th Street as retired Va Beach residents/playing tourists. Pump up the entertainment on the Boardwalk. Put 

posters up (as the city used to do) in the Boardwalk poster stands to encourage locals to come down and join the 

tourists for events/music/fireworks, etc there. Spend more on more police at the Oceanfront. Seems there are 

fewer police visible on the Boardwalk than in years past??? Just their low-key presence(Police) every few blocks 

gives tourists a person they can walk up to should they notice anything strange. We saw a guy with gun in back 

of this short leaning over the rail by King Neptune obviously wanting people to see his gun during SITW. We 

looked for police as we walked from the King Neptune statue to 40th but saw no cops to tell; they were doing 

their job, crazy busy closer to the venue, which was completely understandable ---- they seemed to be doing a 

stellar job (Va Beach police)because we had walked all the way down to 5th Street and saw MANY police. Just 

would be so nice for Va Beach to fund even more police on the Boardwalk/Atlantic/parts of Pacific so, again, 

tourists/residents know will see a cop in a couple blocks (like NYPD). I believe this will bring more to the city than 

an improved Visitors's Center most will not stop in. We have,  used the current Visitor Center thought it was 

None

How about the completion of all the road work in the surrounding areas first.  There has been continuous work 

on 19th st. down to Norfolk Avenue for over 2 yrs!!   People (tourists) might want to be able to turn right or left 

after going under the stupid welcome gate.
bike racks, fountains and multiple sculptures throughout the landscape and gardens rather than 1 large one so 

that it invites people to visit the Gateway area and that in itself will create a great social media awareness.  

Walkways that will be shaded at various times of the day by the landscaping.  Maybe some small sloped, low rise 

"hills" to add to the visual interest

Dog park where horticultural garden is located

Nothing that the tax payers would have to pay for.  PLEASE! 

Police patrols
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Picnic Area for families

Welcome with flashing lights 

Good roads,signage, and parking. 

VB Strong

trees, landscaping I love art but lets not spend millions

A park area with walking paths, water features.

Food trucks in the park or a small cafe. I've been to Magnolia in TX & although it is t a public space the set up is 

fabulous. They have a bakery, food trucks, AstroTurf with bean bag chairs & crates with balls, frisbees etc.. A 

very family friendly space where even adults have fun 

Cameras to catch unlawful activity.

It needs to be clean and lots of landscaping more than projected art

Public transportation station & park&ride lot. Bicycle rental s

well considering the people will be spending hours and hours waiting in traffic just to get through tunnel due to 

poor planning and log overdue expansion which will be at over capacity when completed. I would say a sign 

saying you have won the marathon to Virginia beach here is your beer and a bottle of water  and pain pills. 

Please save some pills you will need them for the way back home!!!!  If we as an area do not solve the traffic 

problem and 6-8 mile backups coming and going people will bypass this area.  I was in Myrtle Beach last month 

the bridges bypasses to get you up and down the area are great!!! 

21st street from the end of 264 to the oceanfront needs to be improved too

Tasteful beach artwork or flags to make a statement that people are somewhere special.

Natural open area similar to a park instead of all concrete and houses.

Rumble strips to force traffic to slow down

Playground 

I think it sounds unappealing, and a bit dangerous, to but a park in a relatively small area between a busy 

highway. 

Much smaller pergola. There is no need to fill up the Open green space between east bound and west bound 

lanes.

Dog park.

Anything that helps protect or expand the natural environment (plants, animals).
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passive well landscaped attractive welcoming view.    I feel like most visitors will not stop here with todays 

technology.  love the idea of expanding MOCA   but How to connect the two ?
Just some general comments: I like the idea of the 21st Street Gateway but I also wonder if anyone would 

actually use a lot of it. I see the benefit of expanding the Aquarium, 700,000 people go there each year. It gets 

very crowded on busy days and visitors need more space but it's hard to imagine people visiting Virginia Beach 

and stopping on the side of the road, essentially, to walk around a park and look at a storm water retention pond 

when they are a couple more blocks away from the ocean. I also wonder how many people would go to the 

Connected bike trails, or walkways to get over the interstate

A way to block the back side of the convention center.  When you arrive at the Oceanfront, it looks like you've 

stumbled upon the loading dock for a Wal-Mart.

A reduction in taxes for residents and stop spending so much money on development we do not need.

As a former annual vacationer who is now a resident of VB, I think the Visitor's Center is fine as it is.  I have never 

gotten a sense that it is overcrowded.  The additional parking and the "interactive art" might be worthwhile.

If the art is from a LOCAL Virginia Beach artist, I'm good w/ that.  The Arch or Pergola must be significant to our 

area.... this is the first impression of the beach

Vending machines

If art is from a local Virginia Beach artist, I'm good w/ that.  The Arch/Pergola must be significant to our area - 

and true to our beach vibe

The projected art should be for art, not advertisements. An upgraded HRT bus stop, with restrooms (not 24 

hour).  This could also serve as a Tide or Light Rail station, or extension of a Tide or Light Rail station.

better lighting on 264 east and west. 

I love the trail idea 

make sure there is good drainage and pavement is absorbable - we don't need any more impervious surfaces

The art concept is good.  It would be great to have some interactive pieces, where visitors could take pictures 

etc..

I'm not so sure people would want to walk around in the middle of an expressway, but displays are really cool, I 

would hope that maybe if this generates more tourism and money we could use the extra money for school art 

programs. I think the government money would be better spent on things more important to the local 

population like schools and road conditions, however I do hope that this would bring more money in to meet 

Va is for lovers sign 

The concept is ok, but I don't see it being used so much.  Might just become a homeless habitat in that natural 

area and park.  Traffic flow is not conducive for visiting there, I don't see a draw for visitors there.   
The sculpture is my big concern.  Whenever you go with art (especially modern art/sculpture) it can look very 

our of place with the overall aesthetic.  This is critical with the park and pergola environment and blending with 

whatever this projected art will be.  It has to look like it belongs together.  Not all art should be in the same 

place.  Ensure it flows and the colors and sizes are complimentary.

As much greenery as possible
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We are a beautiful coastal city, I personally feel that we need as much green space as possible to ensure the 

continuation of the beautiful natural area we have here. 

Better signage. I'd also like to see more of a focus on something iconic/cool/different and less on the same old 

kitschy beach nonsense like the squandered opportunity on the Greenwich flyover.

Programs in the off season for local and tax paying people to enjoy.  Lets give back to the community for those 

who live here full time.  Remember us.  Thank you

A tree-lined street heading toward the oceanfront, pretty like Hilton Head.

Wild flowers.

Parking is the biggest issue in this area now with the new sports center.   I think all of this is a huge waste since 

we desperately need another hotel and much more parking in that area. All this is just One Very Bad Idea, in my 

opinion.
The sculpture in the 31st Street circle should be removed.  It looks like the Russian hammer and sickle.  It is dimly 

lit in the center of a kamikaze circle that newcomers driving to the beach are not expecting.  I am for a big ocean 

related sculpture like the King Neptune sculpture on the boardwalk.  How about life size Humpback Whales (65 

ft) mom and calf both breaching
Nothing that cost resident tax payers anything to upkeep. Make any art or projects private or public donations 

only.

A bank of restrooms and a minimal "visitor" center.

Fix water first

open space

The Arch/ Pergola concept should be substituted with an alternative design that serves the same purpose - a 

sense of arrival.  And the same mirrored on the outbound side of 264.   Not placemaking but arrival.  

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

Natural elements. Trees and plants

Stop wasting tax payers money. 

Traffic Circles

I can't tell what the conceptual artist/archetects ideas are in the survey.

landscaping -  I am thinking of busch gardens/Disney type landscaping with lots of color.  Trees for shade.   (I love 

palm trees but they look awful here)

Lots of lightning, colored at night for ambiance 

Ease of car and pedestrian access

a safety cross over above the traffic that has a purpose 
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Speedbumps, LIVE ON ATLANTIC mention, mention of famous natives (athletes, artists), historical mentions

It would be nice to see the oceanfront again somewhere. When I was younger you had spots between buildings 

now they were very few and far between

Anything that will keep drunk drivers from going the wrong way on 264.  

Natural outdoor workout equipment (we are an active city!)

Information about Town Center

Satellite parking for city residents

Free Parking in Virginia Beach

A flood plan in place for all the Oceanfront areas. More police and better sidewalks 

Event parking advice at the entrance to help guide traffic as they enter the beach.

Trees that fit this climate. Not the palm trees that can't survive. 

Think: Cape May, NJ... Avalon, NJ. 

Strapping the tax payers with unneeded debt

A Gateway to the resort area SHOULD BE NEAR THE OCEANFRONT. 

The car is going in the wrong direction on 21st street. 

Palm trees, yuccas, banana trees, flowers. This needs to be a "You are at the Beach" arrival 

Palm trees all up and down and bike racks . Bike PATHS TO BEACH

None overcrowded streets now

Make all changes ADA accessible and environmentally friendly. Involve local organizations in this. 

Flood mitigation 

I don't think people will actually stop here for a visitor's center. A gateway seems appropriate, but the space is 

small and awkward for a park.

Make sure it's nothing tacky and liberal

Since cars are turned around at this location during special events; do not put special event parking here.
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Lanterns with character- tree lined streets

Surfing motifs, home of long-standing ECSC

Public bike share. Green space. Local artisan market. Picnic supply shop/deli. 

Better entrance or driveway.

Love the park idea. I recommend adding murals their to because people will easily see them and murals and 

social media grow a city's attraction. Look at Nashville. Also think seating/patio with lighting would be greatest. 

And a parking lot for food trucks would be genius for the park. Bring in the local business with a good truck park. 

More green 

Similar "Thank you for visiting!" arch on the Westbound side. :) 

Public Restrooms, Extra parking, dog park/walk area,  Shuttle Service Station to Aquarium and other off-site 

parking locations during large events- like Something in the Water, Patriotic Festival, AMF, etc.  

Inside visitors Center- Attractions Information & Help Desk for trip Ideas.   Second Help Desk to promote LIVE on 

ATLANTIC and sell attraction tickets (money back to city for ticketing fees), Hotel Help Desk w/ booking options, 

Restaurant and food recommendations.   indoor/Outdoor Cafe  or designated area for food trucks. 

Something modern and innovated . Something young people will like . 

Bike friendly path!!!!

Love sign 

If there is going to be a gateway sculpture and other pieces of art please use local artist from our community 

instead of sourcing elsewhere.

Get rid of the rundown buildings/hotels.

There needs to be a reason to stop here. Right now it's basically the side of the road and I can't imagine stopping 

and spending time here.

An arch seems like a waste of money.

A Carmel, Ca atmosphere...quaint !!!

Raise police pay, way over due!!

Free parking for locals

Whatever you decide to do always lack the beach feeling so please don't try to â€œmodernizeâ€• the 21st Street 

gateway. 
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Lite Rail stations 

Safety improvements for pedestrians and cyclists, such as a bike a lane and wider sidewalks. 

We need NATURAL AREAS--TREES and MORE TREES. We just plowed down all of the trees off of Birdneck for 

another complex. We need TREES, walking spaces, well maintained NATURAL AREAS. Stop plowing everything 

down!

Trees

Public restrooms for visitors and travelers. We don't have enough on the oceanfront area

Art from Local Artists

Architecture, art, messaging that express what VA Beach is and will be

Walking path with sculpture garden - almost like Red Wing park, but with sculptures, benches, maybe a splash 

pad for kids, a community garden, etc.

I do not want my taxes raised for any of this work.

Better on street parking for residents 

More pedestrian, bicycle and scooter friendly roads/pathways. 

I hope that the inspiration for art pieces in this area comes from sculptures like King Neptune and not some 

abstract art. I used to work at Catch 31 and Skybar and tourists love that sculpture.

Stop wasting money

Not enough parking. Arch over the other side to say thanks for visiting or come back soon. 

Large COLORFUL public art!!! Great opportunity for a gateway to serve both the Oceanfront and the ViBe.  

Please also include clear directional signage.

I would not do the gateway! The developer projects are changing the character of the city. These projects should 

come 2nd to taking care of flooding issues.

Pictures depicting things to do in VB

None

Something reflecting surfing history.

Love the idea of a welcoming structure as you enter VB. Does the pergola have vines on it? The rendering looks 

like it does, I hope there will be! That would be a beautiful first impression on anyone driving in. The pergola has 

the potential to look amazing or awful. I hope if it happens it's well executed. I think scale and material will play 

the biggest role in this. Lastly, the more trees the better! 
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Would prefer a museum highlighting historical art, cultural items related to the area, a lighted piece of artwork 

for the centerpiece.  I could easily picture that same translucent blue in a wave, with a dolphin swimming and 

seagulls hovering above it.

Trolley stops, protected barriers against traffic, dog park area, coffee shop/cafe

Bike racks 

Please get rid of the cheap, rundown motels.

Rain gardens and bioswales, permeable pavement, stormwater education signage explaining how the pond 

functions, litter and impacts to environment education signage, trash & recycling cans along path and parking lot 

with educational signage encouraging use, cigarette butt disposal by parking lot, rain barrels w/education 

signage, signage about urban trees and how they support cooling for urban heat islands & carbon storage, temp 

reduction for climate.  RE: Projected Art - great idea, concerned about increase in light pollution, Would 

recommend restricted "on" times (turning off at 8pm) and making sure the glare and light trespass are 

minimized. RE: Fountain - will it be tied in to the stormwater? Should minimize water use/waste. RE: Various 

signage, there's an opportunity to work with local artists on the design!

Pedestrian only area

features from a diverse set of artists

Something on the expressway to give that "sense" of arrival--a piece of art? Statue? Something to represent the 

area?

Sculptures, Murals and statues that depict Virginia's Culture and supports/promotes racial healing.

An area for dog walking. Maybe it could even be a space where permanent residents nearby take their dogs? But 

at the very least, a place where owners can relieve their dogs after a long trip to our area. Similar to what's at 

rest stops?

Dog park

Sea level rise and land subsidence is waaaaay more important.  without a fix for that, the resort area goes away. 

PRIORITIES!!!

A Toll 

Don't like the idea. Waste of money as no events will be held here. Work on fixing dilapidated streets and 

flooding issues.  

Barriers between freeway and park

Some kind of hub for public transportation to reduce the need to drive and park in the resort area.

Noise mitigation or reduced speed limit on I-264 near the proposed improvements.

Everything beach related and family oriented welcoming everyone! 
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King Neptune statue

Better directional signs for area attractions and available parking. 

Colorful and bright welcoming signs.

Murals similar to what is being done in the ViBe district

Something to the right.  Everything in the middle as people are entering does not seem to be the most visible to 

me - drivers are driving and the roadway brings eyes to the right.

Better traffic management 

We really need a sense of wow like there is at other world class resort destinations.  Not sure exactly if the 

pergola/arch or the art is it but we certainly need an amazing sense of arrival.

Sidewalk art, colors

Money and funds spent on other areas of the city that contributes to Virginia Beach citizens more than just the 

hotels and tourists.  Could we have more beach access and parking for Virginia Beach citizens?  

Bigger directional signs

Stop spending tax payer dollars!

Add nothing

Some sort of reminder of early va beach. 

More parking, less traffic, fewer traffic lights, less congestion

Less is more. No mor traffic, no more congestion. MORE parking.

Welcome to Va Beach app, for easy access to parking info, beach restrictions (ie pets, pedestrians, bikes, 

scooters, surf . . .).  Including calendar of events and local attractions.

Enlarging the water feature and deck to go around the lake a bit more and create a sense of oceanfront and 

boardwalk in the style of the oceanfront area itself. The sculpture would need to be huge to be noticed, and not 

sure from the illustration what the blue blob would actually look like. If there, it should be something very active 

and recreational - not totally abstract - giving a sense of surfing, parasailing, boating, biking, etc.  A huge 

climbable and interactive structure would be an actual draw as opposed to a static piece. Extend the projection 

art onto the sculpture at night, but on the building use hi-res LED panels so they are daytime visible (perhaps 

these could also be integrated into sections of the sculpture as well, but in non-traditional arrangements - there 

A place to walk your dog, and poop bags seems appropriate.

Safe way for people and bicycles to cross the highway.

Expand the public park and not such a large "gateway sculpture"

Park
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Definitely need to hide the back side of the convention center. It is ugly and not welcoming when you arrive in 

Virginia Beach.

More handicapped parking and easier access

Bike paths, area for food vendors  or vending machines

Grass/trees/water fountain/walking path around the park/security/CHEAP PARKING and FAIR parking discounts 

for residents. 

Green space, green space, green space!  Beautiful xeriscaping, native plantings, etc

Empty lot with Grass 

Please stop spending my money on pointless projects and fix the flooding issues!!!!!!!! Stop raising my taxes for 

frivolous pet projects for tourist!!!!!!!

None!!!!!!!!!!!!

We don't GO to the Oceanfront. It's not resident friendly. 

More parking less art. There is absolutely no where to park during peak season. 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

Art that captures interest from the interstate is the main draw. 

More parking

Looks like a waste of space

Open space that is landscaped. Fountains are calming.

Natural/native plant landscapes with walking trails and perhaps picnic space. Anything that has more natural and 

less concrete/high maintenance grass

A "welcome to Las Vegas" style sign. A photo op 

Modern signage 

Bike station, water station, covered benches, dog bowls

the ability to see the ocean. 

Green! Lots of trees, grass, flowers. Native plants, not palm trees. Maybe a nice water feature in a roundabout. 

Paint some nice murals on the eye sore buildings at the entrance. 

I'd hope that any art is from local artists.
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Trees! 

Make it tie better to the beach area. If I park there I want to be able to walk. 

how does one get to vote... I tried clicking on love it for two things and nothing

VB needs to revamp all of the medians within the city, not just the oceanfront. Drive down 264 from 64 and 

nothing is welcoming!  Think about your locals too!!!

belay my comment I did not see those tiny little almost non-existent circles you wanted us to fill in... never give 

consideration to those who don't have 'PERFECT EYES"

Have the Entrance  - the actual last few blocks lined w/trees and some nice landscaping instead the "bldgs".. and 

the way the street is marked is confusing.. BIG SIGNS THAT TELL WHICH STREET IS WHICH, and maybe a sign that 

says what is located south or north so people can actually find what they are looking for if they don't have a GPS

When coming closer to the beach,  would be nice to add some boutique like shops and small galleries. ....within 

walking distance.

Not sure.  I think this area will always be overlooked.  People are excited to get where they are going and will. 

Just drive by. 

PARKING

None

Better stage/venue with items showcasing Virginia Beach history and culture 

Stop building at the oceanfront.

The Gateway should be a natural art statement, not man made. The feeling or arrival to the oceanfront has 

always been, for me, seeing the oceanfront and associated skyline and biome. If I got to see dunes, sea grass,and 

flora/fauna represented, while being able to see the oceanfront/sea, I'd know I've arrived.

More trees and grass

Green space or parking

Just calming green space. Art is subjective and unless privately funded, teachers deserve to have their supplies 

paid for before the city pays for art that may be unappealing to many. 

Incorporate Surfing. Either the arch or art.

How about a large Trident since king Neptune represents the city

- landscaping to better block the back of the convention center

- tasteful, welcoming sign

- possible water feature/pond in conjunction with beach appropriate public art; not abstract random art

A screen with customizable messages depending on the needs
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Art that doesn't have to be approved and doesn't get censured by the city. Anything multicultural/more 

inclusive/more welcoming to all potential visitors regardless of background. 

a trolley should run to here in a loop to pick up from the parking lot to get people to the resort area. 

Leave it alone 

I love the nature added - greenery, water, paths for walking and benches for sitting. The more nature the better. 

A bathroom is needed if not already there. :)

A no hobo sign.

This is a huge traffic area for vehicles.  Designing this will draw more pedestrians.  What is being built to allow for 

that?  We don't want this middle part of the boardwalk to become a gridlock.  I suggest a pedestrian bridge built 

with landscaping to blend in with the art and arch maybe? 

Parking spaces for food truck and vendors to allow more room for temporary small business sales.

Maybe search lights or another way to highlight the entrance?  

A jet, F-14 or 18, from Oceana to honor and the navy influence in the area.

Reconstructed wetland evocative of historical native ecology with storm-water function.

Giant Neptune statue

The walking/bike trails and park are amazing, please make sure they are well lit. Solar lighting would be a great 

environmentally friendly option. Your company always does such a wonderful job selecting vegetation that is 

natural to our area, a suggestion would be to plant butterfly and bee encouraging plants. 

The gardens and tree canopy are great ideas.  Don't junk them up with projected art or some strange sculpture.

The welcome arch is contrived!

This is a waste of money and resources putting this in the middle of the interstate basically...in which no one will 

go to.  

If you need a focal point or sculpture, make it green. A tower of plants or a water garden is way better than the 

inevitably phallic hunk of literal junk that passes for art in most public spaces around here. 

A surfboard!!! Surfer and maybe a wave and a fish

Statue of Pharrell 

Add as much greenery as possible

Master Gardener or Master Naturalist area

I hope there will be more trees. We already have issues with water levels. 
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If you park here will there be a FREE shuttle to events (Resort area or Mount Trashmore) There could be a 

covered waiting area for boarding the FREE transport.

Some palm tree would be nice

Walking bridge over I -264  to connect the Convention center to the visitor's center and from the visitor's center 

to the existing MOCA building  to encourage people to walk our resort area

A place for ride share drop offs and shuttle service to the oceanfront 

Lots of art work!

Better parking and traffic control 

Would like LTVB to be located in the area, expanded to present theater to the community and tourists

Safety

The location (sandwiched between two busy roads) doesn't seem too nice - what will be done to perhaps 

â€œhideâ€• the roads from view? Will something be put up to make the road inaccesible to keep the park safe for 

kids and pets walking around? 

Several ways to access by foot and vehicle!

water 

I like the idea of a Visitor Center with adequate parking

Live theater with new and larger location for LTVB.

Keep it open and as uncluttered as possible.

Signage that is simple and clear.

Make it easy for travelers to come and go.

Live flowering plants!!!

Turn visitor center into parking all the way out to Birdneck with trolley service 

I would like the Welcome Arch to say "Welcome to Virginia Beach Resort Area"

Lived on 22nd and Med for many years. Accidents on 21st,  22nd,  Mediterranean,  or Cypress EVERY weekend 

during the season.  Need better traffic control for parking and public spaces in that area. 

Coffee snack trucks

Family friend

Anything for families!

N/a
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Va Beach history and more "beachy" art and themes

Native trees lining both sides of the street.

A large fountain with dolphins would be great as long as simple but elegant. Native plantings throughout median 

would be nice. A simple sign saying Virginia Beach is all that is needed.

Better signage/communication of events at Convention Center

Board with happenings at the beach.

More bathrooms

You have to make the Visitor's Center a destination. Right now it is a nice looking building from the outside, but 

you never ever see many cars in the parking lot. I think a joint venture with MOCA is an excellent idea. MOCA is a 

little off the beaten path. If a joint venture is gonna proceed, is there a way for a walkway across I-264 that leads 

visitors to the sculptured gardens and outside art? Also try and make the actual MOCA building/campus more 

visible from I-264 so visitors see it and them want to go visit it, rather than just reading about it in Tourism 

publications. Concerned about the deck at the stormwater pond. If there is no stormwater let us say during 

periods of drought or low rainfall, what will it look like? A disgusting smelly and stagnant body of water 

overgrown with algae is not going to be anything a visitor is going to want to stand next to. How about a dog 

park? Visitors arriving will stop at the Visitor's Center and other family members can take their dog(s) who have 

been cooped up in the car for a quick walk and fresh air before getting to their hotel or destination. I like the 

Pergola. I think the Welcome to the Oceanfront signage is ESSENTIAL! Get rid of those cheesy wire structure 

welcome signs on the E/B I-264 side. Can the Pergola have other purposes? Perhaps cover it with solar panels 

and showcase it as a â€œgreen type of facilityâ€• that help power the Visitor's Center campus. There should also 

be some sort of larger electronic high definition graphic billboard further up on EB I-264 that can display 

information on ongoing special events at the Oceanfront. Similar to the VB Convention Center sign. Things like 

â€œCome stop by the Boardwalk Neptune Festival Sept xx to ##â€• with a graphic/photo of the event. 

â€œFeeling Funky? Attend Funkfest 2020 on the Boardwalk at 24th Street. It could also be used to display public 

safety related messages during emergency incidents or events. â€œRemember Atlantic Avenue closed from xx 

Street to xx Street due to Paradeâ€� or â€œ9th Street Public Parking Garage is full, seek alternate parking 

locationsâ€•. Lastly.....the Oceanfront needs some sort of exhibit, tribute, area to go to, to honor the U.S. Navy jet 

fighter heritage of Virginia Beach. Someplace there needs to be two or three full scale retired fighter jets from 

the NAVY that visitors can walk around, look at, and take photos with. Every boy who comes to visit will want to 

see and take a picture in front of an actual former fighter jet. I think the NAVY would be more than happy to 

Parking garage

Safe pedestrian access

That they begin west of the Birdneck Road exit

A Dog Park

Little Theater of Virginia Beach needs more room because of its popularity. Adding this theater with excellent 

plays and the performance level would be a plus to this developing area.

Green spaces and exercise and play for visitors / families 
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Nothing.  Keep it clean and streamlined.

Direction to parking areas and pedestrian crossing.

big ol' sign

I like the idea of an entry having some type of arch you drive under but no one I going to stop and hang out on a 

deck to look at a storm water pond between the interstates.  

It is perfectly fine the way it is, why would we want to mess up a perfectly nice "Gateway"

Projecting written signage and imaging on a structure will cause more accidents as drivers will not be paying 

attention to the speed limit signs

This is where basketball and dog park should be. Maybe a skate park here. It would be fun to see all the kids 

working on their skills as tourists drive up.   

Also consider moving the little theatre here.  

picnic area, public bathrooms

Open space for activities or events. Food trucks.

Less, not more

pedestrian bridges!

Speciality lighting

pathways, botany and sculptural elements.

Huge fountain

None. Sounds good.

I do love the idea of beautification of the entrance to VB. Driving in now does not have an impact, just seems like 

a normal place. I would want people to pull into VB and say wow, I must be someplace special. 

Our resort area has always been poorly lit. If we chose some kind of welcoming format, I'd like to see some nice 

lighting leading the way to the ocean; maybe blue lights at alternating heights flanking the roadway that feel like 

waves are taking you to the beach as you drive between them. 
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What features would you specifically not want to include at the 21st Street Gateway? 

The MOCA extension and Visitors Center

Parking would create a traffic back up as you are exiting the interstate.

The MOCA and Visitors Center

It's difficult to imagine an abstract art piece that is as large as it seems in the picture. I would encourage small art 

pieces throughout, rather than a single very large piece. 

Something to promote VB history museums....lighthouses, Lynnhaven House, Thoroughgood house, nature 

options, First Landing state park, , even the black history in the area....think outside the box.   VB is way to 

behind the curve on this.

Visitor center could be smaller

This is a median on an interstate highway.  There should be nothing placed here that would serve to attract 

people to this area, other than the actual visitor's center.

Leave it alone open space 

Projected art.

Visitor's Center

MOCA/Visitor Center expansion

I'm not a huge fan of the projected art--I think it creates a possibility for accidents due to visibility from the 

street. Maybe for special events only?

It will not be attended. Just make the area green and do an archway over the interstate.

Don't make it a long winded attraction.    Visitors should spend maybe thirty minutes not two hours

A ugly parking lot.

Tacky signage

Anything too specific in terms of art - no buckets, shovels, beach balls, seagulls, surf boards, and definitely not 

King Neptune references

Plastic and concrete structures

Should be avoided. 

A amusement park 

A park.  Horrible site between two interstates 
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Free or discounted parking for Virginia Beach residents  at oceanfront in general.  Would draw more locals to 

support oceanfront activities and events.

None

No extra expense for local residents.  If must, fees to tourists to absorb cost

Large art sculptors. The ocean front needs more parking!

Any features distracting or confusing drivers

Light rail

Food restaurants hotels tourist stores but would love some coffee shops art museums etc

GREEN UNDEVELOPED SPACE

All of it!

Arch/Pergola is a waste of space and money.  Hologram welcoming system is much better and can highlight the 

diversity of the entire Virginia Beach.

Anything. Let's just not do anything and take that money to lower taxes/fix flooding.

I don't care for the design of the welcome arch but I like the idea of some kind of "welcome to VA Beach" 

structure or structures.   Maybe more water or ocean themed. Like a trail of modernized fish. And please don't 

make an ugly structure like the one on the Lesner Bridge.

A field of parking...yuk

The projected art and images, money could be better spent elsewhere.

Hotels

a hotel

The archway- just a waste of money

Nothing that clutters. It is already jam packed. Need practical things that are dual purpose.

Can't think of anything right now 

None as apparently my comments are rendered private

Let's try to keep the parking free!

stormwater pond
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Remove the pergola and keep the visitors center distinct.  The MOCA expansion is needed, but must be on the 

MOCA campus.

None

food court

roller-blading

More music. Seating for us to sit down. That's why people don't go down there. 

 No asphalt. Keep it green with water features.

The Arch, this is a continued maintenance item that has the potential to shutdown traffic. Then traffic will be 

routed elsewhere to clog another area of the city which is already underdeveloped for the traffic flows.

Skateboard park

Anything profiling where Virginia Beach came from historically, it is better to portray where the city is head 

TOMORROW with innovation, imagination and the dedication of it's entire citizenry. 

The 21st Street Gateway

King Neptune ROCKS!!!!  Everyone LOVES him.  He's quality; he's beautifully executed. Unfortunately, the traffic 

circle art would probably have been better as gardening/flowers ---- just frames the Burger King sign. So, if you 

must have more beach "art" (who cares) --- hire the King Neptune creator again ---- make it a mermaid the kids 

can climb on OR a Video board like in Chicago's waterfront park where tourist and families can see themselves 

and be taped on a big column ---- something that is exciting and interactive ----- become a mermaid or Neptune 

by putting your head through a hole and they can take pictures. Better yet, make their time at the Oceanfront 

AWESOME instead by better quality and more bands, more fireworks, free exercise classes on the beach, and 

wireless on the beach DJed dance parties.   Thanks 

I am not 'getting' the projected images.  

Any kind of signage or flags no parking garage

Hotel or restaurants 

Have food trucks available on different days

Gateway!

That horrible hotel on 21st at the bottom of the exit has got to go.

asphalt

People aren't really going to spend time here, so don't go crazy here.

Statuary like that on Laskin and Lesner Bridge. Instead use tasteful structures. For example, new Lesner Bridge is 

architecturally beautiful. Added art detracts, imho. 
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Sight of fast food

Not sure what kind of Art Sculpture is planned.  Not sure about the projected Art, depends on what is projected.

I'm not sure but please don't do anything that would interfere with the smooth flow of traffic during events. 

Getting in/out of the amphitheater is a nightmare & I would hate to see that happen down at the beach

Trash

Paved parking lots. If we need  more parking, build multiple levels instead of paving more ground

I find it really a waste to build something people will drive by at 50mph and most will never notice. Most are 

looking for directions and location where they are going and do not care about sculptures- pagoda etc. OHOOO  

AWE now where is our hotel signs directions ...  Use the money for better traffic control, synchronized traffic 

lighting.  Get people on and off the beach are quicker during events. 

Nothing

Art structure and arch.  We can do without these to welcome visitors to the beach.

Anything that would distract drivers and increase the likelihood of accidents

Items 1 thru 12

Public park.

As stated above, I am unsure how many people would utilize most of it. It's beautiful looking, I just wonder how 

practical it actually is.

Fast food 

No flashing signs, advertisements, or scooters.

Advertisements.  I would hate to see a repeat of Atlantic City here. 

Welcome structure over the highway...waste of money and not needed.

Anything tacky.... it must be and feel "local" and "beachy"

The abstract art installation looks way too big.

The large piece of abstract sculpture. Difficult to maintain and can quickly become dated.

Projected Art and "Welcome Arch/Pergola" are "frills" that aren't necessary; people come to the 

Oceanfront/Resort Area for the beach life "east of Baltic," for the Convention Center, and for MoCA.  This is not 

a "high return on investment" plan.

More art. It's a beach town, not a cultural destination for tourists. 
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expensive to maintain structure

nothing that will cost tax payers more money

impervious and impermeable spaces - lots of trees, shrubs, grasses, etc to absorb water

Nothing comes to mind

The park area, maybe just displays, I don't think it's very safe for people to be walking around in the middle 

there.

None

A bike path and running path that go from the parking area to the Oceanfront/resort strip.  The looped path is 

nice for walking and running but provide bike and pedestrian friendly routes linked to key resort areas.

too many sculptures - make it as eco friendly as possible

Additional cost to Virginia Beach home owners.  Please give us a break.  Thank you for the survey, it's important 

to do it..........Keep up the good work.

a public park. who wants to go to a park between a freeway?

Projected images may distract drivers.  

I would like to see none of this!  Nothing here is even useful or appealing!  The huge piece of artwork and the 

turn around pavement  is all one big waste of money.  A beautiful well done "welcome" sign would be sufficient 

and use the rest of that land for what is needed, a hotel and more parking which would be well used by the 

sports center, veterans memorial, and most of all the convention center.  There is nothing appealing or needed 

in this rendition, in my opinion!

The Convention Center side (I-264) of the gateway looks like the back end of an old industrial park.  It needs a 

major cosmetic upgrade.  I recommend beach theme

Anything political in nature. Or anything that the city is responsible for providing and maintaining without private 

or public investors.

The parks seem like a waste of money - who will go there when it is sandwiched between two interstate ramps?

Stop building for the purpose of tourism 

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

More parking lots 

None of them if the actual residents have to pay for it. 

Neon signs and other gaudy ideas.  

Anything that hinders traffic or parking without compensatory parking and/or routing facilities.
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We have so much concrete everywhere with parking lots, statues & buildings.  We need more natural elements 

& art. 

Billboards/Advertising 

Sculptures

Event parking  not pertaining to the Visitor Center Parking 

I hope you will play out the reason people are there in the ocean front, outdoor and natural opportunities such 

as the garden would be nice. And while I know there is a strong Arts presence in the community I'm not sure 

modern, abstract art, is something I would be looking for.

There is  a lot of "art" at the beach. Spending money on another piece is unnecessary and honestly, a waste. The 

art structure is not the point of a "welcome to the beach" Park.

Less tacky shopping .

Some of the recommended build out at the visitor center seems wasteful.  The visitor center appears to be 

under utilized.  I am unsure what the real purpose is for visitors as it's location is too far away from the activity.

Don't see the need for a overlook onto the stormwater pond. 

Parking garage. 

No Arch.  

Unfund this boondoggle

Park/Overlook/Arch are all unnecessary. All you need is VISITOR'S CENTER.

Bike and walking paths - at least 6 feet, marked bi directional so users keep with proper passing 

The welcome arch is tacky -definately NO 

None

More parking or hotels. 

No gateway. Fix existing infrastructure 

Anything tacky and liberal

I think expanded event parking here would cause further congestion entering & exiting the oceanfront during 

peak season. 

Projected art images- so distracting- prefer fixed art sculpture.

No parking garage and no projected images. â€œWelcome to our concrete jungle, please enjoy our tacky 

welcome!â€•
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A garden patch with Blooming plants & flowers for every season

parking deck.

Electric scooters. Tacky tourist trap like sunsations. 

I don't think the grand entrance way needs to be that big or that much money needs to be spent on that. Work 

with local artist to design the gateway. I don't really agree that the visitor center needs to be that grand either. 

Less buildings 

Anything political. 

An arch seems like a waste of money.

Raise police pay, way over due 

Apartments 

basketball courts

More parking lots and complexes that will overwhelm our communities with traffic!  

A modern sculpture that has no meaning. At least create something with a purpose. 

No buildings!  No stores.

Can you just leave it alone. 

It looks very nice. Art is very important and the resort area is doing a great job thus far.

entertaining but tasteful, beware of over doing

Leave some of the character of our area. You're turning into fake â€œwanna beâ€• big time. We like the small 

town feel. So do the tourists. That's why they come here. 

Sculptures, parking, etc. . Fix flooding and Shawdowlawn roads first

I don't want there to be too much focus on art pieces that we haven't seen yet.  

I feel the lake overlook may be underutilized... remember, this is still in the ravine between the highway.  Not 

the most scenic.

No Gateway!

Scooters
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Maybe a sculpture, but why change it?  It is RIGHT NEXT TO THE HIGHWAY - PEOPLE WILL NOT WALK/PLAY/FEEL 

SAFE BEING THAT CLOSE!  It's pretty and green as is.

Traffic affecting small intersection areas where the interstate meets the oceanfront 

Go easy on the additional lights and consult some artists so all the art in this area is unified. Also, less is more. 

I do not like the gateway structure as it is.

Stage/entertainment area, garage, hotel, 

Please get rid of the cheap, rundown motels.

No more parking lots. The convention center has plenty of parking for events - build a garage there if needed, 

but please no more lots! VB needs to develop a connection to lightrail and encourage use of public 

transportation.

Art

Public Park

Items placed in the Gateway should not inhibit, limit, infringe or exclude.  

It's not that I wouldn't included the sculpture just not at that height. It seems extremely tall.

Structural art

Nothing confederate related please

NO pergola or something over the roadway, it will attract birds.  who wants to have bird droppings on their car 

as they arrive, not a good welcoming to the resort area.

Bird Scooters

The overhead thing seems impractical.  How long until somebody realizes that trucks can't get through our it is a 

problem during hurricanes for evacuation, etc.

Although parking is hugely important this does not provide the aesthetic arrival experience that we are looking 

for.

The projected art should be every day/night. If it is only at certain events or time of the year then I am not in 

favor of it.

Anything commercial

Not a huge fan of the abstract sculpture personally for that location (I love the one at the laskin gateway and 

lesner). For a big/main arrival location it needs to be big and exciting. Although not a part of this plan directly - 

everything in the image shown misses the 'ugly' view of the backside of the convention center itself. I would 

suggest doing something about that - or everything nice above is wasted against it. Perhaps a large architectural 

projection mapping done against a huge mural (so the mural 'comes alive' after dark) or something simpler could 

be done. At the very least something more can be done to hide the service and equipment areas, docking bays, 

etc. from highway and visitor center view.
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The gateway sculpture in the photo looks way to big.

Overly large open parking lot. 

Gateway sculpture 

The arch. Waste of money.

Forget the art

Scooters. 

Wasted money on statues or sculptures unless they're donated or voluntarily built. But a nice size water fountain 

similar to Town Center would be nice as a centerpiece for that area. With a beach theme

Parking.  More concrete or pavement. Sometimes less is more!

Palm trees or any other non native landscaping 

Developers hands into city funds

Landscaping. It's a waste. The city cant take care of the landscaping they have and the end result is it looks 

trashy. Kids cant play at larks because grass isn't cut. Focus on that instead of the beauty for those who do not 

live here. 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

Parks and outdoor areas won't work here - too close to the interstate and hard to even see from the interstate. 

Better to move this closer to ViBe or 17th to connect that area with the oceanfront. 

Taking away open space which is paved and used for all event parking g

Parking lots are not what people should be seeing once they enter the gateway.

Abandoned decrepit buildings as you approach atlantic/pacific Avenue. There are many many eye sores along 

extremely busy roadways and walkways that are pure eye sores. Building UP instead of out is another idea I've 

wished vb would consider. Many other resort cities have 2 or 3 story buildings along beach streets with 

Na

Please nothing that will make our Oceanfront look any more tacky than it already does. It's going to be difficult 

to make the entrance look welcoming with the behemoth hotels and backed up traffic. The best feature we have 

are the ocean and the boardwalk, neither of which can be seen upon entry. 

No basketball hoops! 

More buildings to block the view.

Projected art. 
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Welcome arch

NOTHING THAT WILL DISTRACT THE DRIVER.. no flags, sculptures, fancy lighting...   Have the streets well light 

w/regular street light. 

Keep it simple.  It's not a stopping point when entering the oceanfront 

Something overly expensive 

Parking, scooters 

Everything in the artistic rendition.

Please don't obstruct the view. We have one of the longest public beaches and the hill down towards the ocean 

offers a great sight.

parking

No more building or structures of any kind. 

More buildings that block views 

Anything concrete like parking lots. Either have some greenery or a striking statue

Leave it alone 

No gaudy art sculptures, this is the BEACH. 

I would emphasize greenery over modern art. If it were one or the other... 

Eh, on the arch.

I would not like to see road blockages or means for trash to be accumulated along the road.  It should be a sight 

to see and neat, professional-looking.

People are in a hurry to get to the beach or their hotel and putting precious financial resources on this "flyby" 

area seems like a waste.

Splash pad / Spray towers - any ornamental water feature like this is a drain on resources. 

Welcome archway/pergola - a series of pylons might be more effective at signaling the space

neon lighting and anything that does not look natural for a beach environment

No more garages. People hate to park in them. And add restrooms, there can never be too many.

This is a waste of money and resources putting this in the middle of the interstate basically...in which no one will 

go to.  Wasted money on an arch/pergola over the interstate.
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That arch. Not necessary and honestly it just looks stupid. 

Nothing unfriendly to the local enviroment. No pretentious 'art'. Proper sculpture and such is fine but there is 

way too much stuff around here that is obviously just junk that was made for the purpose of easily taking money 

from officials that either don't know any better or are otherwise blatantly giving money to friends.

Anything seriously distracting to the drivers

Why all the retention ponds? 

ARCH OVER INTERSTATE

Nothing

Nothing huge or tacky. We're not Downtown Vegas.

I am not a fan of what is usually called abstract art but if it were to really represent what the beauty of our 

oceanfront can be then ok.

I don't think a landscaped pedestrian bridge is really necessary.  This was suggested a few years ago and it was 

very expensive and probably more expensive today.

not certain that the parking is helpful as there is still only one way to access the area

Parking

Don't divert much needed capital to a welcome center, visitors don't come to the area for a nice welcome 

center, no one wants to come and hang out next to a high way, put the money towards other projects...

Red lights and other barriers.

The little theater of VB is natural fit and hidden gem

Better facilities for current live theater  (LTVB)

Chain, large box stores

abstract art- keep it natural and green

Billboards

Pond and deck. No one will go there

Arch
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Although I enjoy modern art, a large abstract sculpture in that location can be a hit or miss. For it to be a hit, I 

think it should have some kind of relevance for the local community. The street is not a museum or a private 

home, but a public space. The Neptune statue is iconic - I believe a new artwork shouldn't overshadow but 

rather complement it, and have meaning for the area and relate to its history and people. 

Incomberances to ease of flow and handicap access!

I question why the MOCA needs an additional building so close to the main building. I don't understand it's 

purpose. I think we need to focus more on "live art facilities" such as a new venue for the Little Theatre of 

Virginia Beach, although this particular gateway may not be the right place for it.

arches. artistic or not they look dumb. 

Leave commercial projects pit of there

Basketball court.  It takes a lot of space and there are many other places in the area for this activity.

No more sculptures that don't really work - at Laskin Road featuring Burger King; on the Lesner Bridge looking 

like a mutilated pinwheel

Anything that cheapens the appearance.

Agree with the visually appealling aspects but do not see the draw for things like the deck overlook and the 

walking path.  My thinking is that at this point (other than maybe walking their dog) folks are interested in 

collecting info and getting to their destination (hotel, rental house, etc.)

Dollars spent that should go to roads and flood control 

Welcome Arch that turns into a covered driveway 

I think the projected art work would be distraction to drivers especially if the artwork is rotating on the 

projection. I feel this could cause accidents.

No electric scooter bikes etc

Nothing projected or overly detracting from

the current atmosphere 

N/a

No palm trees , structures,  or parking at entrance for all would look tacky

Nothing low rent

That sculpture is a bit ridiculous and the more natural elements, path, and parks are better off without it.

No electric scooters

Concerned that the arch is too â€œbusyâ€• and adds a visual obstruction to drivers
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Seating where we can enjoy the ocean and view. Stop making our oceanfront cluttered with bullshit that isn't 

needed!!!! We want to enjoy the beach, not stare at people in condos and hotel rooms. Keep it natural and stop 

ruining our oceanfront

Concerned about the stormwater pond and deck as a destination. It may be peaceful and bucolic, but not sure 

this is the place for it.

no pink or baby blue colors. keep it classy

Eh !

don't know

Tacky "art."

nothing, glam it up fam

A deck overlooking pond, walking trail, parking, videos

Nothing it's perfectly fine the way it is.

See above comment...tried to change it to this box but website did not allow

Please no to large and unwieldy abstract sculptures that dominate the space. If looking to include art something 

more interactive and fun, like jack Mackie dancing steps, or doubles as a something useful, such as seating, or a  

space to interchange different pieces every season or so.

Abstract sculptural art

money spent on art or a giant surfboard type of items

Nothing too trendy or too touristy, something more elevated and elegant, perhaps botanical mazes, beautiful 

lighting for night

Anything too touristy.

Im just not sure the visitors center is really used that much. People want to get to their hotels and once settled 

in, venture off on their own. Never returning or initially visiting the center. Money and effort should not be spent 

into something that is not utilized. 

Visitor center. If you're a few blocks from your hotel, why would you stop at a visitor center? Everyone has gone 

"digital". They'll know more about our city from their phones before they get to VAB than we could ever give 

them in a personal setting. I don't see this as something that will make it money back. Some kind of "welcoming" 

arch or structure would be better; like when you arrive at a national park or amusement park. Something that 

when people see it, they immediately think "We're here. We're at the beach. We made it!" 
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Take a look at the Resort Area Mobility map. Where do you think additional public parking is needed in the 

Resort Area? (Other).  

Anywhere away from the interstate and main entrances

In the Rudee Loop park area adjacent to the bridge

I think we have a fair amount of well distributed parking. However, the cost of parking for residents is too 

cumbersome. Residents should be given a substantial discount for public parking in the area, which would 

dramatically help more year-round business patronage. Though parking is much more affordable (and free in 

some places) during the winter months, I still don't frequent that area because none of the businesses have 

fostered recurring affinity - most of the places I go to, I attend year round and they welcome my business at all 

parking, parking, parking...get people here

Anywhere!

Please, have the Development Authority start buying the poor quality development on 17 th Street. It's 

embarrassing.

Anywhere possible between Pacific Ave and Baltic.  Garages much preferred over surface lots.

The cost of adding parking is not provided so please don't spend more Taxpayers dollars at the Resort. Too many 

other needs un larger area of City west of Mediterranean 

First Presbyterian Church surface lot between 36 + 37

Boat ramp parking lot next to Virginia Aquarium property.

Find and build parking wherever you can throughout the resort. Make sure every project - DOME, LOOP etc has 

ample parking for the development/green space and for special events like SITW.

Throughout the resort.

Think all parking needs to be west of Pacific Ave or further to create walking to the beach, which would help spur 

economic development in those areas. The more time people spend outside the better. 

Somewhere off 17th street. 

Southend, Marina District, Rudee loop

Anywhere where it can be free or discounted to residents of VA BEACH

There is no public parking north of 30th. Ridiculous 

None

Anywhere that is approved by local residents

The loop
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No more concrete. No more parking

I live here, I can't afford the parking.

Car elevator systems to speed car retrieval in limited spaces.  Go vertical

West of Pacific

Expand 9th Street parking garage.  Parking structure near or north of Cavalier Hotel

Adding parking at the site on 19th street across from the dome where the municipal city buildings used to be. 

And kitty corner from there too. Since we are loosing the 19th street parking lot.

19th street where the municipal buildings used to be.

None.

On block just east of convention center. Would serve the CC as well as the beach with a public transportation 

route running right by it to the beach

Dam Neck and General Booth East Corner for residents south to bring bikes and ride north to the beach front, 

aquarium etc or west to Princess Ann.

I say squeeze in all the parking you can! Any spots being lost due to JW project need to be replaced

Between 22nd and 45th. A lot of tourists (both from the Hampton Roads areas and beyond) come up to the 

North End to go to the beach, yet they park in the spots for residents.

Water taxi area

Parking is the single biggest problem at the Oceanfront.    Everyone in City Government knows it. Every citizen 

knows it.    Every visitor experiences it.      A few select people do not want the problem solved.   Makes no 

sense. 
Immediately south of Laskin Road corridor.  I would of support any new parking east of Pacific Avenue between 

Laskin Road and Norfolk Avenue.  However, I would support 10 minute drop off-pickup areas at all beach access 

points.

None

Bring back 25th st lot!

Incorporated into the redevelopment opportunity zone as a raised (elevated) parking structure with longer 

pedestrian foot/bike bridges leading up to it, and something like 'Sky Sails' above to cast a 50 percent shadow 

over the entire structure in the afternoons. Something majestic, beautiful, sturdy and sustainable (with smaller 

sections that could be replaced as necessary). The Sky Sails might resemble seagulls with their wings spread and 

of different sizes so when viewed from a distance it would be hard to tell how big or how far away it is located. 

Allowances must be made for departing and arriving NAS Oceana aircraft traffic, I suppose.

More handicap parking for VB residents to actually use
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Rudee loop

No matter how much parking you put at the beach I will not use it.  The way you have Atlantic and Pacific is 

ludicrous.  Cars cannot move because of the space allotted to public transportation.  If you do not find a place 

quickly you are ticketed for cruising and if on a side street ticketed or towed.  The VB beach is not user friendly at 

all.
Where is the ViBe Creative District????? Over by Contemporary Art Center???  Definitely in the no-mans land 

where the Dome used to be. That would be close enough for people to still walk to the beach.

Please no more garages 

Ruddy Loop area

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

Between 5th & 9th streets

The south end needs more parking when the set up the stage at 5th street.   long walks.   The map shows a green 

marking for Virginia trail the " light rail route"   Making this an outlet would really help  !! Since we paid 40 

million for it 

There is a huge gap in parking availability between 17th and 6th.  The walk is really long if you can't find a 

precious on street meter!

Near 31st street

Build infrastructure for public transportation instead!

More public parking decks that take advantage of public / private collaboration 

I'm just not sure I know enough about the oceanfront area to understand where parking would be useful.

surfing area

We dont need more parking if you'd stop developing.   I dont want park miles away and then bused, taxi'd, 

shuttled to the oceanfront.   

Parking should be 3-4 story parking garages, not just flat lots which take up a lot of land.

Rudee loop

I do not know the area well enough to comment on this.

We need a large parking lot along Oceana Blvd. then busses that run down Bells Road to Bird Neck Rd to General 

Booth as well as to 21st Street.

better mass transit to get visitors in/out, instead of more parking

Rudie Inlet area or 17th street
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We walk or bike there so we wouldn't know the need.

Rudee area

If Rudee Loop is going to be a park, I think Rudee Inlet restaurants, the new Park and Grommet Island will need 

more parking than just 9th street.

but just because it's NEEDED there is not to say it should be placed in the spot suggested. A parking garage East 

of Pacific would be an eyesore and block views of the ocean for pedestrians.

I think Light Rail (voted down in the last round) is a long term way of easing oceanfront parking pressure.  

Current parking lots are mostly not used anywhere near capacity but they need to be built for future 

requirements.  

Laskin and Pacific

Instead of focusing on areas that the locals receive no benefit in exchange for their tax dollars how about 

reciprocating the increase the city has received to those that are being taxed for these changes. All my bills and 

taxes have increased while the city instead prefers to increase the city managers income which is already above 

the national median for the same job. It's long overdue for the city to pass on to the residents the increasing 

profits in the form of decreased taxes and city bills. 

24th street

The Rudee Loop area as so many major concerts/events are held at the 5th St Stage - need a garage there 

instead of small surface lots. 

Free parking is needed for locals across the oceanfront area.

Rudee Loop for Marina District Employees

Winston Salem ave

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

more parking at the south end

In lieu of parking spaces added across from Oceans, on Atlantic Ave.

Way to many attractions have parking areas that require a really long walk from parking to event location.  For 

example the Parking at the Soccer Complex, and the Convention center are very inconvenient for visitors.  

Parking close to the building destination to avoid long walks in inclement weather is key.  

17th street looks awful - lots of old buildings that are not even open...or should be closed.  that would be a great 

street for parking.  clean it up.

I would like to see diagonal parking instead of parallel which takes up more space & slows traffic quite a bit.  

Along Laskin, instead of the extra wide sidewalk (which I think is a waste & not needed on the south side), it 

would be better if the sidewalk was narrowed to allow room for parallel parking.  There would be more spaces & 

traffic would flow better.

Also at 19th and Mediterranean Ave. needed or 17th and Mediterranean Ave. area
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It doesn't show the public parking lots???

I can't be sure, I visit in the off season

I can't be sure, I visit in the off season

29th - 31st areas

The grey area should be limited parking and wildlife habitat 

we need to utilize school parking (charge for it) and other surface lots that can be identified with defined 

transportation to the areas of the beach where activities are taking place.  The side streets near any major event 

are always packed with cars (with no tickets) because the attendees are unwilling to park in city parking and take 

the trolley to the event.  If we could use shuttle services more frequently then the need for more garages may 

25th st garage.  Always full.   1st Loop crowded.  

Redevelopment Opportunity Area

South end, 5th street area, Pacific ave

Pavilion 

By Norfolk Avenue and BUILD parking Garage RIGHT ON 19th. At least another entire level above the ground. 

Give Towne Bank a parking garage. 

1st street 

Additional parking is needed everywhere-the city approved many projects in and around old beach and didnt 

provide for enough parking spaced per unit. STR also are adding to the congestion

Everywhere let Disabled Veterans park anywhere free especially at 1st and rudee bridge 

None

Free parking for residents all year round

5th street

Save the parking at Rudee Loop.

1st needs more parking 

Pretty much everywhere...Why can't we build some cool parking garages like they have in Miami?

Need more parking at Rudee Loop for families to enjoy Grommet Island
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Additional Parking is needed from the loop - to 9th Street for events that occur on South end of the beach.

For Convention Center & Sports Arena! 

 None

 is it more public paid parking? Where is the free parking for locals? 

The options provided are a great start. These are time consuming projects that will effect the residents of the 

oceanfront so definitely a great start.

Also, farther North near the Cavalier Hotel and at the end of the boardwalk

Between Atlantic and Pacific north of 12th. Run down buildings 

The map legend does not show the complete picture. Not all items on the map are in the legend. 

Where is the Vibe district?

The sports center, south end of the beach, and vibe district. 

Frankly, we do not have a parking problem at the Oceanfront except on a few days a year.

Leave parking lots at Rudee Loop

17th street west of Pacific

Near 24th at oceanfront, near 30th at oceanfront, near 6th at oceanfront 

No more lots! We need better public transportation. Building parking lots is an outdated approach to urban 

growth and will only support increased negative impacts on our climate.

Not on street. Lots and garages. 

Near Norfolk Ave / Pacific.   Lots of traffic backs up going to the one garage on 9th st

Don't have an opinion

I don't have an opinion

ONLY WEST OF BALTIC AVE.  ALTERNATING ONE WAY STREETS NORTH/SOUTH AND EAST/WEST IS A RESORT 

BEST PRACTICE!

Rudee Loop

We need light rail or some other form of mass public transport to reduce the need to drive at all to the 

oceanfront.
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I propose no new parking east of Pacific. The area east of Pacific should have long-term goals of reducing 

vehicular traffic and creating an area safer for pedestrians. Create only limited space parking areas for residents 

and visitors that are ADA compliant.

Convention center area

Put the parking on less valuable land.  Keep the oceanfront for ocean views.  Make it easy to walk or ride from 

parking.

Between 5th and 11th Street between Atlantic and Pacific

If we were to provide multi-level garages at all the locations that currently provide single level parking, this 

would provide relief to the parking challenges without having to add additional locations for parking.

Rudee loop

Scrap that water taxi idea!

Prefer more public transportation and bicycle designated lanes over extra parking.

Everywhere. And free on street parking from Oct 1 to Apr 1

Please be responsible with parking structures.  We've done so much to beautify the oceanfront, an ugly structure 

will ruin it.  Parking structures should blend in, look like a building....

Please do not take parking away from Rudy Inlet area.  It's a good close place to fish, go to the beach and 

especially good for children and handycapped people using the Gromits area.  Also the lots are a part of the 

great, little know resident summer parking pass only good at lots, not garages

Parking is fine

Everywhere. There is not enough parking. 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

None

The lower end streets have very little parking in my opinion. 19th streets lot is fantastic l, just wish it was more 

like the parking garage at 30th street. 

Everywhere. We spend 45 minutes driving around looking for parking on the weekends, the lack of parking is 

keeping locals away from the area their taxes pay for.

Light rail, please.

more FREE parking for those w/handicap plates/hangers close to the boardwalk on every street.  MORE PARKING 

AT THE LOOP for surfers, and participants / observers of events.

Please stop making everything a parking lot! 

31st street east of Pacific, 5-7th street east of Pacific
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If you put extra parking, put it next to new sportsplex/convention center/etc. Put it 5+ blocks from oceanfront. 

Let people walk/trolley and save the view.

Stop building at the oceanfront.

none

A multi level parking lot on top already existing public parking lot. No additional areas should be constructed. 

There needs to be more green and tree areas. 

North end.  

Rudee Loop, if the park goes in.

We need more parking period! Locals can't enjoy the oceanfront due to parking restrictions and lack of parking. 

Rudee area 

We need free parking for locals. or $3 all day, not just after 5. and like this weekend for the Rock and Roll race, 

there should be ample parking for anyone who runs, like my family. They should be able to park at the library 

who is closed, or the school which is close without fear of being towed. 

Rudee Inlet 

We need free parking for surfers at the loop.

Uncertain

Birdneck and laskin have ample room for extra parking with city shuttles running to and from those locations.  If 

we can't accommodate byrd scooters and such, and parking garages look ugly, this would alleviate traffic and 

also allow for easier access to and from the ocean front.  even for locals.  

Many events happen in the area of 5th street, American music festival and Patriotic festival, also ECSC. Parking is 

always tough, or you have to walk far.

Parking should be located West of Pacific Avenue

Anywhere you can fit it

Not a successful map to indicate where addition parking may be needed as existing parking and counts are not 

indicated. 

Enough already

But surface parking,  not garages.

We don't need more parking if the city would just stop building.  Any renovated buildings should be required to 

be additional parking under their structures to fully support their building and anyone visiting their building in 

addition to overflow parking in the same building. 

Rudee Loop area
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Nowhere 

When there are events anywhere between 5th and 17th streets. It is very limited but what about offsite parking 

with shuttles or trolley stations. Somewhere off General Booth. Vacant lots or property. 

Around 5th

1st street would directly benefit our RESIDENTS that are very frequent visitors of 1st street

MORE WATER TAXIs

As a resident, I think you crammed too much in already. I don't go to the beach anymore.

Lots on 19th could be converted to garages but include discounted rates for residents to keep them coming to 

the area. Honor the current $80 season parking pass

1st 

We do need more places to park 

I think 17th street in general needs more TLC

turn all of our existing surface lots into multi-tiered parking structures

All of the above with passes for residents.

Problem is that the parking is expensive and even the public ramps the people taking the money don't always 

understand about the discounts for residents and still charge the full amount.  Gets frustrating when trying to 

leave a parking ramp and tired from a day in sun.

I actually think there is currently enough parking available. Some current parking lots could use an update or 

otherwise be improved. It also isn't always clear where public/private/business parking is for someone who is a 

first time visitor. Having more consistent signage and pricing across the area may solve a lot of problems too. 

I have been a long-time supporter of community theatre. The Little Theatre of Virginia Beach parking lot is on 

bad shape and insufficient for the their growing patronage.  A new building/location with ample parking would 

be benefit both the theatre and the city.

Parking Everywhere.  It has become such a headache and hassle that locals cannot attend many events because 

of such limited parking.  Could we have parking at the convention center and then provide shuttle buses back 

and forth to the oceanfront? 

More parking is needed everywhere.  And, there should be shuttles from the parking areas to the venues, beach, 

etc. especially for those who cannot walk long distances or have other disabilities.  We also need many more 

handicapped parking spaces in general.

19th Street near Convention Center

Where visitor center is currently 
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None

Around the Rudee Inlet area.

Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives. 
When there are events at the boardwalk, there is never enough parking and that is to be expected; however, 

additional parking is possible by building second and third story buildings and enforcing laws that would require 

hotels on the strip to make parking spaces available to the public and is existent at the Hilton. What is more we 

need more handicap parking.

Sandbridge Beach parking and road repair 

1st-15th street. 

Parking needs to be within easy walking for everyone.  I would have parking every 2 to 3 blocks on Pacific 

Avenue. This can include  small and large parking garages. I would create an app that can show one where there 

are parking spaces available. 

Centralized Mobility Plan

No additional parking is needed. What's needed are actual public transit options.

Would love to see an arena near the Sportscenter. Would definitely need parking garages then. I think one or 

two large parking garages have to be included as part of the Dome Site redevelopment. Perhaps redeveloping 

the 19th Street Parking Lots into Parking Garages may be enough. Again....depends what is happening with 

Dome Site. We don't want the Oceanfront to become cluttered with Parking Garages which will ruin the look and 

feel of the area, especially East of Pacific Avenue.  The VIBE District is so close to the VBCC and Sportscenter that 

those parking lots should suffice.  

parking is needed everywhere at the beach. Build garages every three blocks west of pacific ave.

owls creek boat ramp

West of Pacific-parking lots=eyeSORES

Need garage at VBCC and/or Sportsplex. Remove employees from RPPP.

We just need to fill current parking in a regular basis. Parking lots are continually under served. 

Honestly, the city should of left the nice 25th municiple parking lot, that was a nice lot and had plenty of parking. 

There's already so much parking at the oceanfront - we don't need more.
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Anywhere and everywhere possible especially near the Parks and 5th Street.

No more parking.

Rudee area, 25th/27th street instead of 21st street. Parking should also be discouraged... why not place parking 

further off the beach and run more electronic trolleys. Either create a really low rate per use or a day pass with a 

free pass for residents, to encourage parking further from the resort area and utilizing safe, electric public 

transit, makes us greener and also reduces drunk driving at the oceanfront... though it doesn't prevent it once 

they have reached their cars in the parking zones. 

Parking should be free for Virginia Beach residents for special events.

I've been saying for years that the 19th parking lots were a missed opportunity. I always envisioned a large 

garage about 5-8 floors on either side at 300 19th St that connect in the middle over the roadway around level 3. 

An arch with "Welcome to the Beach" on it connects the two garages, and traffic can see it from both sides as 

they drive between the garages. 19th St is still the center of the resort area, and most convenient place for 

people to park to access the entire area. A garage with an artistic touch would be a beacon to beach goers at the 

end the day who are trying to remember where they parked. The hotels on Atlantic already block views of the 

ocean, so a decent size garage won't impeded any views. Put a lookout area on the top for people to have a 

photo-op with their family with the resort in the background. You could possibly even sell commercial space on 

the top floor for an overlook restaurant or mini-golf. Scattering parking areas all over forces people to drive 

around looking for parking. We need to make it easier for people to park. The less time they use to find parking, 

the more time they are on their feet in the resort area buying stuff, and probably with a better attitude.
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What parking areas farther away from the beach would you use if a fun, free, predictable, air-conditioned 

shuttle (with enough room to hold beach stuff) were provided? (Select all that apply).

Sports Center parking area east of the Sports Center

Aquarium parking only if a garage was provided, it is at full capacity on busy summer days already.  

The 25th street and 14th street locations are too close to residential areas.

I might frequent any of those if parking were free and a shuttle were regularly available. 

They City keeps removing spaces and has created such an expensive parking environment that as a Resident I 

cannot afford to park so I stay west of Resort or north if 75 St

Costly to Taxpayers to provide services 

I would not use any.

Absolutely not at the aquarium

Depends on purpose of trip. If going to a concert or special event, then any of the above; however, if going to 

beach I'd  want to park is closest possible because of all the beach gear needed for beach. 

none

Too much of a hassle in the summer to go to the Oceanfront. We go to Ocean City Maryland.

I am handicapped so these are all bad alternatives.

Any.  The key is to make it "guaranteed."  If you say the shuttle runs certain hours, then it has to run those hours, 

be on time, be clean, and be safe.  There should be a waiting kiosk with cameras.  And plenty of lights.

ANYWHERE THAT RESIDENTS APPROVE OF

None

Anywhere that is approved by and free or discounted to local residents

Somewhere on Birdneck, to keep more congestion from the Oceanfront

Do not use schools!

Not on your life

Convention Center parking area

I can't afford to pay for parking.  

Hilltop
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Hilltop shopping center

Please DO NOT use the School's parking! It makes it seem like we've just run out of room completely and we're 

using our kids room for guests!

Not coming to the oceanfront if there's that many people.

School lots are embedded in residential areas and the traffic would be too disruptive. AQ and sports center are 

too far...develop the block just east of the convention center. Multi-use facilities that accommodate retail, 

residential and public parking would be an attractive addition to the area. The sports center is eating up a lot of 

surface parking, and garages are needed.

None

None if I can't park I would do valet or uber

A reliable shuttle service would easily take people back and Forth, however, even the HRT shuttle on Atlantic ave 

does not run on a constant loop cycle- so it also must be improved 
We would not unless they were completely wheelchair accessible. Look into that as other locations have them. 

EG Acadia National Park. Some ppl just want to see sights, Boardwalk from wheelchairs. Va beach has a long way 

to go in that area

Convention center parking lot

North end and shuttles to 21st 

Might as well park in empty lots in Norfolk and ride Tide to Oceanfront.

New parking garage on laskin near birdneck

VB Convention Center parking area.

Anywhere closer to Pungo/Sandbridge?

Western part of Convention Center parking

Hilltop

Cayce center

Lynnhaven Mall, Hilltop, or somewhere along Dam Neck Rd. would be my choices, not, repeat not, in the 'Car 

Funnel' that is the oceanfront. Actually, it is a 'Tourist Funnel' now and needs more to attract LOCALS back to the 

oceanfront without increasing the CO2 or carbon footprint along Atlantic and Pacific Avenues. The current 

Trolleys are quaint and nostalgic but, this is not appealing to the future. The current arrangement screams, 'We 

know where we have been, come see it again' and I honestly think there is more appeal in 'We know where we 

are headed, please join us for the adventure and experience something new every year!' (VBSTRONG needs to 

Some connection from Hilltop 
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How the heck is a shuttle fun.  Is there going to be clowns and jugglers?  Yet another expense for the cities tax 

payers.  Since the streetscapes has no place for comments - Whatever the plan let the store owners decide and 

pay for it

We would not use any of these if tourist. We would want to have our car handy at our hotel parking lot.

We only would use as a local if coming for a one night concert/event where parking is terrible.

Safety-wise not sure about using the elementary school parking lots ---- even though can really tell Va Beach is 

thinking hard on parking (impressive). Worry about Memorial Day to when school gets out and then if summer 

programs with children held at those buildings. There is a Sports Center on Birdneck Road??? I think Aquarium 

would be good, but don't all vacationers to Virginia Beach want their car handy. right? Not sure we even want 

tourists who would want to leave their car and not have it accessible to them.

None

Lynnhaven Mall.  Town center.

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

Convention Center Parking Lot

Convention center

I don't want to take a shuttle.

Please leave non parking garage spaces available throughout the resort area.

I don't think it's acceptable to use school properties for parking. This could lead to vandalism and litter. 

beach garden park / potentially develop old Farm Fresh site  for parking and open space 

Generally speaking, I think the closer the better, I don't think people enjoy riding shuttles that much no matter 

how fun, free, and predictable they are.

None.

None I live in North end and get around fine

Do not like having Atlantic ave cut off for Cavalier 
Absolutely none.  I live here, and I don't want to park a long ways away and not be able to leave when I want.  

No one in my family wants to soen an hour or more parking somewhere and then have to get on a shuttle or bus 

to get to the boardwalk.   We only live 15 mins away.   I shouldn't have to travel and wait an hour or more, its 

ridiculous. 

n/a

Not interested in transferring to another mode. 

We need a large parking lot along Oceana Blvd. then busses that run down Bells Road to Bird Neck Rd to General 

Booth as well as to 21st Street.
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None just have a flat rate for residents ie 5 all day

Virginia beach convention center

Convention center

Laskin Rd Cooridor.

Seatack Elementary

None of them.

None

I live on 43rd Street and just got City Council approved parking relief from the construction workers/hotel 

employees/Cavalier Residences folks who have overrun our 3 blocks.  Parking is also an issue for folks who live at 

the oceanfront.  It is not just about visitors to the beach. No comment area below - The current trolley/vehicle 

lanes on Atlantic Ave work ok, not broke, don't "fix" it

False Cape Park, Shore Drive Area

It wouldn't be utilized. No one likes to

Use shuttles unless they have to. Reduces freedom to bring items to the beach as well such as surfboards.

North End and Bay

The big free parking area somewhere at the north end of the resort around 42nd to 70th street. Why don't you 

build something that way and let everyone at the resort share in the fun of shuttling people around your 

neighborhood???
As a local, probably not any. The Aquarium and Sports Center seem to be the most obvious as they have large 

lots. 

As a local, I want to park near the business I choose to visit.  That includes the business of the ocean!  All above 

would be great parking options for tourists and guests who do not reside in Virginia Beach.

None!

Lynnhaven Mall

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

None, because like most locals I avoid going to the oceanfront beach. 

I'm a local.  I will not go if I have to take public transportation from the parking area to the destination.  That is 

why I don't go to any events at the Oceanfront in the summer.  

None of them

I most likely wouldn't use any of the above options but if needed, I like the idea of free shuttles.  I also think 

daily, multi day & weekly passes should be offered for tourists to use the shuttles.  We went to a restaurant & 

parked further away & took the shuttle to take us the 3 blocks.  It was expensive & we have not done it again. 
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North End, between 30th-Cavalier

I normally wouldn't use any of them as I live between Atlantic and Pacific Aves.  

Convention Center corridor

Please don't change the school location for tourists. 

None

Cox High School Parking Lot

Stop wasting our money or you will lose the next election

This is not a likely solution for locals who use the beach everyday. This may work for large scale event parking 

solutions and possibly for tourists. 

Would rather not use any type of shuttle at all. There needs to be more parking at the ocean front. 

Convention Center

None

A.R.E, Shore Drive locations

A new parking garage located east of the SportsCenter provides the best location for a centralized parking 

facility.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bikeshare and e-scooters. With the redevelopment of 17th 

Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes and road through the ViBe 

district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity zone allowing enhanced 

mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  This parking facility will also serve 

as the future Convention Center Hotel parking garage. A parking garage is necessary for any hotel so the cost of 

constructing a parking garage is a cost the city will eventually incur. The garage will also provide aid in reviving 

the 17th Street corridor

Town center. Shore drive. 

I think using the school parking lots in residential areas might not be the best idea. The traffic on Mediterranean 

in front of Cooke Elementary is already so bad, it's difficult to get cars in and out of the driveways. Using 

commercial lots, like the aquarium and sports centre parking, are better solutions here. I do think using the 

school lots every once in awhile for a big event is acceptable, but not more than three or four times per year. 

What about the school on Laskin Road? That one isn't in a residential area. 

None of the above

I live at the oceanfront so this doesn't apply to me. 
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The city should give that parking for free as an incentive to use it. 

I wouldn't use it. I stopped going to the beach years ago because of the mess that all of this building has created. 

Too many people, too many cars.

The shuttles are very important for future events. It's not easy to say but maybe an area around First  Colonial 

that the TRT and shuttles have constantly flow to and from? Great Neck/London Bridge commercial area?

Make the trip to the parking lot fun, like the train and/or sky ride  transportation at Bush Gardens.   Instead of 

being a "have to" our guests would "get to" ride something on something fresh and fun.  Could be the deciding 

factor for a family debating Myrtle Beach or Virginia Beach.   Only use busses when weather makes it unsafe to 

operate the sky ride.  Never mind the A/C bus.  That's going to be a huge mess to keep clean with sand and the 

food people will sneak onboard. 

Need shelters at locations to protect families from elements as they wait for transportation 

Do not use Cooke parking 

None.

Make it free

None. Please don't do a shuttle. 

School parking lots in residential areas being used for beach parking is going to contest roadways the way school 

traffic does. But school traffic only happens twice per day. How often would they be used? 

Parking shuttles able to handle 12 foot surfboards?

Parking at the convention center

Don't have an opinion although I've wondered why school lots aren't used on weekends or for special events. I 

do not think shuttle buses would be needed in these cases. Residents would not appreciate the shuttle buses. 

Just open up the lots and people can walk. 

NONE, i BIKE TO THE BEACH.

Extend the Tide Lite Rail from Newtown to Birdneck.  Have a parking lot there.

City Hall or Town center.

The Park and Ride in Kempsville, or any other area in the western area of Kempsville, like the Sportsplex, etc.  It's 

hard for us to get to the oceanfront and find affordable parking.  Some kind of public shuttle or other transport is 

greatly needed.
Utilizing school parking lots for dual use is a smart approach; however, a long-term vision of expanding the Tide 

Light Rail should not be abandoned.  

Keep the parking out of residential neighborhoods - where the infrastructure already supports heavy traffic.
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Only would use this for special events and not day to day beach activities.

none

None

I think Aquarium shuttle would be great to get more people to visit the Aquarium from the Resort area.

none

We that are old it would be hard .

The old school bus garage

Can't comment, i live close to the beach and walk there. 

Hilltop area.  That way where you park would give you accessibility to other amenities, like grocery stores and 

restaurants and bathrooms

The visitors center.

Not applicable. I live in Shadowlawn and walk/bike to the beach.

Parking. Is fine 

A new parking garage located east of the SportsCenter provides the best location for a centralized parking facility 

that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th Street corridor 

including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort neighborhoods.  This 

launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With the redevelopment of 17th Street in the 

works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes and road through the ViBe district to the 

oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity zone allowing enhanced mobility 

businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  This parking facility will also serve as the 

future Convention Center Hotel parking garage. A parking garage is necessary for any hotel so the cost of 

constructing a parking garage is a cost the city will eventually incur. The garage will also be a catalyst to revive 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

Not applicable to me as I live in the north end

None

Locals should always have free parking. It should be a given, our taxes pay for all of this. 

Parking NEAR THE BEACH. No one, not even tourists, are going to want to pack into a shuttle like sardines. That 

screams â€œwe are out of room.â€� Also, how are you going to make a shuttle â€œfunâ€�? 

As much as I'd love for this to work, the practical side of me says no way.. beach items can include 10ft 

surfboards...
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At Virginia Beach Convention Center

none of the above   people w/small children w/necessites diaper bags, strollers and beach toys don't want to 

have to leave their cars to wait for public trans. and try to haul all of that onto a shuttle.. and then reverse the 

process to get back to their cars. Nor do those w/disabilites want to try to wrestle a walker, wheelchair etc. from 

car to another vehicle.  Even older folks like some of us very short people, can't walk far and certainly can't 

"climb" on board a shuttle if the steps are too high.. and most vehicles have a huge step to navigate.

Locals rarely use options like this. do this. Focus on locals before tourists and business might generate more 

income year-round.

Convention center 

Literally any as long as trolley was included in parking fee. Busch Gardens does it so can we.

I don't go to the oceanfront

None of the above

I wouldn't use that. I'd want to park myself.

honestly, I am local and never have a problem finding parking, either in a paid lot or no more than three blocks 

from the beach.  I would never use a shuttle system.  Unless I can drive myself and stay within three blocks it 

means I should not or would not be going to the beach.  Seems like this will self-regulate.

None.

None. Shuttles aren't fun. No one wants to take one. Especially on the way back...hot, tired, sandy and probably 

hangry (hungry/angry). 

Would love if there was a fast way to get from town center to the ocean front

I don't know 

Anywhere you could fit

None of the above

None of the above, I'd drive in circles until a spot opened up.

None

None.  I would never attend a function at the Oceanfront that would require me to take a shuttle.  I don't care if I 

had beach stuff to carry/bring or not.  It's totally inconvenient.  

I feel checking the Aquarium would be unfair to them as both the Aquarium and Adventure Park are always busy 

and I feel they will need parking for themselves. 

We all NEED to be able continue to park ay 1st street / rudee loop
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Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  Somewhere that would shuttle you to Mount Trashmore, particularly on July 4th or for concerts at the new 

stage.

Shuttles should be FREE or LOW-COST for residents or a reasonable season rate.  How about weekly rate for 

tourists.
Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  

Convention center 

Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized parking operation that 

will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th Street corridor including 

both patrons and employees. This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort neighborhoods and away from 

schools. This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With the redevelopment of 17th Street 

in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes and road through the ViBe district 

to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity zone allowing enhanced mobility 

businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives. 
I would not use this service. If the area was so crowded that this my my only option I would change my plans for 

the day.

I wouldnt use this.

None as we are handicapped 

The new sports plex parking seems to have lots of space and McDonald's is close for families to get a bite 

Convention center 

Centralized mobility plan 

Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  

I wouldn't 
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People do not want to be shuttled just to go to the beach. 

Use convention center parking garage and amphitheater parking for shuttles during big events.

Centralized Mobility Plan

 One needed

Having additional parking at local public schools is a horrible idea.  It's a safety and security risk as kids like to 

play on the playground after school.  Not to mention trash that would litter the area.

I wouldn't. 

Would not use except for special events (holiday weekends, art show, festivals) - spirts center or convention 

center

I don't want to be brought to the beach in a bus. Build garages

Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  

I don't think people would do it. 

None, I do not think that it is right to use some other city facility parking lot for something other than what is at 

the facility. 

Convention center

Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized parking operation that 

will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th Street corridor including 

both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort neighborhoods and away from 

schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With the redevelopment of 17th 

Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes and road through the ViBe 

district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity zone allowing enhanced 

mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  
I think most residents would prefer to keep parking and shuttling out of the school lots as they are accessible 

mainly by residential roads.  One of the nice perks of living at the oceanfront is the walkability or bike ability for 

locals- let's not bombard us with more cars and shuttle buses if possible.

No more parking.

I'm a local, Im NOT going to use a shuttle to visit MY BEACH- all parking should be free for me and there should 

be "local only" parking provided
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underdeveloped areas of 17th - 19th streets, General Booth by Hardees - there is a huge empty lot there and the 

shuttle could service Redwing Park, Aquarium, Croatan, and Resort areas... maybe it only goes as far as 5th 

street and Rudee loop and turns around.  A south end shuttle. Every 30 minutes, electric, zero emissions, secure 

parking area.

Old McDonalds area near pendleton and Birdneck Lake. What about having a shuttle from up Laskin Road near 

the movie theater and Heritage Store?

Centralized Mobility Plan. Parking located east of the SportsCenter provides the closest location for a centralized 

parking operation that will serve the vacationer, SportsCenter, new commercial development along the 17th 

Street corridor including both patrons and employees.  This will keep that traffic out of the adjacent resort 

neighborhoods and away from schools.  This launch site could be used for Ubers, bike share and shuttles. With 

the redevelopment of 17th Street in the works, this location will utilize the new 17th Street sidewalks, bike lanes 

and road through the ViBe district to the oceanfront. This location is within the federally declared opportunity 

zone allowing enhanced mobility businesses to operate their businesses using federal tax incentives.  
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More parks and greenspaces are needed both at the Oceanfront and connecting west into the neighborhoods. 

Take a look at the proposed map of Connected Green & Open Spaces. Where you think additional green space 

is most needed? 
Also, The Seabridge Square Park Expansion provides great connectivity between 17th Street and Norfolk Ave. 

and provides a much needed park in that part of the Resort Area.  It is also a great location to develop a Regional 

SWMF that could capture and filter storm water runoff that is causing extensive flooding within the resort during 

minimal rain events.  All resort storm water runoff is now is ow discharged untreated into Linkhorn Bay and 

ultimately the impaired Chesapeake Bay. This proposed SWMF could also be used by those developing their 

properties as their on site retention requirement freeing up the property for maximum developmentpotential 

for the property owner. 

Also, The Seabridge Square Park Expansion provides great connectivity between 17th Street and Norfolk Ave. 

and provides a much needed park in that part of the Resort Area. It is also a great location to develop a Regional 

SWMF that could capture and filter storm water runoff that is causing extensive flooding within the resort during 

minimal rain events. All resort storm water runoff is now is ow discharged untreated into Linkhorn Bay and 

ultimately the impaired Chesapeake Bay. This proposed SWMF could also be used by those developing their 

properties as their on site retention requirement freeing up the property for maximum development potential 

for the property owner. 

Turning Rudee Loop into a park is a ridiculous idea.  Its likely the most valuable real estate in the mid-Atlantic.  

Put a high class attraction/facility there and benefit from the tax revenue.

Virginia Beach 40 raw land parks 

The City has 40 Parks that are not developed for lack of funding and it may be 15 years ? 

More internally located open green spaces further inland from beach

Internally located public parks back off the oceanfront area

Shadowlawn and all areas west of pacific there are park deserts - need a small pocket park or something every 

1/4 mile within neighborhoods where people live - 

But some development on the Northend of the property would be wise

Everywhere

All spaces need to be connected by wide walking, biking and public transportation. Imagine green spaces of 

transportationâ€”-a true greenway on either side with transportation connection oceanfront areas (cav to 31st 

to  oceanfront park to middle school to elementary to norfolj ave to Mocs to loop to arena and then from that 

area to aquarium to farmers market to towns center to first landing park etc it can be done with planning!

Green space is so attractive and so noncommercial.  Make our city a place to experience, not just a place to buy 

lodging and junk.

None

To much useless money spending. 
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?????

I'd like for all of these Tobe green/park areas.  VB does not have enough Green space as it is.

This is a beachfront resort.  No one expects more green spaces.

Serious greenways with connections via bike, walking paths, public transport like rtb and connections of town 

center first landing park farmers market va aquarium to the oceanfront that connects arena cavalier loop vibe 

and 31st all together

I live in seabridge square and this is the first i've heard of a park expansion. Hell no! It will just be full of 

homeless, drugs, and crime.No seabridge park!

Between the convention center and the dome site. Create a green pedestrian path connection that continues 

beyond to the oceanfront 

I feel like green space/parks/trees should be a battered throughout the entire resort area. 

get rid of a few hotels

Yellow section between Norfolk Ave & Va Bch Blvd

The existing loop road needs to remain the same with all green space inside loop. Keep the idea of the Loop- 

that's historic and reason it's called The Loop . Need activities for people to do, horse shoe pits in sand - bring 

your own shoes, concrete ping pong tables - they are awesome and Atlantis Resort in Bahamas has them- bring 

your own equipment, half court basketball, but activities for people to do things, small exercise area like at 36th 

with bars, sit up bench etc- station of ten items. But activities that you can just walk up to and do and bring your 

own stuff. 
I go to church at Virginia Beach United Methodist Church. We already have parking problems on Sunday 

mornings with a new building going up and taking away any city parking is going to impact churchgoers 

regardless of how much the city may say it won't.

Right near the oceanfront. More trees or shade at least 

None

Leave all alone please

you are taking a green space away to put in a gateway but want to have more green spaces.  

More green specifically with trees able to grow taller and develope sturdy root systems, since these must exist! 

A proper oceanfront tree capable of helping 'break up' the wind profile of the oceanfront SHOULD BE possible IF 

people actually ask the question! The Adventure Park near the Virginia Marine Science Museum is my 

inspiration, and trees aid in soil retention as well as providing low maintenance shade 'structures' but, yes, leaf 

clean-up and removal would be an issue in late Summer, early Fall as the tourist season draws to a close.

Tear down any hotel or parking garage own by Bruce Thompson and replace it with a park
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Tiny landscaped beds. Minimize open green spaces to keep homeless and vacationers from camping out

The Statue thing --- open weird space on Atlantic (famous Virginians or something???), often just has vagrants 

hanging out.  I worked in Downtown Baltimore; I lived in DC for a couple of years. I grew up and lived in Va 

Beach. Use pretty potted flowers. The Oceanfront Boardwalk is BEAUTIFULLY landscaped. Minimize park type 

spaces or you will have homeless and campers bedding down due to our lovely moderate Mid-Atlantic weather. 

Use the space for buildings: restaurants, breweries, shopping, an organic farmer's market that always has 

something going on and can be gated off at night and locked up. We have our homeless on the Boardwalk 

(some), let's not go all San Francisco  and encourage the homeless to bed down where our tourists come to 

vacation and be free from the cares and troubles of life they may see back in their home cities. If people want to 

Leave the Loop alone.  

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

31st street

0ff ocean front

Running path down bells Road. It's owned by the city it's a great road off the main area where cars go 

approximately 60 to 65 mph 

A lot of improvements needed south of 30th Streets.  Let's make VB a place people begin equating with a tourist 

designation worthy of visiting!

Pungo

Rude loop does NOT need to have every square inch taken over by green space, leave lots of open space.

Dog park...  anywhere

Shadowlawn Park expanded on Virginia avenue

All of the above, please.

Connecting beach garden park with the LAskin gateway by making use of the FArm fresh site  could be beneficial 

to local and tourist industry.  possibly out door restaurant plaza, musical performance area, more park and open 

space 

We need more greenspace and treed areas wherever they can be added at the oceanfront 

Im in favor of absolutely no buildings of office, housing nor hotels, nor shopping at the already open spaces of 

Rudee loop.  Im in favor of only parks, and green spaces associated with surfing.  

Using this empty space for a comment - city should encourage more sidewalk outdoor dining/drinking 

(restaurants) like in Europe

This is an important issue, especially on a beach that has limited green space.

Seabridge Square doesn't make sense - too far away from the beach where people want to be. 
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Parks and greenspace should be the foundation of any future development in the City and should serve as flood 

mitigation parks featuring natural vegetation.  Regarding Rudee Loop:   The entire 10/11 acres should be 

designated GREEN/NATURAL open space.  No bb courts, no skate park nothing except the beauty of the Atlantic. 

Please include green space but rude loop has to make money for the taxpayers

Rudee Loop is potentially one of the most significant, undeveloped sites fronting the Atlantic Ocean from Florida 

to Maine!   The tax revenue that could be generated from a world-class, mixed-use development would be 

extremely beneficial to the financial soundness of the City of Virginia Beach.   Yes, circulatory emergency access 

is an issue that would need to be addressed.  But the potential for the scale and prestige of the project that 

could go there, would accelerate VA Beach for significantly greater national exposure.  

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

Laskin Road

17th Street, Dome Site, 

I can't read the maps or legends when they are enlarged so it is impossible to respond.

Where ever the Pier is going to be relocated or renovated, you should include hotel residences (TO OWN) as a 

part of it.

In the area slated for future development, need to be green space 

On 17th in the Redevelopment Opportunity Area

Places where residents live...NOT TOURISTS 

A park at Rudee loop would be lovely but we are not fooled by the "3 potential developments " also on that 

map. Cronyism needs to stop!

Keep the green space simple and shaded- add tables and benches. 

No hotels on rudee 

Seabridge

Yes

Stop spending money just to come up with another excessive project.  The citizens are tired of the corruption 

that's raking place by the City Manager to City Council.

More green space is needed everywhere at the Ocean Front.  Shops on Atlantic should be more upscale and 

trendy....less souvenir shops and bars please !!

The Rudee loop should have a multi deck parking garage on the west side closest to the Rudee Bridge, the 

parking lot closest to Grommet Island should be left alone and the center parking lot should be made into a 

green space park with grass, shade trees and benches. Simple works fine.
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Nonee

None

Leave rudee loop as it is

The block between 19th and 20th street along Baltic is already open and has old growth trees, it is begging to 

remain that way and be cleaned up into a beautiful park 

None. Stop. Please stop. You're affecting and changing too much. It's quite disgusting actually. Fix our flooding 

problems. Care for your residents first. You're taking away all that is good if you build up rudee inlet. 

Leave it alone. 

Waste of $

No where

Neighborhood areas for local use such as in Laskin rd, back in VIBE district on Mediterranean, behind MOCA 

leading to Old VB blvd. 

There is a lack of greenspace at the northern end of the resort area (north of 31st st).

17th oceanfront and dome site

Norfolk Ave

Would like it noted, Owls Creek Golf Course would have been an easy, open space option as it was initially 

purchased with open space funds. Shame it's going to be a manufacturing facility. Please note, they have filled in 

the lakes that are part designated wetlands.  All lakes were on the proposed renderings, not sure what happened 

there. Now, constantly seeing numerous flocks of 30+ geese in the road on Birdneck now that are displaced. It's 

sad and has turned into a hazard for both wildlife and drivers. Also the turning lane is not nearly as long as was 

initially proposed. No doubt Birdneck Rd will now be backed up, so please keep that into consideration with your 

ALL OF THE ABOVE

The old beach park at cypress and 26th St. A lot of resident use this park for their kids. Expansion and 

improvement of it would be awesome. A dog area would be great. 

The park at cypress and 26th

A lot of residents use the park at Cypress Avenue and 26th St. for their kids. It would be nice if it was expanded 

or at least improved. There is some unused land. A dog area would be really nice too. 

None

NA

Please do not develop the Dome Site into a limited use development for the benefit of a few, e.g. artificial surf 

park. These types of developments do not have long, productive lifespans.
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Rudee loop should remain mostly green space

None

These are all needed - but aside from 17th St, almost as needed is Rudee Loop to create a real destination with 

lasting character there.

Scrap the â€œtrails/pathsâ€•.  Visitors come for the beach.

Dome site is also an important possible green space site!

Fix the flooding and roads then worry about parks!!! I have one in my neighborhood the city can't maintain!
Open space for Rudee Loop that is pedestrian and most importantly surfer friendly.

Absolutely no hotels , no apartment buildings or high rise parking garages

OPEN SPACE.

Stop building more buildings and revamp or demo what is already built. Too many run down shopping centers, 

businesses and hotel.

I think there should be a section of the main oceanfront area on Atlantic that is turned basically into pedestrian 

and bikes only...could expand outdoor seating, outdoor areas. 

Define green space. Basketball courts are not green space.  

this is difficult answer when phrased as most needed.  It's more complicated than that and has more layers that 

need to be considered.

Give it up on the dome site, make it a park or something

No changes 

The more green space the better!!  We have too much concrete and runoff.  We need trees!!

How about we just put an end to further development?

None, don't mess with rudee loop

Put the Wave park at Rudee Loop and include green space.  Make the Dome Site a green space.  No more office 

buildings, no more hotel buildings, no shopping buildings. 

Everywhere

Atlantic Fun Park is an eyesore. Buy them out and build your skate park and basketball courts there along with 

trees and grass.
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There is an opportunity to solve two major problems by significantly expanding Seabridge  Park located south of 

the SportsCenter on 17th Street. The park will include a Regional SWMF, a dog park, and jogging and bike trials.  

The park will be accessible from both 17th Street and Norfolk Ave. The Resort Area has been identified as being 

extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and storm water flooding.  There are no Regional Storm Water 

Management Facilities serving this area for storm water storage and treatment.   This new green space 

opportunity would solve the flooding problem on private property on and around the 17th Street area from 

Norfolk Avenue, to Birdneck, and into Central Beach which would allow development and redevelopment of the 

area. This drainage facility will treat the storm water which would then empty into Rudee Inlet vs. untreated into 

Linkhorn Bay as is the case now.   During this past year, the Central Resort District Drainage Improvements 
The Little Theatre of Virginia Beach on 24th street could be relocated into the ViBe district and their space could 

be converted to neighborhood park

as there is no comment section for the ViBe question - I will leave this thought here - The ViBe has done an 

excellent job of incorporating public art and providing artistic spaces, they have a MOCA as an anchor but they 

also need a live performance art form as an anchor  - suggest working with the Little Theatre of Virginia Beach to 

develop a live performance space in the ViBe

There is an opportunity to solve two major problems by significantly expanding Seabridge Park located south of 

the SportsCenter on 17th Street. The park will include a Regional SWMF, a dog park, and jogging and bike trials. 

The park will be accessible from both 17th Street and Norfolk Ave. The Resort Area has been identified as being 

extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and storm water flooding.  There are no Regional Storm Water 

Management Facilities serving this area for storm water storage and treatment. This new green space 

opportunity would solve the flooding problem on private property on and around the 17th Street area from 

Norfolk Avenue, to Birdneck, and into Central Beach which would allow development and redevelopment of the 

area. This drainage facility will treat the storm water which would then empty into Rudee Inlet vs. untreated into 

Linkhorn Bay as is the case now. During this past year, the Central Resort District Drainage Improvements project 
There cannot be enough green space!  And it must be beautifully maintained.  A resort/business/shopping/living 

community must be gorgeous or the public draw is diluted and the statement presented to the public is one of 

not caring about the quality of the environment.

The areas where the proposed trails/paths will be.

No

Live theater at Rudee!

Playing fields for soccer and baseball for the public in the area near the Sportscenter. Don't know if this is 

included as part of that facility's construction. 

Vibe District

none are needed. build parks west of birneck road

Green/open space should be incorporated throughout the oceanfront/ city of Virginia Beach .Rudee Loop is the 

most important part of the oceanfront that should be preserved planned as a park / open space for visitors and 

residents alike.
Green Space with pedestrian and bike connectivity and DRAINAGE PLAN - Seabridge Square Park expansion 

including a Regions SWMF.

I don't think we need additional green space
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Just about everywhere, the oceanfront is way to built up, it would be nice to see it like it was back in the 60's 

again.

Need to find a new home for live theater in Virginia Beach â€” namely the Little Theater of Virginia Beach which 

has outgrown its home.  It is a unique assetâ€” wonderful theater at an affordable price! 

There is an opportunity to solve two major problems by significantly expanding Seabridge  Park located south of 

the SportsCenter on 17th Street. The park will include a Regional SWMF, a dog park, and jogging and bike trials.  

The park will be accessible from both 17th Street and Norfolk Ave. The Resort Area has been identified as being 

extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and storm water flooding.  There are no Regional Storm Water 

Management Facilities serving this area for storm water storage and treatment.   This new green space 

opportunity would solve the flooding problem on private property on and around the 17th Street area from 

Norfolk Avenue, to Birdneck, and into Central Beach which would allow development and redevelopment of the 

area. This drainage facility will treat the storm water which would then empty into Rudee Inlet vs. untreated into 

Linkhorn Bay as is the case now.   During this past year, the Central Resort District Drainage Improvements 

project was the only flood control project that did not receive city funding. one selection is not enough. There isn't enough green space period, no place to enjoy an icecream or watch a 

performer, the boardwalk area could use more greenspace that isn't simply bike parking for a hotel, add some 

trees, some landscaped areas, the random parking lot that gets used for events but is not pretty or inviting is a 

waste of space, convert it from event and staff parking to a parklet and give it proper treatment so people can 

feel comfortable using the area.  I would say, 17th, Seabridge, and Dome, And the weird lot at the boardwalk all 

need it.

Green space at 17th Street Oceanfront park in conjunction with the Pier being moved to 17th Street.

Green Space with pedestrian and bike Connectivity and Drainage Plan â€“ Seabridge Square Park expansion 

including a Regional SWMF. Background: There is an opportunity to solve two major problems by significantly 

expanding Seabridge  Park located south of the SportsCenter on 17th Street. The park will include a Regional 

SWMF, a dog park, and jogging and bike trials.  The park will be accessible from both 17th Street and Norfolk 

Ave. The Resort Area has been identified as being extremely vulnerable to sea level rise and storm water 

flooding.  There are no Regional Storm Water Management Facilities serving this area for storm water storage 

and treatment.   This new green space opportunity would solve the flooding problem on private property on and 

around the 17th Street area from Norfolk Avenue, to Birdneck, and into Central Beach which would allow 

development and redevelopment of the area. This drainage facility will treat the storm water which would then 

empty into Rudee Inlet vs. untreated into Linkhorn Bay as is the case now.   During this past year, the Central 

But why is this only the Ocean Front?  How about green space on Great Neck Rd?
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What other features would you include at Rudee Loop? 

Anything green and open. A space to be outside that is not lined with giant hotels 

Cap the north jetty and extend with a pedestrian and fishing pier that will be a great resident and visitor 

attraction.  

More shade

more is best...think big

Make the basketball courts a flex space, depending on season and perhaps a performance space like Mallory Sq 

in key west 

Food court/food truck opportunities under license from city to create revenue stream

This real estate is far too valuable to be converted into a park.  Keep it on the tax rolls and have something on a 

par with the 31st St Hilton built there.

nothing over 4 feet tall due to storm damage that can happen 

Need 2 hour surface parking for surfers. Difficult to maneuver long boards in parking garages

Public bathrooms closer to the parking structure.

Just make it a green park that caters to fishermen, surfers and beach goers.

The last question talked about parking and in this question its all about removing dozens of parking spots

Anything that would encourage peaceful time to take in the beauty of the area and allow people to hang out 

together and watch the surfers. The noise that basketball courts and skate parks would bring would be terrible.

Would the new parking garages be free until 10am or have a pass available for surfers. I don't see the space for 

the year round surfers to park free before 10am.

Places for a boat to pick up people. Leave public fishing areas in inlet open to public. 

Picnic area

Designated fishing at the channel opening with a separation so that fishing lines and barefeet and strollers dont 

have to cross paths. Could extend pier on jetty for this. Also would be good to make the park a world class park - 

not the entertainment venue. To do this you need food and more bathrooms. A restaurant 7 blocks away is 

unacceptable - need to not worry about competing with local restaurants and services

Also an outdoor culinary kitchen would be completely unique to this area- may want to include food trucks

Development on north side. Better walkway along the water. Connection to marina area.  Why not create a 

walkway on top of jetty?
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Shade!!! Shaded picnic areas, shaded lawn area. Natural shades: trees, vines on pergola, etc. even those kite 

shades staggered over a green space would be nice. The Oceanfront is in need of a nice, shady, green space for 

family events, shows, picnics and just kicking back on a hot summer day. There has to be an escape from the 

strong summer sun, especially surrounded by water and getting rays from the water and sand. 

None

Transportation is key! Infrastructure connected to big Sams oceanfront

Larger skate park. 

food truck spaces at specific hours

Pedestrian/bike underpass to/from Atlantic Ave

Smaller stage and live performance venue.

Community gardens for residents to add art or horticulture to establish a sense of pride and being part of the 

community, while providing a blank canvas or platform to encourage new friendships and a love of nature. 

Maybe a children's garden, too? Also an informative plaque of local inshore indigenous fish. To help educate 

people of what those guys coming in on the big head boats, charter boats and fishing along the pier and jetty are 

fishing FOR. 

Leave it as it is.

Splashpad for kids in summer

Walking/ bike paths

Do not develop Rudee loop

Free parking for residents 65 and older (as it has now)

Make sure there is still access to fishing from the bank area.

Venue for live theatre (indoor/year round)

Benches and other types of seating.

Large enough area for festivals/concerts. Breweries and new restaurants. 

Just more activities- it's on the beach so activities and benches with shade over benches around waters edge fir 

people to just gaze out

Fishing areas 

Public seating/shade areas 

Seasonal food items.   Such as...Ice cream/non Alcohol beverage food trucks 
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Proper security 

Leave it alone 

Dedicated oversized vehicle only parking for larger vehicles typically used by large families, organizations and 

church groups that don't fit into most parking garages and to encourage group travel.  Replace proposed 

basketball courts with convertible volleyball courts (sand in summer, hard surface off-season).

More trees! 

We definitely need the parking garage. Also, a bicycle rack.

Places to sit.

keep the open feel

Keep the open beach

This has a potential to become a very active area. Additional parking should be a must, not an option.

Presently this is a popular fishing area, This should be supported.

Anything related to the OCEAN, like how to protect it, save it etc. Anything about VA Beach's History, Dolphin 

watching area. What we don't need assess basketball courts that are LITERALLY EVERYWHERE ELSE. 

Incorporate map of location and importance of ocean/bay

Small concert venue would be awesome with ample parking

Since there is minimal parking it will mostly be used by hotel visitors.  Let the hotels pay for this.

The skate park should be 'World Class' with design inputs and endorsements by icons of the skateboarding 

world! Skateboarding has a worldwide following, passionate advocacy and IF Virginia Beach had something to 

'WOW!' its fan base, they would come and stay in Virginia Beach to use it (especially in the pre-Summer season 

and early Fall season, when other tourist traffic wanes).

Nothing leave it open like it is. 

Large amphitheater- permanent, not like 31st stage. Could have seats so schools could utilize stage area

Wave park (pool).   We already draw the ECSC.  At least we would have surf.   Maybe more contests on a pool 

format.

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

Attendant for restrooms and shower areas.

Sandwich and coffee shops
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food truck area, vendor/market/farmers market area

Small dogs separate from big dogs

Open space is the best 

Enough bathrooms.

Please preserve the open space where we can see the ocean

Open green space.

A lot more elements to connect the space with Oceanfront and Beach and Surf!  It's the beach - please highlight 

it!

outdoor games

Facility to safely lock up your bike

Splash pad for toddlers, food trucks, hill that could be used for sledding if it snows during the off season

I think you will need more park parking. 

Running trail- park. Trees!

Please do not remove small parking lot under bridge where senior residents can park for free.

Lots of open space to see the ocean from the street.

Continue to allow fishing from the walkway closest to the inlet and jetty.

Larger roundabout 

I think, in any/all of this construction, a focus on the beauty of our natural world and it's preservation should be 

considered. What about sourcing recycled materials for as much as possible? A natural playground? Composting 

toilets? Rainwater collection for showers and plants? Wind turbines to power the park area? There could be 

signage about climate change and its impact on this area and why the decisions were made and how they help. 

Spending billions on flood mitigation and protection to keep this whole area from going under water is a lost 

cause, especially if we can't commit to doing better and respecting our planet. This comment goes for every 

single project listed in this survey.

Scooters

Please keep fishing access

Surf lockers, showers, bigger bathroom building, changing rooms, open park spaces, and parking right by the 

beach for us going to the surfing area...we have surfer boards, chairs, etc. to carry.  (You move the parking away 

from where it is now...and you've killed the surfing community.)  Put Surfing activities and surfing museum.   Put 

wave park (minus all the office/shopping development)  at Rudee loop instead of at Dome.  
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Adequate seating (benches) overlooking the outside of the loop.  Back to back to that you could take in the 

views on the water, or on land.

leave it so surfing can still take place, add parking

Free parking and green space. 

again - no impermeable pavement or surfaces

A strip of shopping, dining and boutiques would be ideal! Anything new, trending and CLEAN. Our oceanfront is 

so outdated, and only appeals to the baby boomers. The millennials are going to be your driving force here.... as 

it will be OUR oceanfront in the next 5 - 10 years. Keep it young, keep it modern, keep it funl

Looks fairly comprehensive

Parking free

Drop off zone specific for ride share services

More Trees for a more "park like" atmosphere.  Maybe some chess benches

Stage and concerts for the tax payers of Va. Beach.  Can also be used to generate other business.  But tax payers 

first, then consideration use to create business...

Shaded areas to sit

Shaded areas especially along the walk ways

Water play fountain for kids.

A splash pad would be neat. I like the idea of a stage, but could it be greener? I've seen stages that are 

amphitheaters and the seats are elevated but grassy and shaded by trees (live oak!) - don't know if this is 

realistic, but could be cool and might create less stormwater runoff. Given that this will be in the resort area, I 

think it needs an extra "wow" factor. Have you considered adding a playground by someone like Monstrum? 

They're very creative and artistic. https://monstrum.dk/ 

Keep Rudee Loop as open as possible.  Allow vehicles to still drive down to see the water of Rudee inlet and loop 

around.  NO commercial development!  No basketball courts (why not tennis courts/bocce ball courts/etc.)!  

Pickle Ball Courts for the older crowd

great emphasis on outdoor fun

Things to do

Parking by the beach. I personally have the $80 season pass and think that's a great idea. Definitely need to leave 

the open parking space where it is
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Well lit walking paths throughout the area.

All 10/11 acres as green space.  No park attractions.  Just green space.  THINK CENTRAL PARK

Designated Employee parking for marina District restaurants, and Businesses

Looks like Diamond and Bruce with help of Rosemarie are adding time shares, we dont need timeshares

restrooms

Casino restaurant 5star hotel and marina

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

Just green space. Please no more condos or buildings! 

Public Bathrooms.

Try to hold on to the small town atmosphere

shade especially in dog park.  maybe a water feature for the dogs to play in.  

I cannot tell where these items will go but if there isn't ample parking in a multi-level garage, I don't think it 

should be built at all.  Also, the parking should be free, at least for locals.

It concerns me by what is meant by new parking garage & development.  I'm all for the parking garage but what 

development?  I think it should be a separate question.

Small designated food truck space with seating to feature a rotating list of local vendors during peak hours.

Food truck area, LOVE the lockers!, fountain with seating area, small outdoor entertainment area, parking for 

golf carts

Shade, benches, water fountain

Include it as you approach the holiday lights on the board walk. 

Can we not enjoy green space anywhere in this city, without having to deal with mindless/inconsiderate pet 

owners?

Lots of sand & Open space. Unblocked view to beach

Green space not overly planned. Simple parking area for surfers and overflow tourists 

Simple green space. Parking for surfers. Bike racks and overflow beach parking. 
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Major emphasis on landscape architecture. A

Enhance the fishing area.  Currently people climb over the railings and fish from the rocks which is rather 

dangerous and not very family friendly.  Others set up in the walkway/bike path which becomes rather 

dangerous particularly at night time.  The fishing area will be highly utilized all year as it is prime fishing area.  

Surf check loop

Where is the parking for events?  There is not enough parking and it will get very congested in the area. 

Keep bikes away

More Trees and opportunity for Historical Information for tourists. 

No more private interest! 

Parking garage would be great.  No more hotels.  Maximize green space and parking 

a park area where you can do yoga or exercise classes  

Visitors kiosk 

Trolley schedule info 

Palm trees 

Please preserve short-term parking options for locals (5am-10am free, off season free), as well as the number of 

spaces that are available for locals to access the beach at this end of the boardwalk. There are many community 

members who are participating in recreation at the early morning pre-dawn hours and safety should be 

considered when planning parking. Asking locals/people who wish to access 3rd-1st street for surfing, fishing, 

and recreation at these early hours to park blocks away (especially during the off-season/winter and early 

morning) is very unsafe. I would love to see grass and trees, that's really all that is needed. Keep it simple!

Picnic tables, benches, trees, flowering bushes

Rudee inlet is beautiful the way it is.. Please leave it alone... Lots of other areas need attention other then the 

loop..Maybe Developing Pacific would draw more visitors if you have more then just Atlantic ave safe and 

developed.. Again, please leave the loop alone. Thank you.. scott

Parking for events should be open before 8am in the city lots. Ex. Surf competitions 

None. Leave it be.

easily accessible parking 

upgraded public restrooms

Needs metered parking...instead of Discovery Meadow.   What is that anyway?  Get rid of the Dog Park 

also...metered parking so the 'general public' can enjoy it w/o paying $10+ for parking.  LEFT TURN LANES on 

Atlantic Ave!!!  Do not need another Concert Venue
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Just green grass and live oak trees.  Benches and some picnic pavillions. 

Restaurant

Space for Food truck parking/sales, soccer field, shuffleboard 

Don't let homeless treat benches or play spaces as their camp sites. Filthy and uncomfortable. 

Parking! Food trucks?

Free parking 

More trees 

Please keep the loop as is for the traffic flow. The little circle in your drawing isn't enough. I am speaking as a 

parent who drops off/picks up her kid  down there to and from events that she attends with her friends.  Please 

no parking garages.. more regular parking spaces.. the concept  should be â€œopen spaceâ€•, not another 

building(parking garage). Nice restrooms.

To keep Disabled Parking close to the boardwalk.

Shaded picnic tables. 

More trees/shade in the middle of the park. 

Potentially a sheltered area to enable events to be held year-round.

Fire pits for winter, to encourage year-round use of the park.

Containers pop-up food & beverage vendors -- rotating each season (or just summer). (Like this: 

https://inhabitat.com/asbury-park-shipping-container-shops/)

Bring back the wintertime temporary ice skating rink (or an outdoor roller skating area!)

Lots of green , green space and merchants making green from a nice mix of shops and activities to pull people in 

. 

Only food trucks allowed in the loop, other than pedestrians.

Lots of green space and outdoor seating. Pickleball courts/tennis courts

Leave it the way it is and allow the surfers a ok e to surf.  I don't surf but as a long time resident, it's time to let 

the citizens decide. 

Rather see parking, restaurants, attractions. Something that adds to the tax income.

Bike share, lookout point, shaded park

Fix police pay

Green space, shade trees and benches only!!
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Just more green space without sacrificing the parking lot next to Grommet Island. 

No more buildings!!!

None

Lite Rail 

Covered areas with seating and  lots of trees and landscaped  areas. We need places to sit and enjoy the ocean in 

solitude. It used to be like that when I moved here 30 years ago. Everything is congested and crammed in. It is 

cleaned up at the Oceanfront, but all of the hotels and traffic are not conducive to relaxing at the beach--at least 

not for me.  What this City needs are large, open spaces for people to enjoy. Landscaped so they can enjoy 

nature UNDISTURBED. How about large areas with flowering shrubs and GARDENS for the bees and milkweed 

and parsley for butterflies?!  Instead of planning for people to DO THINGS, how about you have a place where 

people can sit and OBSERVE. Take something into consideration besides money. 

This isn't the place for the comment, there isn't anywhere else to write it. But our whole City is sadly lacking in 

landscaping and beautification--no flowers, grass gets cut once a month at the medians, trash in the streets, 

homeless people on every corner now with their families and animals--SAD! All we have are a bunch of old strip 

malls and congestion. The answer to everything in this city is to bow down to developers and tear down the 

trees and create more traffic so we can spend more money. Nature is what this city needs. It looks DEAD here. 

It's depressing to come home from travelling and see all of this pavement and lack of beautification, there is 

nothing special about this city. People that visit say the same thing. CLEAN UP WHAT WE HAVE DON"T 

 free parking in off season

Again more public restrooms I know there is a facility but maybe make it larger?

Shuffleboard and other social games

Make it green-so much concrete at the oceanfront 

Sun shades over parts of the playground. Gets unsafe and too hot in summer months without any shade.

Please stop. Just stop. 

None. I don't want to see all sorts of new development at the Rudee Loop. It's the only area of the Oceanfront 

that has remained untouched until you get to the north end of the Oceanfront.

more pubic parking

Leave it alone

This is a waste of tax dollars.

Keep open space and parking options for public access - no vertical development!
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Garage parking doesn't necessarily replace flat parking. Where are you going to put trailers for beach events? 

Where are surfers going to park? The parking seems really far from the beach for a surfing beach. Parking should 

be closer to the beach in the middle of the entire public area, not in the back where it makes it difficult for 

people to get to the actual beach. 

Where are people going to park and what are the development opportunities???? How big is the park? Why 

basketball courts? Green space, open space

Please do not over develop surrounding this area. Numbers 2 and 3 of development opportunity cause WAY to 

much confinement to the area and lessen available parking for the park itself. The small parking lot will not be 

enough to provide to daily use, especially in the summer season. Please consider a parking garage without 

additional development surrounding to allow for open space and breathing room rather than over crowding. 

I support development at Rudee Loop. Perhaps dedicating 3 development parcels is not the way to get more 

people on board. In your case study of South Point Park in Miami Beach (which I agree is THE perfect case study), 

they developed one taller/more intense structure instead of multiple. 

Tall mixed use building featuring parking where buildings 1 and 2 are located, including apartments affordable 

for young professionals.  Eliminate building 3 and expand park along Atlantic Avenue. 

Make the whole Ocean Front and Rudee Inlet more friendly to Virginia Beach citizens.  

fun food trucks

Where does all of the street parking go?

Your wording of â€œparking garage & developmentâ€• is deceiving. 

more focus on the beach. Keeping it clean, what it originally was... something more focused on enjoying the 

natural area not building up so much. 

Leave Rudee Loop alone

LOVE the dog park and Surfboard storage/showers. The only thing I would add to this area is more trees. Provide 

some natural shade and make a flat open area feel more dynamic and inviting. 

More trees, walking paths

More trees for shade.  An interactive water fountain/playarea for children.

Trolley stops if the open parking goes away, garage elevators need to be huge to account for all the beach stuff 

and more elevators than the 9th street garage. Misting fans for cooling visitors. Some kind of pass system could 

be considered - so that locals get first dibs and limit access or number of tourists daily? Swipe in swipe out kind 

of thing. Park security. Outdoor gym area like in California. Cafe/coffee shop/general store for sunscreen, fishing 

stuff, rentals, etc. Small bar like the Shack (in its early days not its developed version as it is now). 

Bike lanes and a way to slow traffic.

Fishing area
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Birdwatching stations - with telescopes and educational signage about common species, also educational signage 

about the impacts of balloon releases on wildlife. Lots of trash cans along park spaces, cigarette butt disposal.

Keep easy access for fisherman along jetty.    Parking for surfers

Put some type of wharf up to allow people to fish and maybe a fish cleaning station and sinks to wash up.  There 

are lots of people down there fishing and it is kind of disorganized with people walking dogs, joggers and 

fishermen all sharing the same space.

green space

 There's a really cool walk in Baltimore that has bricks and things with words that have multiple meanings. It's 

really fun to walk through it and educational too. Doing something like this on one of the paved walkways would 

be super cool. 

A place for one or two food trucks and a coffee cart would be really nice! 

There should not be a net loss of public parking spaces in this design

Bumper boats, swings

Nothing. Leave it alone. Any "park" will be a waste of money and will result in another increase in taxes. The park 

willbe used by homeless and will have a lot of crime. Fix the road, flooding. Stop wasting money. 

NA

More basketball courts 

Ice cream stand

These are all positive additions to the area.

Supporting the surf and skate lifestyle - what visitors like to see in addition to the ocean.

Parking Garage

Shakespeare on the loop!  Something that would benefit both tourists and local virginia beach residents during 

off season as well.  

more public parking.

Do NOT put a basketball court at the 1st lot. More ADA parking/accessibility is needed. Walkway on the sand 

closer to water is needed for handicapped citizens.

Would prefer more open space, more in the order of the Town Point Park in Norfolk where many different types 

of venues could be offered. Think the current design is too much fluff and not enough usable open space.

Parking garage only yes!

More parking, less hotels
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Keep space for fishing and surfing. That end is one of the few areas that you could fish with success in a public 

area. And the surf area is so limited please keep parking and amenities for them. This city is known for those two 

things but less is provided for them.  We don't need another dog park in one of the few place one can fish and 

surf freely. 

Toilets

More food places

Space adjacent to the ocean and beach should compliment those activities. Basketball courts are beyond a 

waste. Dog park comes close. Neither has anything to do with the beach, and can be located blocks away.

Put one of the main design elements (maybe the stage/plaza closest to the boardwalk so that the beach view 

can be enjoyed by pedestrians; those playing basketball will not be enjoying views of the boardwalk/beach. Auto 

and bike parking will be of critical importance if you want locals to come and enjoy the park in the off season

Parking

Maybe I missed it but a good luck up and drop off zone for the general public and or Uber 

Seems like a lot of space for basketball . 

Leave as it is serves locals perfect

fishing areas, no smoking/vaping, and enforcement of rules (ie. litter, dogs, pedestrians, bikes, scooters . . .)

Aside from the parking, the development opportunity areas need to focus on making this a destination area. A 

structure that provides some unique opportunities for visitors all enclosed and actually providing overlooks to 

the park and inlet would be incredible. This would allow spaces for some retail, various restaurants at multiple 

levels with views overlooking area, and maybe some museum and/or movie theater space. A hub of activity for 

all seasons.
Will the parking garages have direct access to the Rudee Loop ? (meaning:  when you exit the garage on foot, it's 

not too far to walk to the park.)

Also, why is the fishing area so small???  I know a lot of people who love to fish there, but are discouraged 

Fishing dock or peir

More parking. I don't understand how we can park our car and enjoy the park given the limited spaces and that 

the city charges for parking at the beach. I think that lot would be full all the time.

More parking without more commercial development 

Bike racks and connected walkways/bike paths 

A dog park would be great to reduce dogs running free on beach. Please consider this throughout Va Beach near 

oceanfront as well. 

There's got to be another parking option. Permeable paving?  The garages are awful.  
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Trees trees and trees. Flowers ,and more trees. 

Leave it alone! Look what y'all did to 31st street and the caviler YUK! Just stop!!!!!!!

Food truck parking area with eating area.   Bumper cars.  Handball court.  ferris wheel.  winter ice skate ring.  

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

More parking than designed. Especially need handicap spots for grommet park. Also, please don't take away 

fishing areas. 

Skate park should be closer to the basketball courts. Allow space for nice dining to be developed in the area - 

similar to how Navy Yard is set up on the water by Yards Park in Washington, DC. 

None

If the city is going to reimagine Rudee Loop I think they need to concentrate on making it more natural with 

native plays/grasses/living shorelines perhaps with walking paths and picnic/shade areas. We need something 

similar to the Brock Center not more concrete runoff areas that decrease our water quality. Maybe the city, the 

Brocks, Lynnhaven River Now and the CBF could partner to make something beautiful and natural. And how 

about totally green facilities like the Brock center. compostible toilets, solar powered lights, fans and showers?  

Let's get creative VB and plan for the future of our city and planet!!  I do like the idea of adding basketball courts 

though since we don't have any at the oceanfront. 

Park and fishing 

Some more seasonal attractions, food truck/street food area

I feel leaving the loop as open as possible is the best choice.

However, I do not feel that the city will do what the marjority of its voters and taxpayers prefer them to do. 

Their actions in the past have been to please the developers at the expense of and inconvenience to the tax 

paying citizens of Virginia Beach.

Please include surfer parking! Even if just for 6 am - 9 am, then it can turn into handicap spaces perhaps. hauling 

boards through a parking garage would be difficult. 

Lots of green space for locals and tourists alike. Locals are footing the bill for all of this, they should reap the 

benefit. 

Parking. 

For the development part, please no more condo's or hotels. Make it something to be enjoyed by locals and 

tourist alike.

PLEASE leave Rudee Loop alone! It is the only place we ever find parking! 

Bike rental

Focus on green open spaces instead of cramming so much into this space. 
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Open grass. Don't build anything!

More gardens and horticultural displays. Rain gardens, butterfly gardens, etc.

Leave Rudee loop alone. We definitely don't need any basketball courts, dog park, another playground, sculpture 

alley, stage or parking garages. The only thing that makes any kind of sense is a skatepark and bathhouse. We 

need to have accessible parking for all the surfing events, whether it be ECSC or Surfers Healing.  

what is  development?  More parking definitley is needed.. leave parking on the oceanside of Atlantic and some 

of the diagonal parking on the street. Build a parking garage back towards bridge Dedicated motorcycle spaces 

(smaller than reg. space), bike racks, compact cars and then regular size for SUVS, Vans and trucks.. and some 

handicap space on the ground level.. rooftop garden and food court BENCHES TO SIT ON..  picnic tables, small 

scale Kid's Cove. bocce and shuffleboard courts chess tables  put the volleyball, basketball courts, skatepark 
Shaded areas, either trees or something that is removable in the event of a violent weather  Some sort of "snack 

facilite" i.e. food trucks on a rotating basis

Another kids playground.   Grommet gets slammed 

Keep the beach natural!

Nothing please don't ruin such an iconic space

Incorporate the LOVE theme and put a LOVE sign out of recycled beach materials. I think you should incorporate 

a splash pad for kids with picnic tables. 

Please keep the parking as is, many disabled people and surfers can't use parking garages. Ruddee Loop is 

wonderful exactly as it is, can be improved upon maybe with more bathrooms, showers, and a place to store 

boards would be great. No private development in that area please, it's all we have left. 

Park

We need more grass, green and trees there. I don't want any structures including basketball courts, etc built 

there. 

Free parking... No meters

Handicapped accessible to beach 

How are skate parks and basketball courts considered green space?

The loop

Gravel lot used to beach events. Where will all equipment be staged? Would this mean the AMF and ECSC would 

be smaller or non existent? Either way hurts city tax revenue.

A bigger park with parking garage not a commercial development by a private developer.

Doggy water fountains like those in San Diego 

More parking
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Please, no skate park.  City already has several.  Don't need more skateboards on the boardwalk.  I like the 

concept but need to be careful it does not turn into a circus.  If we try to please everyone with their favored 

amenity it will become junky.  And remember the recurring maintenance costs for such a park.

Leave plenty of parking, little developments. It's one of the few areas surfing is allowed. Please leave one spot 

down there the way locals want it! NO HOTELS OR LARGE DEVELOPMENT! 

Space/accommodations for food trucks

Leave it alone 

Parking is key, there needs to be more and Free or cheap for locals. We love this area, we park there often to 

walk on the boardwalk and would love more here. a small craft boat launch would be nice too for SUP or kayaks. 

FREE PARKINB FOR SURFERS 

Green open space, dog park, walking paths, picnic areas are our #1. 

Parking garage should be equipped with a green roof and sitting area for visitors and locals to get a view of the 

ocean without hotel obstructions.   

Playground

Sufficient day long parking or shuttle service.

Include park benches along Rudee Inlet.

Define "development." Define surfboard storage. Remember, you need to avoid having this become a homeless 

venue with outdoor amenities like showers. 

the plans for the park are fantastic. please keep this space open so that the unobstructed views can be enjoyed 

without too many tall structures blocking the view.  

I would put the basketball and skate park back near the sports arena.  you also need to keep in mind that the 

homeless might just move in with showers and shaded seating.  The sculptural alley is contrived!!

Let the surfers have a place to surf and the fishermen a place to fish!

Trees For shade

Leave it alone 

Leave it the way it is

Bigger bath house with showers and changing rooms; surf museum; activities around the surf community.  Leave 

parking right on the boardwalk where it is...we have alot of surf boards, tents, chairs etc. to unload and carry.  

Moving parking to anywhere other than right where it is by the boardwalk will totally inconvenient ECSC, Steel 

Pier and the community who surfs the Jetty every day. 

Raised structure in which parking is underneath and grassy area/park on top
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Lots of open green space, trees, tables for gathering, walk and bike paths. Be simple. 

More trees and gardens.

VB culture. Make surfing the focal point 

Surf museum and fishing museum.

Leaving it alone and naming it Surfers Point

More parking around the loop. Instead if the dog and skate park, make those areas park parking. 

Parking

NATURAL SHORELINES. RIPRAP AND BULKHEADS HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO BE HARMFUL TO THE ENVIRONMENT. 

Stage?

Designated Open  parking for surfers near the shore (with surfboard or locker key). Open Handicap parking near 

Grommet Island park with handicap pass. Open parking along shoreline for fishing (show license). 

Honor the seasonal parking pass for residents if you build a garage. 

The Loop road was built to have continuous traffic flow at the south end of Atlantic Ave. Keep it as is. The little 

circle in the proposed design is too small. The city has done well extending the Boardwalk, building a kids park, 

Art painting on Rudee Bridge, and landscaping. A continued ongoing beautification in the area inside the loop 

road and 1st street parking area is needed.

Plenty of parking

Live theatre - keep any potential development tied to recreation, arts and cultural activities.  consider adding 

more surfboard storage and outdoor showers  - put more restrooms by the entertainment area  - create a 

designated "drop off" area for surfers or people with large groups that is closer to the water than the parking 

decks would be 

Pristineness 

Green space, no more development, parking garages, etc., a nice open park, don't try to do so much in one 

space...

NA n

Changing rooms and restrooms that are open year round. Too much space wasted on grass. Yeah it looks nice, 

but it isnt practical. It's already a pain in the ass to find parking down there. Take a note from Yorktown's 

downtown parking, it's visually appealing and convenient. Why are you making people who want to go to the 

beach and surf area carrying all their stuff across the entire park. It's stupid. People go there for the beach, not a 

grassy field. Put a two level parking ramp where you have the basketball courts and include some changing 

rooms and bathrooms. 
Parking closer to the beach. Changing rooms and bathrooms that are open year round for the people who 

actually use this area the most. The surfers.
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Facilities for live theater -- LTVB

A theater!

utilize the stage for live theatre

Location for Little Theatre of Virginia Beach 

Not

Clean it up and keep it 

Good lighting - especially near where the road goes over the park. It always seemed like a dark corner of the 

oceanfront. Having pleasant streetlighting throughout the area would make it a more hospitable place even 

during wintertime.

A small playground area (which could be unique and made by a local artist rather than the cut-and-paste 

playground stuff) would be a nice addition too.

Theater venue

Live theatre 

A live theater venue

Virginia Beach Little Theatre

Live theater with LTVB located there.

I would include space for the performing arts such as Little Theatre or similar building for plays, live theatre, etc.

Better facilities for Little Theatre of Virginia Beach which residents support.  Ex. Larger theatre and better 

parking.   Remember,residents pay taxes though we welcome tourists and visitors 

more tree shade

The Little Theater of Virginia Beach needs a new home - larger theater, more parking, etc.  This would be a great 

place for it, more public restrooms are needed.

This would be a good place to have an ample facility for community live theater.  The Little Theater of Virginia 

Beach presents outstanding performances and should have a place where it can be accessed by city visitors and 

residents, as well as being embraced by the City.  If our cities do not embrace and support the arts in all its 

forms, then the legacy of our times is discounted and lost; and that reflects poorly on our level of respect for 

what is valuable. ATTRACTIVE trash cans
I think it would be a really nice touch to also include bleacher seating at the basketball courts for spectators for 

outside tournament play.

Leave it alone
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Shaded Inlet overlook

More parking space. Not sure what Discovery Meadow is for, but that is something that could be taken out to 

provide more parking. 

New home for little theatre of VB a hidden gem

Great for tourists and off season for beach restaurants 

Shaded areas

I new home for the Little Theater of Virginia Beach would be nice! The LTVB is an all volunteer organization 

which which provides a valuable access to the citizens of Virginia Beach, especially the senior citizens of our 

community. The LTVB has provided access to the theater arts for many years and demand  for the theater is 

increasing every year. Now it's time for the city to support them!!!

Keep the existing parking lots there for the handicapped/ disabled so they're able to use the grommet park as 

easy as possible. Expand the surfing area to 3rd street. Like the crosswalks in the vibe district, make the 

boardwalk artistic/ murals that incorporate the surfing community/ history. Add more or expand the bathrooms! 

Kids playground equipment, benches, 

N/a

Parking solution...yes!! NO OTHER DEVELOPMENT AT ALL! NONE NEEDED!

Green space for people to relax from the hustle and bustle of the oceanfront

parking is terrible, no point in building more attractions people can't park to use them.

Indoor performance theater - something like the Little Theater, but larger.  

I would keep the loop and parking that is there. I would unchain the circle parking area to be used all the time. 

parking garage.  

Much less events on the beach.  No basketball

Shade from trees!!!! We need a forest to keep things naturally cool. Plan everything else around that.

Native plant pollinator gardens, riparian buffers, community gardens, art, lighting, bike access, trees, permeable 

path materials, no vehicles, picnic tables, surf and paddleboard rental kiosk, and other low impact sustainable 

benefits for residents to enjoy the view and recreation. 

Perhaps beautify the area with  native plants and trees. Add a few benches, plant some grass. 

It would be great as a natural area or park. The sunrises are gorgeous there. Don't ruin it with more concrete, 

parking garages and stages. PLEASE. 

Little Theatre of Virginia Beach new home
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Fountain kids may play in like at Norfolk Waterside/Town Point

Make sure there's plenty of trees for shade, lawn to lay blankets to listen to outdoor music venues

The Pacific Avenue Bridge needs to be illuminated in an artistic way from it's underside, similar to what was 

done with the Lynnhaven Inlet Bridge on Shore Road. Colored neon lights or something else to make the bridge 

standout. Also signage south of the bridge on Pacific Ave (It may be known as General Booth Blvd in that area) 

that â€œSays Welcome to the VB Oceanfrontâ€� and then â€œThanks for Visiting the Oceanfrontâ€� going 

southbound. The walkways along the Inlet itself need to be well lit at night so visitors feel safe and comfortable 

A new home for the Little Theatre of Virginia Beach 

The Little Theater of VB is a wonderful all volunteer group who have wonderful shows.

Large scale development

city has several small stages along the oceanfront.  Maybe you need a big one at Rudee loop.  

The city has several small stages along the oceanfront already.  Maybe you need a bigger one at Rudee instead 

of the temporary one that is built from time to time at 5th?  IDK.  Just a thought

limited car use to encourage more bike/pedestrian traffic

A New Parking Garage & "Development" is the wrong way to frame the previous question.  Parking is needed, 

but a park  and open space should be the primary focus.  This should be a primary contribution made by the city 

for visitors and residents.  It should help define how important the resort area is as a place to gather, relax and 

enjoy (without having to pay ) for everyone . It should be developed in addition to the beautiful  (200-300 feet 

wide) clean sandy beaches that exist today. 
An open area planned as with a park like setting â€¦. that is designed by a landscape architect.  The space should 

not be planned an engineer or an economic development professional.  The site should incorporate appropriate 

trees that are salt and wind tolerant (maybe â€¦ live Oaks, American Holly's and appropriate pines). Bermuda or 

St Augustine grassed areas should be incorporated into the site design as should benches (not necessarily to 

accommodate sleeping homeless folk).  Most importantly, the site should be planned and envisioned as an area 

that defines the oceanfront as welcome open space.  An open area planned as with a park like setting â€¦. that is designed by a landscape architect. The space should 

not be planned an engineer or an economic development professional. The site should incorporate appropriate 

trees that are salt and wind tolerant (maybe â€¦ live Oaks, American Holly's and appropriate pines). Bermuda or 

St Augustine grassed areas should be incorporated into the site design as should benches (not necessarily to 

accommodate sleeping homeless folk). Most importantly, the site should be planned and envisioned as an area 

that defines the oceanfront as welcome open space. 

Park like setting well planned and with a vision for the future

fishing amenities

Parking Garage but no development.

A place for Live Theater Performance
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lots of benches

None, the idea is to have more green space why would the city want to build more if they want more green 

space? Just a plot of grass is fine anything else may cause problems. 

Include the Little Theatre of Virginia Beach in your plans. Provide a theater venue for their performances. Over 

the decades LTVB has proven its value to the city and the city should acknowledge them by including them in the 

project.

New home for live theater â€” LTVB!

Please do not take away free parking lot for senior citizens.

Please include seasonal shade covers for the parks. The Kids park areas get so hot that you can't use them. case 

in point, Sandbridge. Install the poles and use the sail cloth covers during the hot summer months. They do not 

take long to put up or remove in inclement weather like a hurricane warning. But the parks with shade get used 

MUCH more! Also consider this for the stage area. no one wants to sit under the hot summer sun on a paved 

area and listen to a performance. this is evident at Trashmore where there is a beautiful stage but gets best 

audiences only in the evening. If you install sculptual posts and rig the sail cloth shades the area would get much 

more use, it would be a better use of the sculptural element than a walkway... try to use beauty and function. 

The concert area and play area should have removable shades. the posts could also come in handy for rigging at 

Also, incorporate a slight grade to the lawn area of the performance space so that people can see... grade it like 

an amphitheater. Be sure the paved area in front of the stage has some kind of danceabilty... make sure it's safe 

for dancing. SHADE SHADE SHADE and onsite storage for event materials, seating. GENERATORS!!! they are too 

expensive to always be renting, so if the stage can be hardwired for a significant sound and lighting presentation, 

great, hardwire it, if not plan on having substantial generators stored on site. It will save money and when the 

space is rented for a private event or private festival, you can charge for the use and make the money back.

Build at least some lighting into the stage canopy. not all acts, series, etc have budget for outside lighting, be 

prepared and have at least some decent production lighting included on the structure with the ability to connect 

to professional portable rigs.

More shade.

I would not be in favor of developing up to the Bridge and blocking views.  A dog park seems strange when dogs 

aren't allowed on the beach much of the year and there are other dog parks nearby.  

Just keep it open and let's be able to enjoy the ocean view which keeps disappearing with more hotels, motels, 

etc!!!!

Bars and entertainment venues that are accessible to the public. Cover from Elements. Access and celebration of 

the jetty.
A committee comprised of surfers old and young to get their perspective. Pay homage to the jetty and the 

unique surf culture there, it can be an attraction. Large expanses of open space, move the farmers market there, 

would be so much better. Lots of shaded areas, winding walking paths

Flagpole and fountain

There MUST be enough parking.

I love this plan!! Wow. 
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As much green as possible with secondary uses for things like musical acts, art displays etc. The picture above 

looks really good. Don't waste the space on a parking garage. The area near the Rudee Inlet should be open and 

scenic. It's one of the few surf areas left, so integrating "surfer" related things and skateboarding would be nice 

for the locals that frequent that area already. And the ECSC is already an annual event that could also use that 

space instead of jamming up the boardwalk. 
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What features would you specifically not want to include at Rudee Loop? 

No more hotels please. We need green space not another wall of concrete structures 

basketball courts

No dog parks - no one goes to dog parks, they are disease infested and people would rather take their dogs on 

the beach.

Skate park

more is better, think big.

#3 on the rendering is my least favorite. If it happens, at least make sure it had a mural facing rudee loop green 

space. Infact, same with #1 and #2

Cheesy franchise like margaritaville. Needs some residential and maybe boutique hotel. Park space is 

desperately needed but seems like a bit much 

No basketball courts...sports center will provide that.  No skate park/dog park - SERIOUSLY???  On the best real 

estate left in the City?? No sculptures...keep them dispersed along the Boardwalk.

no Development of condos or Restaurants or anything that would be a structure that needs maintenance as the 

City is $34,750,000 backlog on Parks maintenance per Director Michael Krischman

Commercial development including hotels. condos. restaurants, retail, etc. Provide space for daily temporary 

food vendors 

Another hotel

Shade area in the middle of the roundabout loop--dangerous for pedestrians.

NO concrete structures, please.

Parking lot close to the beach other than ADA or surfing drop-off/wave checking spots

Basketball courts seem like a waste of prime beach adjacent space

Basketball Courts, Skateboard Park

While I think the city needs more large dog parks, this one doesn't serve a purpose here. I wouldn't bring my 

dogs here as its not close parking to the park and I can't take them on the beach anyway.

NO PLASTIC

Keep private hotels and parking off to the rear or the side of the park- not in the park
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Basketball hoop and skate Park. Family friendly. Put the skate park in the vibe district, by wrv. Improve the ramp 

already there and a basketball court there too. Arts and activity area. Rudee inlet should be a calm, peaceful, 

meditative, zen-like tastefully shaded area. Family friendly!!! It's hard to expect calm and peace when 

basketballs are bouncing and backwards are being pounded by a ball and stray balls are being thrown off court 

on to a family having a picnic. Skateboards are loud! Annoying! Listening to skateboards go up and down a ramp 

and may attract an element that isn't wanted in a PEACEFUL GARDEN. Skateboards are not allowed on 

boardwalk, so how are residents to get to a skateboard park from Their home, day on 24th street, to the fab new 

skate ramp as far south as it can possibly be. Inland and around 17th/19th area is where activity should be 

None

Basketball courts should be permanent beach volleyball, bike, etc

It is a dead end with no outlet and very limited parking.  Be smart.

Basketball Courts.  Put them at sports complex with posted/enforced hours of use

No skate park, dog park or other limited use features.

dog park , not here but somewhere else .  land is available on the South side of the inlet

This is often the quieter part of the boardwalk where surfers, fishing families, families with children and folks 

with physical challenges can conveniently park close by and be away from the crowds and bustle but still close 

enough to the action if they so choose. Let's keep it that way. It has a uniqueness that once lost will never be 

recaptured 

Another hotel 

Everything. Leave it alone!

Hotels

nothing

Tennis courts No, there are enough around city

Basketball. Courts

Dog park

Dogs roaming loose off leash

Please no basketball courts 

NO HOTELS, CONDOS, or APARTMENTS
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Basketball courts don't fit with the beach theme, replace with volleyball courts that can be converted from sand 

to hard surface seasonally.  Dog park should be seasonal in synch with beach/boardwalk dog access ordinances - 

use that space in the summer for lawn seating for the stage (fence would allow for ticket control of the venue).

Dogs and bicycles. 

NO Hotel

Night clubs, a hotel

No asphalt

Basketball courts, dog park, additional buildings and structures that obstruct the view of the Ocean and Inlet. 

The whole reason people go to the beach... to see the ocean!

Dog park

Do not block view of inlets 

another condo

The use of taxpayer money

basketball courts

Carbon footprint behemoths and parking structures incapable of being cleaned! Walmart built some structures 

on Virginia Beach Blvd. just west of Town Center and a heavy rain overwhelms the drainage and water pours 

down between the concrete sections! What an embarrassment for the architects and designers, OMG. They 

should see the pitiful results of those efforts and LEARN from mistakes of the past. Garages need to be visited by 

pressure-washing 'Robots' on a quarterly basis and have the schmutz cleaned off the walls and traffic surfaces! I 

have lived here long enough to see garages that are almost scary in appearance with smelly staircases and 

rusting handrails because... SALT AIR, sweat, and irresponsible pedestrian traffic!  The garages are 'dirt magnets' 

when they could and should double as hurricane survival and POST natural disaster rally point structures.  That 

my neighbors is the ultimate reality of our oceanfront existence. Thank you.

Anything that does not leave it open space 

Basketball courts.

No open green space. If you want open space visitors should go to the Oceanfront or First Landing State Park.

A children's water park(poles that squirt water, etc (---- where you run and play through it) and large playground 

could be nice. Why would the city build another stage when doesn't fully use the ones at the Oceanfront??? 

Seems good bands are hard to come by and many many many many times we walk down the Boardwalk at night 

in the summer to empty stages.  Thanks (That said, we think the city does a FANTASTIC job here at the 

Boardwalk. It is a marvel to watch the city workers do all the work that need to be done to host events here. We 

are SO PROUD of their efforts ---- they are SO HARDWORKING, the Oceanfront city staff. How can they be tasked 

with doing even more??? Keep the focus the Boardwalk, First Landing State Park, The Aquarium. I am not sure 

the arts section will fly ---- other larger cities have had problems with keeping little arts sections robust.  
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The Basketball Courts

Hotels or housing

Skateboard park and basketball park

Fast food

Parking showers overflow 

Parking garage, dog park, skate park, basketball court.

Amusement park.

Basketball courts

Loud &  juvenile- themed attractions /rides

Skate park and basketball courts

art sculptures

basketball courts, skateboard park, dog park

Discovery meadow, and game deck

Condos and high rises 

NO development buildings, move basketball court closer to Watermans restaurant area.

Basketball hoops

Bike lane

Absolutely no to buildings 1 2 and 3.  No to office buildings.  No to hotels.  No to shopping buildings.   No to 

condos/housing.  No to basketball ball courts.  We need the parking by the surfing area its at currently. We 

would have to carry our stuff and surf boards way to far.  

Basketball courts are paved space, tend to be noisy, and don't add to the resort area feel.

People don't need their dog at a busy beach in hot summer weather. No scooters. People are lazy and fat 

enough now. They need to walk. 

dog park

trees, shrubs, etc
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Wouldn't change anything

None

Basketball courts.

Skate board and storage for surf equipment storage.  Make it a use area of beauty for all to enjoy.  A central 

beautiful park for all to enjoy.  

high rises

The Dog Park - I think the area needs one, but I don't think it should be at Rudee Loop. Marshview might make 

more sense for a dog park. If people don't clean up after their dogs, there is a lot of opportunity for fecal matter 

to end up contaminating the ocean via stormwater runoff - that leads to beach closures and a reputation that we 

have dirty beaches. Then there's the smell in the heat of the summer. My objection has more to do with 

irresponsible pet owners (of which there are legion) than it does with dogs themselves.

Not sure about the basketball courts.

Dog park

Again, commercial development (basketball courts).  The developers stand to make a lot of money so the 

pressure on the Planning Department / City Council has been and is intense.  

No hotels and restaurants. Have food trucks. 

Another hotel

Hotels

Leave it the way it is!

Any further "development," such as hotels or additional restaurants. 

No hotels, high rises, commercial development; no basketball courts sponsored by Adidas (or anyone else), no 

skate park nothing except green/open space.

I actually like it the way it is, but showers and restrooms would be nice.

basketball courts really not necessary. I thought we just spent small fortune for another sports complex put the 

basketball there

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

No more parking lots or condos

Hotel
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more parking or buildings

skate park, basketball courts

hotel, auto parking

Bb court, skate park, dog park

If you build some things like a basketball court, where will they park.  I don't have activities for drawing people 

into the area, do you need activities for the people who were there.

 Correction to my comment, if you build things like a basketball court, where will they park??  You don't need 

activities that draw people into the area, you need activities for the people who are already there.

Do not make it inviting for pets.  I don't mind animals, I just mind pet owners.  THEY are the problem.

Hotels & condos 

Tall parking garage. No hotels. Concert stages.

Do not need physical activity facilities, the resort area needs more grassy areas.

The basketball area may be better placed near the convention center & new arena rather than having surfers 

need to walk by it to go surf. Focusing on water sports at the loop makes more sense than a dog park near a 

beach dogs can't be on during the high traffic season.  Let's provide a dog friendly space more inland rather than 

encourage their owners to take them close to the water and hot sand that will burn their feet.  Maybe have a 

man made pond somewhere that they can run out and swim in near the convention center or dome site.   Keep 

the water sports near the water and the outdoor/indoor sports near the arena.  

Basketball hoops

Basketball courts. 

Basketball hoops

Development! 

Another Hotel

basketball courts would look horrible . The benches will also bring in homeless  (yes benches are nice but not if 

homeless are always hanging out on them) Put in palm trees all around.  I have seen a tot water park in 

Pompano Beach Florida where little children can play in park  as the squirting water jets up on them. Its very 

cute.  WE NEED  YEAR ROUND COLD WATER FOUNTAINS -many times on boardwalk water is not cold and its 

turned off in winter months-
Basketball should be at the dome. 

More or enhanced play area for younger children. Sprinkler fountains. 

No more hotels, stages, expensive parking garages
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Basketball courts

Parking garages as a part of private development as these will not be accessible to locals and will come at a cost 

to locals. Basketball courts, stages and skate parks, are not necessary. Keep it simple. 

Parking garages, hotels, any buildings, and please nothing that affects my home on 4th street. 

Parking to be gone from that specific area. 

All of them. No more development please

Metered parking

Dog park- sports or retail. Have a space that high school students can play an instrument in the evenings on a 

grassy area and locals can support!

Nothing with height. No parking garages. Leery of a skate park because the one across from WRV is bad enough 

with kids not paying attention. Dog park sounds like it may limit enjoyment for others due to smell and barking. 

Unknown developments 

No hotels or big parking Garage 

Another Hotel.

No skate parks or basketball courts. Just open space whether it be grass or sand.

Hotel. Parking garage. 

It would be cool if the turnaround still looked a bit more like a "loop" than a traffic circle, so it doesn't need to 

lose its iconic name.

Shoe store , skate park . 

Concrete, hotels, fixed structures.

Skatepark

The dog park is a large area. If incorporated into the plan perhaps make it a little smaller. 

A non-revenue generating park.

Rudee Loop should be as open spaces as possibly with absolutely no large scale developments like the proposed 

garages. It ruins the space factor.

A plan that does not take ten years to complete.

Park or Stage should not be directly next to the overpass
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Skate parks and more buildings/concrete structures!!

A stage....the city has enough large and small venue stages. One is not needed or wanted at the loop. The dog 

park is also a lame idea. Dogs aren't allowed at the oceanfront certain times of the year and that would just turn 

the loop into dog bite central. 

No more buildings! No parking garages!! No hotels!!!

Leave it as it is

Apartments 

Skateparks, basketball courts, anything that creates more congestion and noise and PAVEMENT. The whole 

Boardwalk is full of that. Every square inch of the oceanfront doesn't have to be a party. Are you going to leave 

ANY nature in this city??  And, didn't we just plow over all of that land and kill all of those trees and drive off all 

of that wildlife to build a sports complex off of Birdneck!?! Let them play there. Kids don't have to have 

entertainment on every corner, but this City does need some PEACEFUL AREAS.

Stage

We need to move towards the future. I think the proposal is well designed and again a great start 

Multi level parking. Too tight and takes away from views.

Basketball court

Exactly what you're proposing. Don't do it. 

Do not raise my taxes.

No new development 

rides like ferris wheel

All of them

More hotels/rime shares/ buildings 

Vertical development is not appreciated

Dog park. 

Basketball courts seems like one good nor Easter would run them. High maintenance. 

â€œDevelopment opportunitiesâ€• 2 and 3 should not be built as it will result in over crowding of the area and 

lack of access. 

No additional playground - we already have a world class, accessible playground at Grommet Island!
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skate park, basketball, cheap retail vendors

More restrooms

No surface Parking, please!!!! We must plan today for tomorrow. The future of transportation is not simple 

individual ownership of cars. Uber, rideshare, etc are QUICKLY transforming the way people move about, 

especially in a resort area.  Please do not overbuild parking. If you construct parking garages on site (which I am 

sure of), PLEASE consider developing them with future convertibility in mind, to office, or residential. There are 

many ways of doing so. The Dome Site developers are considering this as well, as all models point to the parking 

No hotels. No tall buildings. No â€œdevelopersâ€• destroying our land & profiting from it. 

skate park

Leave Rudee Loop alone.

Basketball courts right next to the boardwalk and surf area sounds super odd to me. Maybe the pavilion area can 

be expanded there instead to accommodate a larger crowd. I would much rather look out from the jetty and see 

a pavilion than basketball courts. Another thought is to flip the placement of the basketball courts with the 

Less "manufactured" elements, less concrete. Prefer a quieter space to experience nature. 

Basketball courts

Originally I would say no to the garage and hotel but I think where they are on the map are better set ups than 

what I think people believe it will be (right on the edge near the water). I'd want those developments to be part 

hotel/part compliment spaces for the park (indoor gaming for example for cold months), gallery, or local vendor 

pop ups. 

Basketball courts invite a different crowd. How about volleyball instead?

NO basketball court.  NO skate park.

Any kind of development project such as a parking garage or hotel/motel 

parking garage

dog park

Games like in Towne Point Park and breweries - giant jenga, tic tac toe, life-size chess, etc.

Areas for food trucks!

Tables/chairs for people on their lunch breaks/picnics

Move pavement.  Aging art.  

Should remain primarily green space & activities.  Like the idea of a parking garage but not further development.

NO MORE HOTELS - definitely do something to benefit the broader public and not just another developer (and 

don't claim it helps our taxes - that's bs).  Do something that could be dual use - like a stage with green space 

such that we could have something like shakespeare on the loop (like NYC).  
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No basketball courts, no buildings.

Dog park

Development, this needs to be true open space, not a lot of tiny venues.

Basketball court.

A dog parK. It only serves those who live nearby and can walk to it and not the rest of the area. We need the 

space for other things. 

Commercial Vendors

Non-beach/ocean activities

a sculpture alley seems as though it would be under utilized

Leave it alone has everything needed there now

Hotel or parking garage!

dog park

skate park is fine, but with blowing sand this is a challenge to maintain. still probably worth it. 

the mistake in the layout is having the basketball courts where the best views are, doesn't make sense at all. 

great to include, but why these right along the boardwalk? Would make more sense to have the stage and 

performance viewing having the audience facing a nice view (although if you have a development like I 

suggested above - the current stage direction makes sense and eliminates the need for additional stage 

Keep it simple- native plants/gardens, grass, picnic tables, maybe a playground, bathrooms. 

large green area park. it is a waste of space at a prime beach location that needs more public access, not less

Skate park. 

Those parking garage opportunities are hideous.  Huge footprint. Blocking the beach view from the bridge. 

Hotels or any type of living spaces. Keep it open green with plenty of grass and trees and open beach access

The city to leave it ALONE CC is corrupt and turns everything to crap

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

No basketball

Motels or  chain style business.  Leave some section of the ocean fron for locals.
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Any change.

I think a dog park there will be too crowded creating issues, I don't think that's the right place for a skate park. 

No more hotels! Maybe add an outdoor food court type of facility with good food 

No new private business 

NO hotels, NO high rise parking garages. NO limiting of the ocean view. NO input from developers who wish to 

gain personally and take away from the citizens who live here all year long. It should be a designated space for 

locals to enjoy all year round and a space for tourists to enjoy when they visit the city. 

Basketball isn't necessary. Another playground isn't necessary when we have grommet island.  There's already 

not enough parking and this plan reduces parking even more. I don't know how you plan on having people visit 

all these new areas if there's no parking.  Special events like the ECSC will not have available parking for event 

vehicles. ECSC will have to find another place. Maybe Ocean City or Myrtle Beach would like it's economic 

Please, no basketball hoops. 

Structures. Restrooms and showers, okay. A stage with grass seating area, okay. No other buildings. 

A dog park, when dogs aren't allowed at the beach under certain ridiculous specifications?  Where are people 

supposed to park and then walk their dogs to the dog park?  

Condo's, apartments or hotels. We have enough of them now.

Skate park. 

No parking structure 

Basketball courts right at the prime waterfron/boardwalkt? What a waste. Make that green. Walking trails, 

benches, picnic area instead. 

Buildings

Parking garages 

The basketball court is 100% not needed. Along with the dog park.

NO DOG PARK, NOT HOTELS..NO fancy restaurants... rather food trucks on a rotating basis, 

A dog park.   Pets are not allowed at the oceanfront so why put a dog park.   Please stay away from this idea.   

Also we don't need another stage there.  Just keep it simple.   

Hotels, restaurants, scooters 

NO skate park. And basketball doesn't even seem relevant for our area. 

Keep parking offsite

new buildings/parking structures
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Private development, parking garage instead of lot, basketball court (because there are so many in VB and 

oceanfront land is prime), skate park (we have a great one at Mt. Trashmore)

New hotels

Hotels

Parking and stage . How many stages does one city need?????

No parking meters

Development. Stop developing!

Hotel 

Anything with pavement. Basketball courts, skate parks etc.

No more hotels!!!!!!! Parking garage is okay if it's made tastefully to match the landscape. NO MORE 

DEVELOPMENT!!!!! It's time to listen to your tax paying citizens!! 

Basketball hoops

No commercial hotel.

Dog park. Already issues at the oceanfront with dogs.

No hotels, no large buildings, no dog park, no basketball. 

skate park

dog park

More hotels or entertainment venues!

Leave it alone 

I think we need to remember this is a beach, it's not a place to throw up abstract art. NO PALM TREES!!! Palm 

trees are not native to this area. Use vegetation that is native to this area. 

take away paid parking for surfers!

No to Basketball courts â€”â€” replace with tennis courts, or green field space, or more playground, picnic, park 

or expanded dog areas. 
We dont need basketball courts, dog parks or more parking structures. We need to keep that little section of the 

beach geared towards the actual beach. Locals love that spot & have for many years. Keep the only spot our 

surfers have geared for surfers. Outdoor showers, seating, surfboard storage, parking for vehicles & bikes .. add a 

little green if you need too but the locals that use that space deserve an upgrade NOT anyone else.

No stage, please.  
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Ugly parking garage.

It is a waste of valuable real estate to include basketball courts.

A dog park because dogs are not allowed on the boardwalk during the season.  That would be inconsistent with 

the existing resort rules.
NO to basketball hoops and skateparks - keep those off the main oceanfront area. That is not an effective use of 

oceanfront property. Keep the riff-raff out. The word "Eh" is tacky whereas "maybe" is more effective for 

surveys. 

no neon lighting or anything overly commercial, please keep it beachy and natural. 

Any structures, any paving. Just leave it alone!!

No hotels, no parking garage, make it green and welcoming 

Garages for parking. 

Anything bringing extra traffic, it's a nice little spot that isn't too crowded, don't need a ton of extra people on 

that section of the beach

None of it, leave as is

No basketball courts.  No office buildings, no shopping buildings, no hotel buildings, no condo buildings.  

No more development!!!  No more hard surfaces

Any project that destroys the surrounding area's ecology just to line the pockets of private developers and the 

officials in their friend lists.

Hotels, big business, big buildings 

NO HOTELS or commercial development and definitely NO basketball courts!!!

Specifically everything. Leave it alone!

Skate park and dog park. They are in the parks enough already and many do not respect the rules or grounds. 

Especially with skate parks -now that they are unstaffed no one wears helmets, they're rude because language 

and rules are not followed, cigarettes everywhere, etc. It is not a healthy environment. Dog parks = More room 

for dog fights because owners cannot control their dogs off leash and without vaccinations checked there's more 

risk. There is a lot of maintenance involved that many people do not understand. Also, in such a tourist area, not 

everyone likes dogs and being around them makes people very uncomfortable. I think we need to be respectful 

Not have parking garage next to oceanfront as seen in rendering

Garden. Dog park. Skate park. Basketball/tennis courts. 

Hotels and development 
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RIP RAP AND BULK HEADS

Dog park 

Basketball courts, skate park, stage or amphitheater, commercial development

Any developments that restrict access or reduce available parking in this much used area. For surfers and 

fisherman this is an extremely important spot. From the drawings I've seen it is obvious that the residents who 

currently use this area are not being considered.
Any changes need to be done in small phases minimizing disruption of the enjoyment of the area that is used by 

many. Any proposed elements should enhance the activities around the Ocean and Inlet should not block the 

beautiful views.  

I'm for the new parking garage but eh on needing more development

concerned that the dog park will open up more issues with dogs not be allowed on the beach - increased 

citations, patrols etc.

Hotels, large structures, dog park, 

NA 

Get rid of the stage, the dog park, and the basketball courts. Make a bigger skatepark instead. 

Basketball courts- players often are reluctant to share space and iive up courts for other usage.

Walkway that leads on to the sand for the handicapped 

More rese

Development 

Basketball courts. I believe it woukd turn into a hangout for kids with nothing better to do and detract from the 

tourist atmosphere.

Sports, that's why you built the sports complex 

Basket ball courts.  Too much space for limited use.

I really think prime Oceanfront location for basketball courts is a waste. There are areas close by where the 

courts could be built for those who want them. This area should be for higher priority projects. 

a parking garage

Anything that would not be kept neat and clean.  No clutter.  No trash.

skate park and basketball courts.  Appeals to a narrow audience.  Stick with aspects that will have the broadest 

appeal.
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I think a dog park will encourage more people to bring their dogs to the beach. With all of the restrictions for 

dogs on the boardwalk and beach, having a dog park so close will entice people to also have their dogs in 

restricted areas. This will cause more issues than what we already have with dogs at the beach.

Removal of parking and limiting access to Grommet Park

keep parking as is with more greenery in medians, NONE of the above items 

Fishing area. There are enough places to fish in Virginia Beach.

Dog park. Enough with the dogs already. VB has enough liability issues. Just one more thing to police/monitor. 

We don't need more dog waste near our most precious resource.

No hotels or condos. The beach is already way to overdeveloped!!!!!

Please do not include any facility that serves liquor. Leave that to hotels,motels and restaurants. Virginia beach 

does not need more bars!
Do not take away the parking in the loop. No one wants to haul their surf/ beach gear for blocks especially for 

those that are coming to the beach to use the grommet park. Do not take away the last open view of the ocean 

from pacific ave! No dog park or basketball courts.

N/a

No Basketball court

No hotels or housing 

development.

No retail or restaurant development. 

n/a

Hotels, apartments,  condos,  stores.  No dog park. 

Basketball, monster trucks, large concerts, ugly schulptures

Basketball, monster trucks, large concerts, ugly sculptures

Why is a 2nd playground needed when Grommet Island is right there?

Basketball courts, introduce new more innovative fun sport activities for people to join together in. Something 

we do not already have already all over the city. 

More hotels blocking views

No more concrete, blacktop, development, hotels, corporations, etc. Keep it green, open, and for the locals.

Absolutely NO new hotels, restaurants, buildings. Leave well enough alone and stop taking every last green 

space we have in this city. You're trying to take Rudee Loop and turn it into Rudee Cul de sac. 

Is a b-ball court really useful here?  They could be closer to residential areas. Seems like the space is better used 

for public gathering. Norfolk has done such a good job with Towne point Park; Rudee seems like a good 

opportunity for Virginia Beach to have a large space for festival type events.
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Do NOT PUT basketball courts, skate park, parking structure. If it requires concrete... the answer is no!! 

More dog parks

minimal cement, which is why I say no to basketball courts and skateboard parks.

The Basketball Courts first for sure. That is not the place for them. This is prime Waterfront area. The Skate Park 

and Basketball Courts should be somewhere west of Pacific Avenue. I have no problem with a giant state of the 

art skate park attract younger aged visitors, but that would be too much of a contrast for those visitors wanting 

a little less noisy park experience. Also...any Basketball courts that are sited and implemented should be able to 

be converted into an outdoor ice skating rink during the colder parts of the winter. 

Skate park, tourist t-shirt shops, fast food restaurants.

skate parks and basketball courts

That sculptural alley is pointless.  Incorporate that shade structure over the seating area.

Incorporate shade structure over the seating area instead of sculpural alley.

NO FAST FOOD, overt commercialism....more natural or "organic"

Parking garage.  Why on earth would you ruin oceanfront property with a parking garage? 

Over commercialization â€¦. including additional hotels, restaurants and  retail shops.

non-beach/water activities. There is plenty of space for those inland.

Over development, not enough parking. Let the waterview  rule. You can't see the water anywhere without 

paying to leave the car somewhere. I am a resident and can't even enjoy our biggest asset.

Basketball courts 

No more development (condos/retail) - the last thing rudee loop needs

Don't think basketball would be good at the oceanfront space. Like it in the entrance area between 21 and 22

sculptures, fixtures, landscaping that didn't serve at least 2-3 purposes. make sure it's beautiful and functional. 

why not have some trees, why not ensure the sculpture provided places to rig shade devices or lighting or sound 

devices. 

Basketball courts.

Leave it as is.

amusement park rides, parking, lodgings

ZERO development, no hotels, no anything at all like that.
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Scooters

No retail space.

No dogs areas. There are too many people that don't obey the current laws regarding dogs, and in the winter it 

will just become a poop zone without any supervision or peer pressure to keep people honest.
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The City is considering enhancing services in the core of the Resort Area. What additional amenities and 

services do you think are needed? (Other).

Parks and a regional Storm Water Management Facility to reduce flooding and treat storm water prior to 

discharging into Linkhorn Bay or Rudee Inlet. 

More parking

I think enhanced maintenance is also critical.

ask Pharell

No more added services at Resort Area there is the City west of Mediterranean that has been forgotten and 40 

Parks are not funded. Tax money should be spent where it's collected accross the City. Storms can wash the 

Resort away. 

No more Taxpayers funded services needed at Resort 

More frequent placing of public bathrooms.

In addition to public art,  better maintenance, landscaping/beautification, there's a need for attractive lighting 

and attractive programming nodes along Atlantic Ave. Also, where's music that used to come out of the speakers 

on the west side of Atlantic Avenue? Make it all a destination.
I am confused as to the decision on not to place bike lanes north of 32 st on pacific. This area was recently 

redone. Between scooters, bikes and pedestrians it is like the game of Frogger. I ask, where are bike riders and 

scooters supposed to ride on Pacific?

City Landscape services is not funded well enough to do a resort- Level maintenace-  need separate funding for 

this

Street trees placed between sidewalks and traffic.

Improve public transportation

Parking for visitors and employees is an embarrassment 

None

Free or discounted parking for residents

Nice Skatepark, Ramos and trails and outdoor basketball courts near wrv. This would solve the age old problem 

of boardwalk skateboards. Maybe if the city is considering allowing the motorized scooters, there should be a 

fun, riding area where these scooters can ride up and down trails with small hills. In stead of banning these 

modes of transport, give them a beautiful area that people want to take them... skateboards, motorized 

Transportation needs to be better and for the next century!

I don't want my tax dollars used for any more benefits for tourists.

Parking for residents

More bathrooms 
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Security; homeless yelling at people in the AM.  More police.

Safety 

More police.

More public restrooms, not portapottys on the beach

Nothing

Identified, monitored public bathrooms all up the beach front. Not port-a-potties :(

Fun fact boards of what you can find at the ocean or facts about keeping the water clean to protect wildlife.

Food carts! Regular food vendors, giving opportunities for the local restaurants to flex their culinary might! Food 

brings people together, having variety of authentic food that isn't the typical â€œdeep fried festivalâ€• food 

would be wonderful for both tourism and local community.

Scooter lanes

Scooter lanes and free parking days for VB residents.

Water bottle fill locations, 

Stop ,Stop, Stop  the plan to chop off Atlantic Ave at 40th st.    This change is going to create a giant mess.

Make the Police Chief, Fire Chief, and Rescue Squad Captain testify in public under oath that they support this 

chop off plan.

More FREE Parking for locals. We pay enough in taxes already. This is a TOURIST area. Virginia Beach Residents 

should be able to park FREE all year long.

More trees or shady areas. Not really a city service, but I would love more cafes with outdoor seating.

On/near the beach first aid stations.

Security...

More music festivals

Desperate to have handicap transportation on boardwalk from beginning to end 

Fix the rest of the city and give FD and PD raises along with teachers.  Let the beachfront take care of its own.

Information presentation kiosks where visitors could stop for a minute and DOWNLOAD a .PDF guide to the 

oceanfront in the language of their choice AND there should be at least 10 or 20 languages available. Downloads 

could include updated maps and discreet advertising with everything updated semi-annually (every 6 months, or 

quarterly).
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Enforce the current boardwalk regulations 

More visible policing!

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

FIX THE ROADS.

More Police and patch damage to Boardwalk promptly (Boardwalk pot holes ---- damage to concrete) 

Additional restrooms and handicap parking

continue integration and attention/encouragement of bike lanes and bike friendly layouts

Please bury power lines north of 31st St

open green space

Clean up the boardwalk it's disgusting during the season

Clean, inviting wayside areas with shade, water, benches, rest rooms.

Bring better shops to the area at the Oceanfront.  Too many novelty stores and not anything offering unique 

special retail items.

I like all of them . We need more accommodation for bicycles. Inter connected pathways off the street

Clean up storefronts on 17th street thru 25th street on Atlantic and Pacific avenues.

Improve look of properties on 17th street from Batic ave to Atlantic ave.

More street parking 

Trees, green roofs, native plant gardens

Bike lanes and bike paths - they're always promised an almost never happen.

More lower cost parking in garages off Pacific & Baltic to get traffic off the streets while enabling more folks to 

park near their destinations.  Free shuttle/trolley services are also very good, but put them on Pacific to ease 

congestion on Atlantic.  

This goes hand in hand with the special events, but with all the running events, I would love to a cycling event 

held at the convention center.  Possibly moving the Shamrock crit from Redwing Park to the Convention center, 

or holding one during the summer or fall.  There's a business opportunity there that should be looked into.

Keeping people from just walking off the curb into bikers...unsafe to ride a bike anymore...people are not 

looking..bike path, etc.
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The resort area has come a long way but many old buildings need renovation to clean it up 

We need to provide and entice more pedestrian traffic along Atlantic Ave (including more shade).  We can limit 

the vehicle traffic along Atlantic Ave (specifically the cruising vehicle traffic).  Vehicles can travel Pacific Ave. and 

then access Atlantic Ave. a block or two from their destination via side streets.
Update relationship between boardwalk and bike path to provide for a safer environment. Examples: get 

showers away from bike path like was done at the special forces monument and replace landscaping around 

crosswalks to provide visibility.

law enforcement

free and easy parking for residence of va beach. 

Parking for golf carts only 

Lets make our ocean front the best for all to enjoy.  Beautiful Va. Beach.  VB/STRONG AND BEAUTIFUL....AMEN 

TO THAT

More handicap/wheelchair accessibility.

better paved roads especially in the vibe district

I would love to see a trolley dedicated to travel between the Oceanfront and Ampitheater during Amphitheater 

events.

More public ways to let tourist know about water safety and particularly rip tides.

elevated shopping options

More overnight parking. 

Better enforcement of laws and rules already in place more well trained police . No scooters unless privately 

owned.
Diversity in entertainment please. Something in the Water proved a lot. Pharell had a diverse lineup for 

Something in the Water with Dave Matthews Band, Maggie Rogers, Gwen Steffani and others. By comparison, all 

other major concert events at the Oceanfront are not diverse at all. Patriotic Festival is always white country 

artists (with the exception of Darius Rucker who also has a primarily white audience). It is also typically male. I 

went back and checked, ALL headliners in 2009, 2015, 2016, 2018 and 2019 were white men (99% country 

artists). ECSC, Neptune Fest, American Music - same thing. In fact, not only are AMF headliners all white this 

year, they are all male. While the City does host FunkFest, I don't know anyone under 45 who is going. And I'm 

not even suggesting inviting rappers out to these other events, just how about performers with more broad 

based appeal? Think Bruno Mars, Alessia Cara, Shakira, Justin Timberlake, Outkast or Alicia Keys.

n/a

Destruction of eyesore vacant buildings

Keep it simple, clean and green.
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Let  are police officers enforce the law for everyone equally regardless of color 

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 

Virginia Beach is lacking the same entertainment options such as the ones in Myrtle Beach. Most people say they 

wouldn't come back because of those things. 

Dress codes.  Shirts, cover ups and shoes required off beach.   Restrict profane speech and enforce the 

restrictions.  Security.  

we need to do something about the homeless people & the ragged old buildings/houses on main streets.

Incorporating stormwater control into projects on a micro level, green streets for example. Not relying solely on 

pump stations, existing lakes,  or other large structural methods.

maybe more events in spots - - it seems so crowded in certain areas - it would be nice to spread it out a bit more.

The priority of the city should be to improve flooding & sweep streets at least every 3-4 weeks throughout the 

city, not just at the ocean front..  We had a street sweeper come by but went down the middle of the street & 

didn't clean a thing.

On the sand, wood sidewalks that extend to water (for handicap accessibility, typically), but at every or every 

other street. More signage for swimming vs. surfing areas. Ice refill stations, vending machines, local artisans 

year or peak season on the boardwalk, shelter/shaded areas for the public to rest or cover from quick 

approaching storms. More affordable chair/umbrella rentals, walk-up surf lessons, more advertisements for local 

businesses, more info on the history of the city, and just rolling out the welcome mat showing southern 

hospitality to the tourists.
We enjoyed the street parking in the off season. I hope that continues. There are so many signs sometimes it's 

hard to read what you actually need amongst all the clutter

Please resurface Pacific between 21st and 40th.  It's a disgrace.  Burying the utility lines would be nice, too.  

The City needs to do something with its antiquated bike/pedestrian path along the main boardwalk.  Too many 

tourists are causing congestion and harmful accidents, by not using the proper walkways.  The City should BAN 

the multi-person pedal carriages, because they are too bulky and awkward to maneuver, causing traffic and 

potential harmful scenarios.  Build pedestrian tunnels UNDERNEATH, and completely prevent pedestrians from 

traversing the BIKE path.  Bikes and pedestrians do NOT mix, especially during tourist season.

Bathrooms and showers. 

More free/reduced parking for residents

Year round festivals.  We seem to count on the parade of lights and the Christmas parade to hold us over from 

Neptune Festival until June.  There are plenty of people that would be happy to attend festivals during the school 

year.  We seem to have focused only on Beach Street USA as a summer thing.  Lets make some great spring, fall, 

and winter events that have indoor/outdoor options.  All of the J& A events are very well attended.  They have 

figure out how to pack a heated tent with live bands and thousands of runners. People that don't run would 

likely come out for an event with good music, food and beverages.  We need to capitalize on our nice weather 

and not shut down because the kids go back to school.  Keep our boardwalk busy all year.
Adding art should be implemented for beautification as well as improving the appearance to look fresh and 

landscaped. 
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Buying back buildings, destroy them and open don't build anything back. 

We need to enforce littering and cigarette butts thrown on ground- there should be cute cigarette butt stands all 

over and dog poop bags and garbage cans for the poop 

Please plant more palm trees especially along Atlantic Avenue, Pacific Avenue and the 264 Gateway 

No more graffiti please..

Classier shops and more creative and artistic stores and spaces.  Less of the same cheap t-shirt shops, taffy, 

stores, tourist traps and seedy dive bars.

Additional public restrooms with showers or changing stalls and lockers or storage of some sort.

Get rid of cheap and cheesy souvenir shops.  Widen side walks and work in cleanliness. More outdoor dining 

venues.

More places to surf, better quality vendors on beach carts

Pubic bathrooms, free locals parking

Get rid if the panhandling 

Wider Sidewalks up to Birdneck Rd on 17 St and Disabled Parking with better signage to locations.

More better bike paths and sidewalks

Public restrooms that are not porta-potties. The smell of those things is the worst thing about the boardwalk 

right now.

Also, make the entire beach and boardwalk smoke-free. 

Green space, art, LOCAL shops

Don't waste the money

More parking. Less run-down crappy looking buildings.

Please more appropriate retail stores, upscale shops, less bars and souvenir stores !! More green space along 

sidewalk areas! Let's move towards an upscale resort area and less trashy !

Having dedicated bike paths / sidewalks  that actually connect to one another and make sense would be a great 

start. 
Upgrade all store fronts similar to Cape Charles peaceful, more historic store fronts. Get rid of all of the 

repetitive shops and only allow one or 2 of the same stores. We need more upscale, unique shops. And a food 

truck area.

NATURAL AREAS!!

Power wash all the sidewalks at the oceanfront.
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A complete face lift and removal of all of the old shops, hotels, and restaurants from ~30th down to 1st 

streets/Rude Inlet. Upscale the the entire waterfront!

More pedestrian lights.  Traffic will stop in the southbound lane for instance and people begin crossing the road 

and walk in front of moving vehicles coming from the northbound lanes because the northbound travelers have 

no idea someone is trying to cross the road.  People also jaywalk between intersections all the time

Take care of all of the flooding areas first.

Stop wasting money 

Public bathrooms that are not portajohns. 

Water bottle refill stations and more environmentally sustainable features. 

Let us see the ocean and not just an alleyway of buildings

Additional parking

Take care of tax payers before vacationers.

Can we please clean up all the tacky boardwalk shops and hotels. Class this place up a bit. Some hotels need a 

renovation or upgrade they look really run down. All the tourist traps? How many do we need. I think tourist 

culture is moving towards more authenticity of an area. People want to go to local shops they can't go to at 

home. They also want to go and experience unique night life. Luna Sea has the right idea with dancing, multi-

level building, outdoor area, and a rooftop feel. Also is it time to build a bar/restaurant with a mermaid show? I 

think it is. Basically a tank in a restaurant or bar with mermaid shows. Virginia Beach already has a some 

professional mermaid entertainers. That's a unique attraction for all ages. Check out VA Aquarium's Mermaid 

Shows with Mermaid Malena, Hales, Ashely, Ariana, Bryn and Candace. 

Cameras, Security patroling providing safety for residents and visitors.

Recycling efforts increase and beach clean up patrol not just boardwalk and streets. Banning plastic bags like 

California in the Resort area (and slowly expand that ban throughout the region). Banning straws, etc. I would 

love to see the Oceanfront be a leader in these efforts in practice. There are very few recycling efforts and I think 

the whole 31+ streets should be a green zone as much as possible. I think that would be a great tourist 

investment and would protect our region for the future. I should have mentioned more mini golf or family 

activities closer to the boardwalk would be good ideas, too. 

The drugs and homeless people pan handling and harassing people on 15th, 16th, and Arctic Ave is appalling. 

People who visit are completely disgusted by this and do not wish to return on vacation. The â€œbum paradeâ€• 

daily down Arctic Ave from Star of the Sea Church and from the Church next to Cooke Elementary is enabling 

these people to inhabit the Vibe District bc they are fed and even given showers and laundered clothes. This 

enables them to continue to pan handle and buy drugs in the very same area. Just this morning a man was seen 

vomiting and nodding off at the corner of 16th and Arctic across from Beads and Rocks. It is frightening and 

disgusting. Please crack down on this. It is hurtful to tourism and business in VIBE. 

Educational signage about impacts of litter on our local environment - and specifically calling out cigarette butt 

litter. Encourage a "pack it in, pack it out" mentality.

alternating one way streets to enhance traffic flow.  sea level rise and land subsidence have to be addressed 

here first, then move inland,
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More stormwater infrastructure

Let the resorts enhance their private property without the taxpayers footing the bill. 

Extension of the lite rail from Newtown to Birdneck.  It's a no-brainer.

Extension of the Tide lite rail from Newtown to Birdneck.  

More public restrooms

Let's have a "Something in the Water" event every year and make it a bit less expensive, if possible (perhaps 

promoters and advertisers pay more to be sponsored, etc.).  So whatever would be needed to facilitate that, 

we're in favor of.
More trash/recycling. Ways to encourage people to pick up and keep the area clean.  Start the idea of public 

composting.

More public parking.

Need more surfing locations (maybe with skate parks on the beach in those locations so it doesn't interrupt 

beach usage for non-surfers/skaters? artificial reefs?  Breakwaters with sand bars in front such that there is calm 

water with waves on the outside so its dual use? 

One of a kind shops for a unique shopping experience. Hanging baskets filled with blooming plants from light 

poles. 

more efficient parking, some electric car charging stations, bike racks

None

Resident, not hotel or timeshare, parking. This is VaB resident funds!!

More public restrooms,    Better signs about parking meters.

more shaded areas

Restroom and changing facilities staggered along boardwalk for non-hotel guests to utilize.

None of these are needed.  The question in my opinion is how do we encourage better businesses to start 

making the resort area their home.  The resort area is stuffed full of bad restaurants and souvenirs shops that 

aren't even open in the winter time.  I understand some of this is needed being a resort area, but there is no 

balance.  How many sweet frogs do we really need?  It would be great to see incentive programs for local 

restaurants and shops, similar to what the VIBE has done.

Better pedestrian/bicycle connectivity.

Underground power lines

Open easy beach access.
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Hello!!!! Worry about the flooding and fixing roads and updating schools and tasing teachers pay!!!!!!!! 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

Bike lines are an absolute must. Many young people want to be able to walk or bike most everywhere. Please 

strongly consider bike lanes up 17th and down the boardwalk to allow residents and tourists alike to bike to all 

main attractions. 

None of the above.

None

The appearance is not very good at it's current state. Decrepit abandoned buildings etc

Parking for locals that doesn't cost an arm and a leg. 

Every year I find more and more trash on the beach and in the water. 

Also, you have meters in place to pay for parking but many of the meters don't work, which means we have to 

go around to find a working meter! That's not right! We get fined if we don't pay but the city not fixing them is 

some how ok? Stop spending our money on stupid â€œ improvementsâ€• and start maintaining what we already 

have please.

what is placemaking/wayfinding? signs? No public art, statues, flags, and minimal landscaping.. 

Interactive maps that include band schedules and special event calendars. 

Safety & Accessibility. Green spaces & biome restoration.

Plant more trees to bring down the summer temperatures. 

Make the owners of the stores clean up their property. Update the window display to make the area look less 

trashy.

Why aren't the hotel paying for these?  How about giving teachers enough school supplies so they don't spend 

their own money

Pacific and Atlantic in general look dated and junky.  I know this is a result of previous zoning decisions.  The 

landscaping effort is much needed and I think power lines should be buried....that's what makes it look junky.  I 

know this would be a long term effort but burying the lines would greatly enhance the look of the oceanfront.

Enhanced public transport to other areas of the city (ie. tide, etc. that could have park & ride element). 

Free parking for locals, or a pass, like the state parks do, you pay one fee and park for for the year. 
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The issue with this city is it relies to heavily on the navy, we need to attract high wage paying jobs, more 

technical less hourly wage based. Nothing on this list says that. The new mayor with his old thinking wants to 

keep the wages low and stagnant and not try to attract new businesses, and you dont do that with some cross 

walks and bike lanes that loop around the beach. We need to attract more technical companies that have good 

wages, or a shared office space for smaller companies to share resoreces, or something to get more 

professionals closer to the resort area which is a beautiful are 12 months a year, not just the 3 that we have 

tourists. We add this class of new businesses and the Navy money that we rely on becomes gravy and we can 

support our local community on these new taxes not being only dependant on the navy. 

Green spaces; open space for strolling/sitting/picnicking. 

More public restrooms and changing areas

More bike racks.  Bikes are currently locked up everywhere/anywhere.

Get rid of the pay-by-the-hour flea-bag motels in the resort area - it's so tacky and degrading to the overall 

aesthetic of the resort. It brings the area down. Hotels don't all have to be high end, but the live-in motel scene 

needs to go. Please use a term other than placemaking and wayfinding - most people don't know what that is.

Stop with the spending already

Traffic control!  We can't drive to the south end now.  More consideration for the local residents would be 

appreciated.  We need to become more family oriented.  We want to attract families to our beach.  What we 

have as visitors now is very unappealing.

Less cheap crap stores... let's be better than myrtle beach

None

A shuttle for the homeless to leave the oceanfront, especially at night.  The pier, boardwalk benches, hotel 

bushes are not places the  homeless people should be sleeping. 

Let private industry provide amenities if they are needed.

Parking. Accesibility for locals

parking

Homeless services. There are camps everywhere

free shuttles. seating and shade.

I think there needs to  more Palm Tree on Atlantic avenue and the ocean areas 

Parking

A restaurant row... similar to international drive in Orlando. Just not enough food options in my opinion
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More opportunities for live theater.

Handicap drop off at event location 

Move Little Theater of Virginia Beach to the VIBE area with expanded facility and parking

A theater

More places to sit (benches on streets and parks, as well as terraces outside restaurants/cafes/hotels/pubs) and 

more shade would make the area more of a place to spend many hours.

Live Theatre

Better public transportation 

It is time to think about finding a larger home for Virginia Beach Little Theater OR an additional live theater 

venue.

PARKING

New theater, with parking, for a growing Little Theater of Virginia Beach audience.  

Preferably, not in the Beachfront visitor areas.

A better theater for the performing arts like LTVB but much better a place for not only plays, but operas and 

symphonies

This would also be a good area to have an ample indoor facility for community live theater.  The Little Theater of 

Virginia Beach presents outstanding performances and should have a place where it can be easily accessed by 

city visitors and residents as well as being embraced by the city.  If our cities do not embrace and support the 

arts in all its forms, then the legay of our times is discounted and lost; and that reflects poorly on the level of 

respect the city has for what is valuable.

Relocate sleeping homeless camped on beach and boardwalk to shelter

Free parking for residents, or a reasonable amount like $1 as it was in the past.

We need better lighting in pacific ave! Pacific ave needs to be improved 

We need much improved lighting on pacific especially between 21st and 35th st.  Someone is going to get killed 

on a dark rainy night. This is a critical need.

Public restrooms

Please stop with the tropical landscaping...palm trees are not Va Beach. Use beautiful native specimens. Take a 

look at FLSP and Back Bay Natural areas for examples of indigenous and beautiful plants. Retain the beauty and 

significance of our history and culture.

Improve the Virginia Beach Little Theater venue and parking
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Enforce the laws concerning dogs, skate boards, bikes, and litter. These are all safety issues. It would be great to 

ban plastic bags from the oceanfront.  No smoking would be great also

Again, LITTLE THEATER ofVBneeds a newer place with a decent Parkin. Lot

Bike lanes.

Green space, transportation access, local, small businesses, and sustainability 

More parking Please

Police, Police, Police! Do something to get the shootings at the Oceanfront under control. Disney wouldn't stand 

for that type of criminal activity at their resorts, so why the hell should we? Haven forbid a tourist or visitor 

family gets injured at the Oceanfront or on the Boardwalk from a shooting. Once that news gets spread through 

social media or  local and national news/media outlets our tourism industry will fail! We will never be able to 

shake the stigma of being known as a place where visitors may be in danger from gun violence.  Designate the 

Oceanfront a gun-free zone. Do something before it is too late!! More Resort Area Development means we need 

more Resort Area Police Coverage. Have the VB Police Department create an Oceanfront or Resort Command 

that has sole responsibility for just that area. The 2nd Police Precinct is large enough that they do not need to 

cover the Oceanfront  as well. This is my Number #1 recommendation for developing the Resort Area. More 

Police and get the gun violence under control. It is unacceptable. 
Would love to see a Halloween Parade along Atlantic Avenue. Also a Mermaid Parade like the one in Coney 

Island, NY. Maybe even a Veteran's Day or Memorial Day military themed parade to honor and support our 

troops. The Oceanfront needs some sort of exhibit, tribute, area to go to, to honor the U.S. Navy jet fighter 

heritage of Virginia Beach. Someplace there needs to be two or three full scale retired fighter jets from the NAVY 

that visitors can walk around, look at, and take photos with. Every boy who comes to visit will want to see and 

take a picture in front of an actual former fighter jet. I think the NAVY would be more than happy to assist with 

this endeavor. If you could couple this with a location to house an Interactive Flight Simulator Experience, I 

believe this would be one of the key attractions at the Oceanfront. 

I think that the Water Tower at the Laskin Gateway needs to be repainted. It should say something like 

â€œWelcome to Virginia Beachâ€� or â€œWelcome to the Oceanfrontâ€�. Even add digital media screens to it 

with dazzling colorful displays or messages for tourists. Do something to make the Water Tower an iconic 

location. Also right before and after the Laskin Gateway, there should be signage welcoming and then in the 

other direction, thanking visitors for visiting the Oceanfront. 

Live Theatre is always enjoyed by everyone..   A great attraction

bathrooms and parking garages

Bike lanes throughout the resort area. Improved signage at crosswalks to better protect pedestrians and 

bicyclists. Cars do not know to stop at crosswalks. It is amazing no one has been killed.

"Clean and green" as defined by Stephen Covey

MORE PARKING!
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Maintain the area mostly. Grass not cut and floods every thunderstorm.

We desperately need a new little theater of VB.  The productions are outstanding a great crowd pleaser and a 

special venue for locals and visitors.

We desperately need a new Little theater of VB. It has outgrown its current space. The productions are 

outstanding, a great crowd pleaser and a special venue for visitors asa well as locals.  PLEASE CONSIDER IN YOUR 

PLANNING.
SEATING. Clean up, light better, and refurbish the area near the legends walk, it's just kind of dark and sad and a 

nook for not great loitering unless there is a show there. update it, give it landscaping and much better lighting. 

Special Events and Shows that are new and different, eminating from sources other than what is currently used 

(CVB/IMG/HOTELS). They are all good and should keep doing what they do, but there shoudl be more 

opportunities for area arts groups, performance groups, and specifically cultural programming and new city-

produced series and culturally-rooted programming illustrating the diversity of our city, we have nearly every 

continent represented here, with citizens from Africa, the Balkans, the Nordic countries, Middle East, 

Mediterranean, UK, South America etc. We have some programming being developed for them emanating from 

Cultural Affairs, but not enough and not enough budget to ensure expansion of and audience building for these 

kinds of things. 
The traffic light cycle for pedestrians is annoying.  Most cities have pedestrian crossing allowed at the same time 

cars can go after yielding to pedestrians.

ALL OF THESE THINGS, more pressure washing every day, it gets too dingy

Water feature - fountain.  Water feature with water rising out of sculptures.  Also - it would be great if some 

attention could be paid to the existing bike lanes off the boardwalk.  It is almost impossible to ride a bike there 

any more due to all the people walking on the bike path.

There are too many ugly junk stores and average restaurants at the Ocean front. There needs to be higher end 

retail and better restaurants or breweries.

Public Transit

There are too many street signs. There must be a way to scale this back or consolidate them.
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Integrating workforce housing for teachers, police, fire-fighters, and hospitality-industry employees into the 

Resort Area will support a walkable community and will help alleviate congestion and parking issues. Where 

are key places to start to develop workforce housing?
Artic, Baltic and Mediterranean Avenues.  What firefighters, cops or teachers would want to live along Atlantic or 

Pacific Avenues or at Rudee Loop???  Have you bothered to ask them??

The City uses Taxpayers dollars paid in all across City to over DEVELOP Resort while flooding on roads to base 

issue impacts DoD jobs

Over development has ruined the Resort 

Birdneck road corridor

Do this away from the beach, please!

 Your privately-submitted comment:

Do this away from the beach, please!

Convention center area

Huh

None

City employees would not be able to afford housing at the Oceanfront.

17th -19th is the heart of the virginia beach Oceanfront, it's where municipal buildings and the convention 

center are and the new sportsplex will be. Keep the Oceanfront as green as possible. Keep all new parking 

structures west of pacific and near the heart of the city. Maybe a multi-level, public parking garage on 17th/18th 

Baltic/arctic cypress area. So it's not a long walk in either direction to get to the vibe area for arts and activity, 

east to the Oceanfront and in the center of the beach so the visitor has many choices of what to do and where to 

go. Cultural, natural, historical, shopping, etc
Wherever you decide to put free transportation. Or those workers shouldn't have to pay to ride into work if the 

goal is to reduce congestion and parking. 

Overall a BAD IDEA.  Make public transportation efficient and let workforce people live outside the resort area

Bay colony, north end

No special housing and amenities should be provided.  

Work it into multi-use facilities between the convention center and the dome site. With the proposed public 

transportation rout down 19th, would be a tremendous place to work and live

leave it to the free market to decide

At least a mile away from beach. Beach property is expensive and workforce housing doesn't need to be right at 

the beach 

We have an abundance of housing communities already. Wouldn't it be more economical to improve upon the 

current homes and apartments than just building new structures?
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Hilltop area to Laskin to Oceanfront needs side walks and bike lanes on BOTH sides of Laskin Road.

North of the Caviler Hotel. It's all private homes and beaches. Perfect for workforce housing....houses already 

there. No new construction needed.

The premise of the question is crap.  Why do teachers need to be able to walk to the resort area?  What schools 

are located at the resort area.  Police and fire-fighters?  This is for minimum wages employees -  maids, clerks.  

The industry needs a solution - not the city.  

None

Other options 

First Colonial corridor in spaces not yet identified as redevelopment opportunities (where the successor 

technology to the outdated Trolleys could pick-up locals and bring them to the oceanfront) or near the ends of 

proposed NEW urban trails. People need exercise to stay fit and young people typically hold these service jobs. 

There are vacant High and Middle school parking lots simply sitting there during most of June, July and August in 

many instances.

People already have homes why do we have to provide housing. Let the business owner pay for it

none that require money from tax payers of Virginia Beach.

There is no room for further development

Teachers are professionals not workforce personnel.  Teachers are city employees in schools throughout the city, 

not just in the resort area.

Stop building and taking over the natural beauty of the oceanfront with so much structural development. There 

are only two schools down at the beach. Most teachers don't want to live in the community they teach in 

because they want privacy. 

Again, I feel like I just don't know enough about Virginia Beach to appropriately answer this question. 

We dont need anymore housing, nor office nor hotel structures in the area.  Build east of BirdNeck.

Not qualified to comment or select

Must have low but decent rental prices even though it's at the beach.

The north end of the oceanfront would love to share in the housing of workforce in va beach. Any where from 40 

to 63 street would be a great place to locate people.

As buildings or homes are replaced, zoning for affordable multi-family units would be awesome!

ViBe District already serves; Laskin and anywhere not directly on oceanfront.

away from oceanfront, oceana nice area and close to everything

Nothing. Use the tax money to fix the flooding. 
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Low south end 

I was very upset the Virginia Aquarium offers military discounts but NO discounts for VB city teachers. This is 

outrageous and very disappointing to the city's hard working educators. One of the main missions of the 

aquarium is education so educators should get the same discount as the military. 

As a long time resident of Kempsville who probably gets to the beachfront @2-5 times a year, usually in the off 

season, I'm not sure my answers are the most informed/useful. My kids and grandkids and great grandkids get to 

the beach VERY often. My last answer below @ VB of the future is probably my most useful. 

Do not want any public funding used to house workers.   The money should go to help with parking areas for 

employees and be partially funded by the business employing the workers, not all Virginia Beach taxpaying 

individuals.

Redevelop the old run-down eye sore buildings and make the entire 40 blocks a community. The sketchy 

souvenir shops need to go! Bring in more healthy, and local-owned restaurants with family affordable 

pricepoints so that they do not have to travel to Hilltop and beyond for meals, shopping and overall "Things to 

Do". We need more coffee shops (there are only 2 in 40 blocks) and different ways for tourists and locals to 

spend time out of the car, at the oceanfront and able to walk to from their hotel/home.

Perhaps that is a missed opportunity. I'm not sure where you could place affordable housing and still keep the 

resort draw for guests. Free transportation may be a better alternative

There are a lot of places, it's just expensive to live so close to the beach

Work to convert the Wyndham hotel at 57.5 St to a gated HOA hotel residence.

Shadowlawn 

Thisia nother oopportunity to provide shuttle services to the western areas of the beach front.  We don;t want 

to devaue our properties that are closest to the ocean by putting housing in to attract our workforce yet we 

want them part of our community.  Developing some of the areas near Birdneck and some of the more run down 

areas of Central beach would be a great start and provide not only bike paths, but also safe shuttle 

transportation for them.  

Not in resort area

Anything away from the oceanfront

Virginia Beach blvd-city should provide affordable housing options for them 

Birdneck area is walkable 

What? No. There's enough housing. We need more trees.

I need to k ow more about this plan before I can select an answer.

Idk the answer to this but no to the loop..
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What is this?  People can pay for their own housing!!  Like everyone else has to!!! I am not supporting this and it 

is pathetic of CC to suggest that we should!!  

Shadowlawn

What? NO. This is not the City's responsibility to provide! Stop it!

In other areas where there is empty lots or buildings that are not maintained 

Redevelopment opportunity on 17th Street.

Mixed use developments in the ViBe District.

Bad idear 

At least a mile away from oceanfront

How about paying law enforcement the salaries first and foremost before you discuss anything else.  The police 

are in the worst pay compression of all time.  It's disgusting when the City can't fix the pay for poluce officers but 

yet the want to spend money on excessive and frivolous projects. 

Literally everywhere in the city and everywhere at the oceanfront. Give something to the people who risk and 

give their minds and bodies to this city.

This is a great idea!

Please no

All of the above!

down vb beach blvd.

Pacific Ave 

Please consider allowing luxury apartments EAST of atlantic avenue. This would help define in the Oceanfront 

Market where "luxury" apartments ought to be, thus opening areas along Pacific, for example, to more 

moderately priced apartments. 

I'm a firefighter, and thisndoeant make sense to include us in the housing.  Bus the Russians in.

Taxpayers on the hook for people to live at oceanfront?  No thank you.

what is "workforce housing"? sounds like tenements

Let the free market decide.

City hall or general booth

From Hilltop eastward, with public (free) transport available to all workers as part of their employment (i.e. a 

work benefit).
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People do not react well to being told where to live. Do not market these proposed residential developments for 

specific job titles. This can be viewed as segregation.

Similar approach as was taken with Seaside Harbor in the ViBe district

None

need dependable inexpensive public transport from locations at or beyond Bird Neck.....

What?

This is ridiculous. Many are families with others working elsewhere, so still have cars and more traffic headed 

out and into area as they leave to work. There is a need here for supporting these staff, but a couple of strategic 

limited-access parking structures nearby in non-prime areas with constant shuttles to key points would resolve 

this for all workers and not just those who choose to relocate and become walkers. The structures could 

potentially be walkable distances for those who would like (in the developable areas south of 17th per se), but 

the plan suggested above would only help a small fraction of the workers and leave the rest with ongoing or 

increased difficulties commuting into area. Rethink this!

Blocks away from the oceanfront no housing or living spaces including hotels should be built.

Have them park and shuttle in like everyone else local. No need to build them housing on the oceanfront. Either 

that or relhrase the terminology so it doesn't sound like you're erecting an apartment complex specifically for 

the resort workforce. 

None as long as it is financed by the general fund. 

North end.

None, not gonna happen

Housing should not interfere with the Vibe district. Housing should be bungalow type as in past and give 

character to the area not distract from it with tall view obstructing apartments and 3 to 4 level houses.

Who are you kidding! They can't afford to live down there!

Nowhere 

I am a firefighter and I say No where near the oceanfront 

definitely NOT AT THE RUDEE LOOP... no hotels or any residential housing, nada, zip, none

Somewhere they are able to afford where they get a workforce discount and still have oceanfront quality.

North end VB

North of 35th street. 
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Leave Rudee Loop alone!! 

Explain work force housing.

Leave the loop alone! 

I think you are overestimating how integrating housing will alleviate congestion.....how many teaching positions 

are needed at the oceanfront??  Let the market figure out housing solutions.  We are a spread out area where 

you need cars, let's not pretend we are a downtown area.  People don't want to live their lives in a four block 

area.  That's why they moved to Virginia Beach.  There are other cities in Virginia that provide other living 

options.  Let's not change who we are.  Let's stop treating public city employees like they are on welfare and 

can't figure out how to get their own housing.  Maybe the hospitality industry needs to pay more so that an 

employee will be willing to drive further to the job.  Let the market figure it out.
Not sure how many teachers, police and firefighters work in the resort area. And that housing there would allow 

them to â€œwalkâ€• to work and such...

Leave it alone

we need more professional jobs and affordable housing towards the ocean front. We have lived here for over 20 

years and have moved further away and can hardly enjoy the beach because parking sux, traffic sux, getting to 

the ocean front is horrible and if there is an event you are screwed. 

Unsure 

The City should not get involved with subsidized housing for its employees.  Pay them fairly, but do not constrain 

hiring and firing decisions based on their housing choices and Government subsidies, which could result from 

City orchestrated workforce housing. 

In place of flea-bag pay-by-the-hour motels.

WTF. We should not be in the business of providing housing. I have plenty of neighbors in Shadowlawn who are 

teaches, fire fighters and police. Buy or rent closer to the resort if you want to walk to work. Affordable housing 

already exists and the City should not be competing with landlords. 

Why would our teachers and policemen care to live in the chaos?  They need affordable housing back in quiet 

neighborhoods with good schools and amenities.  None of these suggested locations make any sense for them.

All of the above!

Who made up this statement?  "Integrating workforce housing for teachers, police, fire-fighters, and hospitality-

industry employees into the Resort Area will support a walkable community and will help alleviate congestion 

and parking issues."  That has not been proven, and this is a misleading question. We do not need any more 

housing or condos in the resort area.  Please stop building and that will alleviate the congestion and parking 

issues the city has created by approving, allowing, and pushing for all the development.  If you're specifically 

looking for workforce housing...build it east of Birdneck Road.  The Oceanfront is already saturated. 

Intersection of South Plaza trail and South Independence Blvd, there is a huge empty lot of land that has no 

planned development that can be used. Would like to know what happens to that area in the near future.

not at the oceanfront
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Why expect people to move. Give them reasonable parking and free shuttle service.

Bad idea

17th street around the new sports complex area.  There is land available that shouldn't be too costly and it 

would spur more people to that area. 

NA 

Close to schools 

I'm not a retired teacher spent my career in business 

Great schools attract the best citizens and businesses 

Not a good idea to have housing at the oceanfront.

All of the above.

I do not favor any specific area but do advocate for better parking, especially for VB citizens

I think spreading housing in the 7 indicated areas makes more sense than trying to develop fewer or just a single 

facility.  I consider the convenience for the residents there and the aesthetic impact on the Beach as a whole as 

important.

Birdneck Rd

Why is city getting involved in housing 

Sandbridge Beach

Dont really need to designate an area...just upgrade transportation availability and options. Offer decreased 

rates for workers...more direct lines to employment areas. No more development!

Why are you targeting specific professions? Any housing should not discriminate people's occupations. 

Need more information re the City government's role in this. Are we talking subsidies? Has something already 

been decided?

No, just no! Stop it! 

I think we should avoid additional housing development East of Pacific Avenue. Keep that area available for 

tourism projects and related amenities. 

The trailer park and trashy neighborhoods along 17th are a HUGE detractor. No visitor feels safe going through 

there. Complete turnoff. 

I don't believe in building low income housing especially for taxpayers to subsidize housing for highly sought 

after areas.  High real estate prices are indicative of short supply.  Simply increase supply and the rest will take of 

itself.  In this case by increasing density with smart planning that incorporates taller buidings with greenspace.  

New buildings should be high end and older properties will become more affordable.  
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It should be scattered...not concentrated.  It should not be an accommodation  warehousing  type housing.

The second floors above retail shops along Atlantic and Pacific Avenues might provide affordable housing.  It 

should not be developed by the city.  Private property owners should be incentivized . It should be "work-force 

housing " not a plan for a future slum like accommodations.  Strict rules should be incorporated into the design 

and enforcement of how it should be used.

It should be safe and not a detraction from the overall ambiance of the resort  

It should be scattered...not concentrated throughout the resort

I don't know.  Take a specific survey just from those that work in the beach area.

Does Virginia Beach want to be a tourist destination or a locals beach. If hotels are replaced by workforce 

housing you are going to cut into affordable hotels. I thought we are a tourist beach

I think the city just needs to leave it alone and stop building! If the city stopped building buildings and cleared 

space and created their green spaces we would have such a nice resort area in Virginia Beach. Currently it just 

looks like an metropoltian city and that is not the point. 
Housing is important- I am a teacher and a non-profit director that deals with many youth ages 14-24 in our 

region. One issue that plagues our general workforce is that we can't keep our graduates here in Hampton 

Roads. I have continued to advocate for changes in our Beach Development plans- young people and younger 

professionals want to live in artistic, local, fun parts of the community. However, when all opportunity to own a 

piece of the beach area is given to developers and buyers can only afford a questionable rental or a home or 

more likely condo at half a million dollars- how can anyone be expected to make the choice to stay in our area? 

If we continue to let builders design for only the rich and/or retirees, we will soon find a "locals" scene that is 

driven solely by tourists because no one else can enjoy it.
I would rather see housing for a higher economic class than workforce housing, the land is too valuable and we 

need higher disposable incomes to make these areas thrive.

There should be affordable housing everywhere in the city. 
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If you could describe the future of the City of Virginia Beach in three words, what would they be?  

Innovative, surf, arts

Year Round Destination

Much upside potential

Remember the past

Year round tourism

inspiring, inventive, evolving

welcoming to all!

Embracing New Visions 

Innovation, creativity, Pharrell 

Promising  Exciting  

Pay more attention to the local population pedestrians and biking safety- its currently dangerous to ride a bike 

on many roads

Stop Resort Development 

Vibrant, resilient, welcoming

Welcoming, old fashion, slow

Diverse, accessible, opportunity

Attractive, welcoming destination

Greener, Still Laid Back & Friendly, diverse & artistically vibrant

Green, sustainable, excellent public space 

Crowded, Expensive, and Concrete

Enjoyment, Class, Peace

crowded, bike-friendly, catching-up
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Promising, productive and pristine 

Resilliant, Strong, Tough

accessible, inclusive, affordable

Safe, beautiful, & exemplary 

Tech, smart development, encourage business growth

Safer

Family Fun Thriving

Major league city

better public transportation

Moving right direction

Hell in a hand basket 

To much spending to bring in tourists to many useless programs and no accountability for individuals that do 

crimes. It's not a mental health problem it's a lawyer and judge problem

Tourists are important; however, put in place incentives for local residents to participate in events and activities.

Big beautiful beaches

Not citizen oriented

Does not flood

World

World Class Resort

function over aesthetics

Friendly, Affordable, Fun

Safe, happy, welcoming

Modern, accessible, clean
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Dreams Come True

Stay Family Friendly

Less Oceanfront Focused

gridlock without more transportation options.  Rapid transit, of some sort, to out lieing parking and entertaiment 

areas is a must

Gridlock without Transit

Family.  Beautification.  Flowing.

Family Beach

Vibrant beautiful and safe

Safe vibrant modern

Exciting, Enticing, Homey

Sun, Sand, and Summer

Fuck the taxpayers

Taxes, more taxes

congested   inconvenient   poorly planned

Theme park needed

Need light rail!

safe family friendly

Live, laugh, enjoy

Locals, not tourists

Too much development

A relaxing paradise!

Diverse, Community, Artsy
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Inviting. Affordable walkable

AW-AW-Some

Congested, flooded, gridlocked

Limited by politics

Safe, fun, diverse

Innovative, creative, environmental conscious 

Monitor overbuilding/overcommercialism

Good with planning

Vibrant, Diverse, Nautical 

Greed hungry. Its being ruined. 

Green, safe, entertaining

family, greenspace walkable

Overbuilt,   2nd class,  pizza

Life's A Beach

Could be worldclass 

Lively, Renewed

More About Locals

Friendly green space

Crowded crowded crowded

City vice a resort

City NOT resort

Family. Fun. Innovative.
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Make it welcome

Ideal for families

ocean, bay, outdoors

Vibrant Recreational Area

Excitrment,beauty,friendliness

make it work

Growth, family, pride

Make it greener

Welcoming, safe, peaceful

Get it done.

Neighborhood, friendly, inclusive

Leave it be

Being quickly ruined

Active, vibrant, fun

My home

Environmentally family friendly

Green spaces before they all disappear 

Commitment to Locals

Vision creates paradise

under sea water

Built With Love

Down the tubes
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Community comes first

Flooded, Congested, AGED  also BROKE

Fix the roads

do not forget locals

Friendly, safe, growing

Put citizens first

Under water

Accommodating Locals & Visitors

Surf-friendly city

Inclusive, dynamic, cultural

Fresh, artistic

Family, fun and romantic 

Care for residents 

Affordable, accessible, attractive

City management that have common sense !

Parks pathways open spaces 

Cleaner and greener please.  

Safe. Clean. Beautiful.

Safe, clean, hospitable 

welcoming, clean, and relaxing

Healthy vibrant beautiful

One incredible place.
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enhanced, beautification, local-friendly

Entertaining, must visit, safe

Overcrowded

Destination to experience

Need sports team

Green, clean and sustainable 

Slow down growth.

Scary, over developed, congested 

vibrant, exciting, alluring

family friendly, safe

Quit loosing tourism to Myrtle Beach and Ocean City.

Go greener

Yearround. attractive.  energizing 

FOCUS ON RESIDENTS

Open, beautiful, clean

Currently I think the future of Virginia Beach is a little precarious but I really hope that the future will be clean, 

beautiful, and sustainable.

Promises not kept.

Safe, Well lit, Family Friendly

Beautiful, connected and open

Money greed citycouncil

business-friendly, vibrant, fun

On The Move!
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Sustainable, responsible, innovative

History, Nature, Art

Fun, Safe, Clean

Thompsonville--crowded--taxes

Too flood prone

greener, welcoming, exciting

affordable for every one to enjoy

open, inclusive, FUN

promising, hopeful, cleaner

resilient, progressive, strong 

Expensive City to Live

Safe enjoyable environment 

Modern, Clean, Trendy

Fun, Stragetic, Capable

Brand new beginning 

Healthy, Landscaped, Kind.

inclusive restrained growth

Ever changing

Eco Friendly, Foodie, Hipster

Recognition as a top travel spot,  Job opportunities, great place to live

Fun, safe and family-friendly.

Beautiful, congested, hopeful
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VB STRONG AND BEAUTIFU

Innovative  Environmental    Beautiful

Green, Sustainability, Fun

Year round destination (bring $$$)

creative, new, unlike anything else 

leading, accessible, fresh

welcoming, growing, improving

City of Inclusion

clean fun livable 

Profitable, Cutting Edge, Enviornmentally friendly

Potential, questionable, in-flux

congested greedy urban (unless we change our focus)

Fix the flooding!

Clean, Friendly, Diverse

One sided

COASTAL RESILIENCY  think like coastal city, act like a coastal city.  It should be the foundation of everything we 

do, every decision we make from this point forward.

Growing, successful, in-tune

We are strong.

owned by developers, why are those who voted to extend green line and ashville park still on council

Make it Nice

Engaged, Vibrant, Welcoming

safe; fiscally-sound; fun
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FIX THE FLOODING

beautiful, organized, friendly

More condos unfortunately 

Beautiful eclectic destination

We need safety, clean, and better entertainment options- not just outdoor concerts that are weather 

dependent. Example- Myrtle Beach 

Safe, Beautiful, Clean, and Friendly (Extra word included as a personal priveledge.)

with the times

Upscale, convenient, hassle free

Easy access 

clean, friendly, safe

Exciting, Fresh, Green 

Good ole boys club

Supportive of tourism

Charming, peaceful, family

Work in Progress

San Diego East

Opportunistic, Family/Resident friendly, affordable and worth every penny spent.

Something In Water

Matter I hope to keep returning every year so I hope your three words would be keep them returning!

ecology, economy, entertaining

Without light rail . . . overly optimistic.  John Atkinson and his "minons" effed this wonderful City over.

Don't ever let an idiot like him "serve" this City, again!
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No Rosemary Wilson

Make it unique 

Become resident friendly

opportunity, revitalized, family

Clean, family oreinted,more parking

Friendly, family orientated 

Clean the Beach! 

family friendly atmosphere

Cost too much

Big and Bright

Going Bankrupt Soon

Reacquainted with Tourists. 

Green colorful and exciting 

Clean, safe, affordable 

Teacher Shortage Inevitable  

Healthy, Energetic, Safe

Fun. Clean. Natural. 

crowded, moving in the right direction, no feeder roads

Beautiful, Safe, Exciting 

End cronyism now

Premier tourist destination 

Consider the locals
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Save the loop

safe, entertaining and welcoming 

Please don't run the surfers away. It's a great sport for young children to learn. 

Artistic, Classy, Fun

not Myrtle Beach

Fun Beach Safe

Residential needs ignored.

Vibrant, Friendly, Safe

Dont add 1800 parking spaces @ the Aquarium and call it Special Event Parking for Oceanfront.  Since when has 

that ever been used for that purpose?  Not to mention you would need a shuttle etc...

Sustainable - eco- friendly- clean

Clean coastal fun 

major traffic jams

Safe, enjoyable, clean

Bright, relaxing, generous

Healthy fun year-round

Progressive, open, connected

Less homeless people

crowds , development , art

Less development please

Place for all. 

Local. Clean. Young. 

less development, less commercial/retail .more beautification and preservation of open space. 
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Best eastcoast beach 

Promote technology now 

all year long.

Too many people 

Make it GREEN.

Unique, trendy, strong community 

No more jets

Cultural, family oriented, efficient to travel

Corruption, unethical and immoral 

Convenient

Not very safe.

Doomed to fail

Safe, Cultured, Rooted

Creative, Accessible, Relaxing

Young, Green, Exciting

No more Thompson

Live work play

No more buildings

Locals love it

Fix flooding first

Peaceful, relaxing, historic 

NATURE, TREES, TREES
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Strong, green, together

Make it better!

Hopefully not corrupt

family entertaining vacation

Green open spaces

Potential, bright, hopeful 

exciting, vibrant, optimistic 

We need a city council that actually listens to the citizens.  Work on flooding and storm water management.

No new development 

Not locals friendly

Quit wasting our tax dollars.  Pay teachers more and care for the parks we have now

What about citizens????

Sand & Cycling Mecca 

Safe Secure Possibilities

sustainable, entrepreneurial, fun

Less crowded, open spaces, and safety considered! 

Open For Fun!

Always the best

Community, clean, fun

Too tourist oriented

Enhanced, Beach Environment 

vibrant, sustainable, welcoming
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Sustainability + Authenticity + Beach Culture

Third class vacation 

Family-friendly, Safe, Fun

Missing public transport

Green, community, local 

Welcoming, Safe, Fun

GREEN

Too many people

Eliminate crooked politicians

Upscale, thrilling, destination

More fun things!

Clean, Safe, Fun

Innovation, Music, Art

Colorful, Bike-friendly, Eco-friendly

Clean, friendly, stewardship

expensive to live here

Vibrant,  inclusive, fun

need light rail

Vibrant, fun, relaxed

consumed by water

Exciting. Inviting. Tolerant. 

Best east-coast Beach.  =)
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Way too crowded.

easy getting around

Stop wasting money. 

Beautiful, modern, and inspiring

Accessible, affordable, vibrant

Beauty's Good Business

Safe, Green, Fun

Clean, Safe, Fun

Welcoming, Growing, inspiring

Expand the Tide

Memorable, Exciting, Walkable

Vibrant! Fun! Welcoming!

Sustainable Environment Community

Potential, Hope, Progress

Really Embrace Tourism

Safe, clean, inviting

The Best Ever

Past Present Future

Safe fun resort

Fire Dave Hansen

Great

Great , wonderful nice
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Serve Residents

Getting too congested !

Let's get going

Surf sun fun

love living here

Better than ever 

sustainable, efficient, fun

Overspending our taxes 

Plan for floods!

small big city

Safe beach resort.

Needs progressive leaders

Active, fun, beautiful

Safe, beautiful, relaxing

Sustainable inovative magnetic

Bikable, Walkable, and Healthy

Behind The Times

Family-friendly, active, exciting

support nonresort citizens

Tree killers

Clean, Family-oriented, modern

Needs family-friendly environment
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Hip, green, clean

Beachy ,Green & Clean.

For tourist only

Wave of beauty

Future is bright

Nice to live.

Need Job Growth

No locals allowed.

Citizens are screwed

Green, natural, sustainable

Affordable for residents 

Slow to adapt

Worthy of more.

Safe, clean, fun

Ocean, families and art

Let locals enjoy

Leave rudee I let alone. 

Overdeveloped, conflicted, shortsighted

Crowded, expensive, tourist

Innovative friendly connected

Open for locals and visitors. 

All we care about is the tourist 
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Artsy, safe, beautiful 

Together Forward Together 

Clean, maintained, community 

Don't be trashy

Local resident friendly

No more locals

Moving forward intelligently.

Elitist, Segregated, Slow

mindful of nature

Ruined by greed

Ecological, Accessible, Futuristic

Arts, beach, surf

Overdeveloped concrete town

Off season entertainment 

Overbuilding flooding 

Open, safe, relaxing 

Tasteful, updated, peaceful 

Less concrete please

Welcoming, accommodating, forward thinking

Doomed. Doomed. Doomed. 

Family friendly area

Poor leadership
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Residents come first. 

Fire Hansen now

measured thoughful enhancements

Hopeful, growing, potential 

On the rise

welcoming, diverse, accessible 

sustainable, cultural, young-adult centered

Fighting rising water

FIX THE FLOODING

Pride of va

bleak at best

inspirational, inclusive, invigorating

Surfers get freeparking

Beautifying, Usable, Resident-Friendly 

Green, Futuristic, Entertaining

safe, playful, beautiful

Welcoming, local, Refreshing

Sustainable, progressive, flexible

Beautiful, professional, fun.

litter-free, plastic-free, train-accessible 

Resilient diversified economy

Working beach living
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Innovative, Green, Expressive

sensible opportunities abound

Bright beautiful exciting

Of the People

a large bustling city filled with economic success for its business and residents, all the while maintainging a small 

town, welcoming neighborhood feel. 

cultured, eco-friendly and accepting

peaceful, green oasis

Taxing residents out.....

Developers destroy everything

Hopefully driving a higher quality tourist group rather than enticing a lower quality visitor with gimmicks and 

flash. Our beach can sell itself. Oh and a light rail would be nice

A chaotic mess.

Going downhill 

congested, inundated, higher taxes coming

Green. Self-Sustaining. Wildlife-friendly.

Event attracting city

For the residents 

dynamic, congested, sustainable

For the people

Evolving    Vibrant  Positive

For The Residents

Locals matter too

Sustainable Friendly Community
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Wants outweigh space

Sustainable, Creative, Active

Clean, friendly, prepared (for flooding and sea level rise)

Preserve beach access

I am worried

Very good city 

Needs environmental conservation

welcoming, beautiful and fun!

Uncertain fractured potential 

All year round

Love the Beaxh

Love the Beach

Many development opportunities 

Great tourist area to visit 

more resident focus

Vibrant  family  best jobs. Great schools

Safe, welcoming and open

fun, inclusive, changing

family friendly resort

Progressive,professional jobs, planned 

Perfect

leave it alone
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Treeless, flooded, broke

Clean and simple 

Make the oceanfront easily accessable to the residents.  Have resident only designated parking.  I will not pay 

taxes and then fork over $50 to park for an event.

Community, leisure, accessibility

Assessable, safe, & attractive!

Conscience, forward-thinking, Green 

Community, art, and fun 

Don't forget residents

Welcoming, inclusive, flood-free

over-developed/planned (meant in a positive way)/congested

progressive, fun, educational

More parking, please

resident friendly

Fun-Vibrant-safe

Safe clean Community 

unwind, relax, fun

clean, trendy, inviting

Welcoming for Everyone

Over commercialization 

Water, Town Center

Live, play, work

Innovative, encompassing, varied
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No more development!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Live ability, great job, excellent schools nothing works without great schools 

Not enough parking 

Green, Sustainable, Safe

futuristic, caring and welcoming

Locals, community, southern hospitality

Adaptable, visionary, colorful  

Friendly, prosperous, tourism

Expensive 

Affordable family atmosphere 

Live work play

Best place to live 

Get a lightrail

Sandbridge Beach

Home, Beautiful, Congested

Please cultivate culture...not fads

coastal, diverse, but close minded.

Enhanced,  aestetically pleasing, inviting

Safe, Clean & Eco-friendly

dynamic, exciting

Inspiring, entertaining, relaxing

Open Ocean Views
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Big league thinking 

Welcoming, safe contemporary 

green, walkable, fun

Keep all green spaces green!

Grassroots, vibrant, community-focused

Keep open spaces

safe, active, fun

vibrant, safe, active

Install needed drainage

Climate change catastrophe

Progressive, ecofriendly, and outdoorsy

Diverse, sustainability, and open-minded 

Too many buildings 

Going down hill. 

Optimistic- fortunate - flooding

It doesn't flood every time it rains.. our beaches are clean and peaceful. And safe at night. Residents don't need 

to go to OBX to enjoy beaches because our beaches aren't overdeveloped by assholes who want to ruin the 

beaches for another hotel or condos

Does not flood

unique, beautiful, safe

progressive  beach resort

Fun, Families, Friends! 

Les tourist traps 

onward and upward
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Clean up 17th/Birdneck

lack of parking

Miami mid atlantic.  We are never going to be rural beach community so lets embrace being a bustling vibrant 

city on the beach.  Thirty years ago, Virginia Beach had a horrbile reputation.  The rennasaince has been a 

welcome change.  If people want to come vacation from NoVa, then they can envision moving here and bringing 

jobs with them. 

commercial, blue collar, honky tonk

Needs Less Crime

Appealing for visitors and residents;good managrment in place, Known as one of the safest cities  US

Enjoy the outdoors 

Beauitiful, safe, welcoming...  ("a community for a lifetime") 

Beauitiful, safe, welcoming

sand sun surf

modern seaside charm

welcoming, safe, resident-friendly 

Modern, accessable, fun

Livin the lie

innovative up-and-coming futuristic

Welcoming, relaxing, entertaining

Artistic. Family-Oriented. Forward-thinking.

Residents come first!

All under water

Life in paradise!

Scooter Free! Thanks
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need better sidewalks

we need help

Innovative, Green, Inclusive

Questionable, fragile, concerning

Vibrant, growing , environmentally aware

too much tourism

Premiere Cultural Community

Stop the deforestation.

sustainable, natural beauty

Family, safe, fun

Music, Art,Eco

Destination Events Mecca

hopeful, evolving, on trend (PLEASE)

locals, biking, ecology

Should include everyone.

More Public Transit to and from the Oceanfront and CIty Center

So much potential!

Convenience, Comfort, Hassle-free
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